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SUMMARY 

The dominant theme in Regain is that of death leading to rebirth. 

Th is dis s ertat i on attempts to exp lore Gi ono 's na rr at i ve techni ques 

within this context. No single chapter will be devoted to a specific 

technique; instead, the various devices used by the author are discussed 

as they emerge from the structure of the chapters. 

Justifyi ng the fi e 1 d of study as defi ned in the "Introducti on" , 

the fo 11 owi ng three chapters out 1 i ne the passage of 1 ife from death 

to eventual rebirth. With acknowledgement to Frank Kermode, who 

writes: "A concord of past, present and future three dreams 

which, as Augustine said, cross in our minds, as in the present of 

things past, the present of things present, and the present of things 

future" 1, the first three chapters bear his terminology for their 

headings. 

Chapter One, "The Present of Things Past", deals with Mameche's 

loss of her husband and son. Chapter Two, "The Present of Things 

Present", focuses upon Mameche' s real ization of Gaubert's departure, 

and the deci si on that she must do somethi ng to save the dyi ng vi 11 age 

of Aub i gnane. Chapter Three, "The Present of Things Future", sees 

Mameche setting out in search of a wife for Pantur1e, and succeeding. 

This brings to an end Part One of the novel. 

Interwoven throughout the chapters are paradigms from Greek 

mythology, rich in universal symbolism, and the author's belief in 

The Sense of an Ending (London: Oxford University Press, 1966), 
rpt., 1970, p.SO 
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man's ability to fuse himself with his surroundings. 

The conclusion summarizes the findings of this study, attempting 

to show how an analysis of Giono's narrative technique provides an 

insight into such a novel as Regain. 



NOTES ON PRESENTATION 

Page references to Regain or to any other novel in the Trilogie 

de Pan are from Jean Giono, Oeuvres romanesques completes, Volume 

( vii) 

I, Bibliotheque de la Pleiade, Paris: Ga11imard, 1971. Similarly, 

quotat ions taken from criti cs in the editi on, wi 11 also bear the 

page reference only, as will the one reference to Giono's Presentation 

de Pan, which is found in this edition . 

Where a writer, other than the author, is frequently quoted 

from a s i ngl e source of reference on ly, the fi rst foot note wi 11 

detail the reference. Thereafter the writer's surname and the name 

of the book, followed by the page reference, will appear in the footnote. 

For the most part thi s study adheres to the recommendat ions 

of the M L A Handbook, but there are ci rcumstances where other styl es 

have been used. 

The Bibliography is divided into two sections. The first deals 

wi th works ci ted in the course of the study. The second records 

works consulted because of their relevance to the thesis. 



INTRODUCTION 

For technique is the means by which the writer's 
experience, which is his subject matter, compels 
him to attend to it; technique is the only means 
he has of discovering, exploring, developing his 
subject, of conveying its meaning, and, finally, 
of evaluating it. 

Mark Schorer 

Implicit in Schorer's statement is the synthesis of form and 

content in the study of a writer's techniques. Using this premise 

as a basis for procedure, this dissertation will attempt to investigate 

Jean Giono's narrative technique in Regain. It wi 11 concentrate 

on (i) the author and hi s novel, and (i i) the techni ques emp 1 oyed 

to construct and tell the story. A personal element that also impinges 

on the study, is that of the thesi s writer who bri ngs to the text 

hi sown "accumul ated remembered past".l 

(i) The author and hi s novel 

Jean Gi ono was born to a cobb 1 er and a 1 aundress in Manosque 

on 30 March 1895. His Piedmontese descent on his paternal side, 

and his Picard-provencal ancestry on his maternal side, coupled with 

holidays in the country where the young Giono spent much time, formed 

an important background to his writings. An avid but impecunious 

1 Robert M. Adams, "Introduction", Narrative Theory and Practice 
by E. Miner, et al , (Los Angeles: University of Callfornla Press, 1973), 
p. v. 
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reader, the author was forced to buy what he coul d afford. The cheap 

Garnier editions of the classics in translation were availab l e, and 

Giono bought them. The ancient writers instantly captured 

:his imagination, providing a vital source of inspiration, particularly 

to his earlier, pre World War II works. 

Claudine Chonez, one of Giono's biographers, remarks on this 

influence: 

Ceux qu'il lit donc, dans l'enthousiasme, ceux 
qui ont forme etmarque pour longtemps son style, 
s'appellent Homere (il preferait l'Ddyssee a 
l'Iliade), les Tragiques Grecs, Virgile .... 2 

Strongly identifying Giono with the ancient texts, another biographer, 

Pierre de Boisdeffre observes: 

Tant il est vrai que c'est la Grece legendaire, 
celle des demi-dieux et des mysteres dionysiaques, 
que Giono semble habiter en reve ... . Ce n'est pas 
le fils du cordonnier de Manosque qui nous parle, 
mais 1 'enfant nourri chez Gaea de nectar et 
d'ambroisie qui accompagnait en chantant la troupe 
de Satyres et de Bacchantes. 3 

Adapting old myths at will, Giono abandons the method employed 

in Naissance de 1 'Ddyssee (1927), where he imaginatively adheres 

to the traditional myth. In Regain, the author creates his own fictive 

characters, sometimes adding a mythological dimension to their being. 

Under the constant gaze of an omniscient Pan, the three main 

protagonists assume the guise of their mythological counterparts. 

Mameche takes the comp 1 ex fi gure of Demeter, Panturl e enacts a ki nd 

of Tri pto 1 emus, and Arsul e represents P.ersephone 

2 Giono (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1956), p.36. 

3 Giono (Paris: Editions Gallimard, 1965), p.48. 

Establishing 
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a link between the texts of antiquity and his modern novel, Giono 

would seem to confirm Gilbert Highet's postulation that "every writer 

who attempts to create anything on the basis of myth, must add, subtract 

or alter.,,4 

The writer chooses the plateaux and mountainous regions of Haute 

Provence for the Trilogie de Pan (1928-1929) . Similar to the 

geographical and climatic conditions of Greece, this austere corner 

of Southern France provides the required setting for his work. Isolated 

from the modern technology of industrialized cities, it preserves 

its ancient life-style, enabling Giono to re-enact his quasi

mythological drama. Dominique 8audouin comments that, 

la haute Provence de Giono n'est pas le Midi facile 
a vivre et rieur; c'est un pays plus apre, ou la 
vie paysanne, encore assez semblable a la vie antique, 
est restee patriarchale et naturellement paienne .... 5 

while according to Claudine Chonez, 

le souffle panique puise aux sources antiques s'est 
desormais uni a la terre de Lure et de Baumugnes, 
aux montagnes apres ou brulent le soleil et les 
odeurs aromatiques, aux sites grandioses, pays de 
haute tradition pastorale et poetique. 6 

Against this background, the author "draws upon a 1 i mited body 

of my tho logi ca 1 materi a 1, and offers thi s as cOlTl1lent on part of the 

modern plot. Hi s aim is most frequently to use myths, not to create 

a whole mythology, be it old or new. ,,7 

4 The Classical Tradition (London: Oxford University Press, 1949), 
p.533. 

5 "Etudes et notes", Regain by Jean Giono (Paris: Editions Bernard 
Grasset, Livre de Poche, 1930), p.191. 

6 Giono, p.42. 

7 John White, Mythology in the Modern Novel (New York: Princeton 
University Press, 1971), p.16. 
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Another factor i nfl uenci ng Giono' s writings, were the years 

that he spent as a sol di er in the Great War. He became acutely aware 

of the fut il e loss of young 1 i ves, vowi ng thereafter never to fi ght 

again. With a heightened sense of the meaning of . life, Giono determined 

to stress its importance in his novels. 

he should entitle this novel Regain, as 

It is not surprising that 

it simultaneously embodies 

the concept of an agricultural aftergrowth and a human renewal, in 

essence, a continuity of life. 

The story is a simp le one. On ly two men, the aged Gaubert and 

the virile Panturle, together with an old woman, Mameche, live in 

the dere 1 i ct vi 11 age of Aubi gnane. After Gaubert's departure, Mameche 

is left alone with Panturle. She realizes that he needs a woman 

to perpetuate life and the hamlet's existence, so assuming the role 

of questor, she sets out from the vi 11 age to fi nd him the woman who 

will become his wife. Arsule is the young woman whom Mameche 'releases' 

from the 'captivity' of a knife-grinder Gedemus, guiding her to the 

waiting Panturle. Together they set thei r house in order, restore 

the fields, and Aubignane is reborn. 

Forming an integral part of the action is the god Pan, whose 

name meaning "All", announces his participation in the story. Conceived 

as the spi rit of the wi nd, he appears in many a different gui se to 

usher in the changing seasons. Wi thi n thi s framework 1 i es a much 

altered, but easily recognizable myth of Demeter which lends complexity 

and interest to the story. Symbolizing winter and the death of 

vegetat ion, Demeter searches for her lost daughter. Mameche, tak i ng 

cognisance of her loss sets out at the end of winter to 'hunt' for 
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a woman, who could in a sen se be regarded as her daughter. 8 Persephone, 

joyously reunited with her mother, represents spring and the reawakening 

of nature, while Arsu1e's union with Pantur1e embraces this concept. 

In the 1 ight of the above , it can be seen that "every phase 

of human existence, is made alive with symbolical suggestion,,9, e1evating 

this apparently simple s tory to exciting heights . Giono presents 

timeless themes of universal significance. "Regain does not merely 

reincarnate an ancient Greek myth, it also re-enacts the old prehistoric 

passage from the world of the nomadic hunters to that of the settled 

cultivators" 10, producing a continuous 1 ife cycle with its sorrows 

and joys, always in harmony with the naturale 1 ements, and the seasonal 

decay and growth of vegetation. 

(ii) The techniques employed to con s truct and tell the story 

Maxwell Smith remarks that "the most persistent quality in Giono 

as a novelist has been his mar velous capacity for telling a story 

that holds the reader breath 1 ess unt i1 the end." 11 Perhaps thi s 

is a little excessive in its enthusiasm, since some of Giono's stories, 

like Regain, end on a predictable 'and they lived happily ever after' 

note, which is not calculated to hold the reader spellbound to the 

conclusion . But in spite of this, most critics would agree that 

Giono is an accomplished story-teller. 

8 Odi1e de Pomerai, ed., Regain by Jean Giono (London: University of 
London Press, 1967), p.19, also expresses this idea. 

9Joseph Campbell, The Hero wi th a Thousand Faces (New York: 
Princeton University Press, 1949), p.43. 

10 de Pomerai, p.21 . 

11 Jean Giono (New York: Twayne Publishers Inc., 1966), p.176. 
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From the opening sentence of the novel the writer's conscious 

artistry emerges, creating the illusion of listening to a peasant 

narrator as opposed to reading what he says.12 'Talking to the reader 

as if he were telling a story -- and he is -- the author establishes 

an instant rapport between story-teller and listener. Dissolving 

the barriers between written and spoken French, Giono uses a colloquial 

style to render an informal approach to the novel . His words are 

those of a rustic in daily locution, lending an air of authenticity 

to his imagined characters. 

For the most part, the peasant narrator is anonymous and omniscient, 

but sometimes his role is played by one or other of the characters, 

or even by the author himself, when the reader is conscious of the 

poet's voi ce substitut i ng for the peasant's. Using the device of 

, . t f . ,13 pOln 0 Vlew, Gi ono determi nes how to present the reader wi th 

the materials of the story, changing narrators as the context demands. 

This technique is constantly employed throughout the novel, effecting 

a reliable "spoken narrative tone" 14 for un 1 i ke many modern writers 

who create unreliable narrators to add interest to their novels, 

Giono adheres to tradition, always filtering the reader's perception 

of the story through the voice of a reliable narrator. 

12 de Pomerai comments on "the vaguely felt presence of a peasant 
narrator ... who tells the story, as such a person well might, to a group 
of friends to pass the time of an evening.", p.25, and also on p.31, she 
says: "The illusion thus created is that instead of reading the printed 
page, the modern reader is listening to the narrator as was, and still 
is done in primitive civilizations." 

13 In Philip Stevick's words, 'point of view' is "the angle from 
which a fictional work is narrated." Philip Stevick, ed., The Theory of 
the Novel (New York: Free Press, 1967), p.85. 

14 de Pomerai, p.25. 



In the author's assertion to Christian Michelfelder, he says: 

Avant d'ecrire un mot, je le goGte comme un cuisinier 
goGte le produit qu'il va mettre dans sa sauce; je 
1 'examine aux lumieres comme un decorateur examine un 
vase chinois qu'il va mettre en valeur; je le pese 
comme un chimiste qui verse dans une eprouvette un 
corps qui peut tout sauter; et je n'emploie que des 
1l10ts dontje sais le save~r intime et la puissance 
d'evocation et de retentissement. -15. 

7 

This is an invitation to the reader to analyse Giono's form 

of expression. 

Often dubbed a poet-i n-prose, the author imagi nati vely percei ves 

the suggestive capacities of the image, using it to enhance the 

aesthetic quality of his writing. Henry Peyre draws attention to 

this stating: 

Giono's rarest gift is his inexhaustible ability to 
create precise, yet expanding and soaring images. 
He fixes the essence of reality through them and 
enobles it at the same time; he simplifies and yet 
transfigures. 16 

Comparisons form the basis of many an image, prefaced by "comme", 

118 croire", lion dirait", II comme S;II and 11;1 semble". Stephen Ullman 

remarks: 

An interesting feature of imagery in Regain is the 
frequency of comparisons. This is not surprising 
in a writer llke Glono, close to nature, nurtured 
on Greek classics, and hostile to urban civilization. 
His comparisons fit into the simple and epic tone 
of his style; some of them have a distinctly Homeric 
ring. 17 

15 Jean Giono et Les Religions de la Terre (Paris: Gallimard, 
1938) pp.45-46. 

16 The Contemporary French Novel (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1955), p.143. 

17 Style in the French Novel (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1957), pp.ZI8-z19. 
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Images appear in every shape, colour and size, offering the reader 

a new insight into familiar perceptions. Ullman continues: 

The density of metaphorical element in Regain is 
very great; at first sight, it might even appear 
excessi ve . . .. In fact, it is hard to open the book 
anywhere without coming across an image or, more 
often than not, a whole series of images. One 
may legitimately wonder how a short novel, dealing 
with a narrow subject, can bear the strain of such 
a heavy load of imagery .... 18 

The reason for the success of Gi ono' s imagery due partly 

to the quality of the images, the freshness of vision from which 

they spring, and partly to the important rol e whi ch 

in the structure and impact of the story.,,19 

Within this framework Giono poetically imparts 

they 

his 

portraying man as an undeniable part of nature. Borrowing 

have 

ideas, 

from 

Baudelaire, the author writes of that "melange", which effaces "the 

boundaries separating individual self and the world".20 

L'extraordinaire est notre puissance de melange, 
cette partie divine de nous-memes, toujours 
insoumiSe et qui fait de nous 1 'expression 
du monde . 21 

L inked to this is his hostility to urbanism, contrasting the 

artificiality of the sophisticated man-made world with "les vraies 

richesses" of the natural world. 

18 Style in the French Novel, p. 218. 

19 Style in the French Novel, p. 21B. 

20 Alan Clayton, "Giono's Colline: 
for Modern Language Studies, April 1971, 

Pantheism or Humanism?", Forum 
p. 117. 

21 Jean Giono, Les Vraies Richesses (Paris: Editions Bernard 
Grasset, 1937), p. 173. 
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Sustaining a rhythmic lyricism rare to prose in a novel, Giono 

achieves poet i c effects with unremarkable 1 i terary devi ces, and fi gures 

of speech. Repetition in varying forms chants its way through narrative 

and dialogue, musically evoking a poem, prayer or song. 

the tense, pace and tone of the story . 

The use of the pre sent and perfect tenses stresses 
the spoken character of the narrative. Besides 
its effect of immediacy and closeness to the events 
and the characters, it is a style perfectly adapted 
to the personality of the narrator . ... 22 

Verbs set 

Thi s causes the reader to be aware that he is 1 i steni ng to what is, 

in terms of wh at was . Often one verb sets off a chai n reacti on of 

verbs , accel erating the pace of a particular passage, for example 

Panturl e' s reaction when he sees Arsul e with her bodi ce open ( see 

p.125 of this study). At other times, one verb is used in all tenses, 

or as present and past participles to suggest the mood of the 

protagoni st , and the prevailing weather conditions, such as the 

anti cipated and sub sequent departure of Gaubert, harmonizing with 

the chilly winter which revolves around the verb "geler" (see p. 22 

of thi s study). Acutely receptive to sense impressions, the author 

modifies the verbs, finally adjusting his "world of smells, tastes, 

palpable masses and shapes,,23, as Peyre says: 

22 

23 

24 

The reader actually smells Giono's verbs, breathes 
the fragrance of his adjectives, feels the caress 
of his adverbs on his skin. 24 

de Pomerai, p.26. 

Peyre, p. 143. 

Peyre, p. 144. 
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In an effort to mai ntai n the poetic effect, the author sometimes takes 

the liberty of using nouns adjectivally, like "le vent chevre"(p.347) 

or adjecti ves as nouns, such as "le tendre du ventre"(328). On 

occasions they succeed, but there are t i mes when they render a passage 

artificial, and detract from his style. Short sentences gi ve the 1 i e 

to their length, expanding the reader's imagination far beyond the full 

stop. Silences fill the gaps between phrases to imp ly thoughts 

and actions that would have spoilt a passage had they been verbalized. 

Personifications abound in "soaring images", 25 transporting the reader 

to an imagined world where Greek gods touch the heart of modern-day, 

peasant soci ety "with renewed attempts to so 1 ve manki nd' s perenni a 1 

question -- how to live?,,26 

When these two approaches to the present study are synthesized, 

it is hoped that the leitmotif suggested by the title, Regain, will 

hi ghl i ght themes and key-words from the story, elements of Greek 

mythology and nature, thus revealing Giono's ability to create a written 

symphony worthy of his narrative technique. 

25 See footnote 16. 

26 de Pomerai, p.38. 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE PRESENT OF THINGS PAST 

In troducing Mameche 

A famil i ar, anonymous narrator, seemi ng ly a regul ar traveller 

who knows the driver, passengers and route, opens the novel during 

a journey to Aubi gnane. What on a fi rst readi ng mi ght have appeared 

to be an ordi nary tri p to the vi 11 age, gradua lly reveals itse 1 f as 

a means of penetrating the character of Mameche . However, the reader's 

introduction to her is controlled by another peasant narrator, 1 'Oncle 

Joseph, who first describes her appearance, and then recalls the 

tragic events of her past. 

Frank Kermode says, 

in exploring events anterior to its opening, such 
a novel has a truth missing from other kinds, for 
we muse on our disasters after they have happened, 
and live our lives in these cross-currents of past 
and present. 1 

Gi ono uses thi s techni que to introduce Mameche to the reader. From 

the beginning she embodies the concept of tragedy, gaining the reader's 

sympathy before he actually makes her acquaintance. 

"C'est une vieille cavale toute noire: la zia Mameche c'est 

son nom" (p.327), are the words that l'Oncle Joseph chooses to introduce 

Frank Kermode, Es says on Fiction (L ondon: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1983), p. 63 . 
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the old woman· in her absence. A rather bizarre choice , but bearing 

in mind the author's assertion to Christian Michelfelder 

(see p . . 7 , f. 15 ), the reader is aware that there is possi b ly 

a deeper mean ing underlying this strange sentence. "U ne cavale noire " 

or "un cheval noir", according to certain interpretations of traditional 

symbo 1 s, depi cts a funerary fi gure as harbi nger. Thi s image, pert i nent 

to the state of mourni ng in whi ch the reader fi nds Mameche, can also 

be applied to Demeter, of whom Homer says : 

40 Dechirante, la douleur 
s'empara de son coe~r; de ses mains elle arracha ses deux 
bandeaux sur sa chevelure divine, jeta sur ses epaules un 
voile sombre .... 2 

N.J. Richardson also observes this mournful aspect of Demeter, 

"sorrowful at heart, her head veiled with her dark robe moving about 

her feet as she walks,,3, but adds the concept of age to this sad 

'h k h d' . f ld ,,4 image, as's e ta es t e lsgulse 0 a very 0 woman.· ·· Playing 

off the concepts of youth and age against one another, significantly 

harmonizes with Giono's conception of Mameche whom he portrays as 

an old woman, dressed in bl ack, mourning the l oss of a young husband 

and son. 

2 H6mere, "Hymnes a Demeter, "Hymnes, Texte etabli et traduit par 
Jean Humbert (Paris : Societe d'Editlon, Les Belles Lettres, 1959), p.42. 

3 ed . , The Homeric Hymn to Demeter (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), 
p.56. 

4 Richardson, p.56. 
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"The black horse is funerary and heralds death and symbo 1 i zes 

chaos; it appears at the twe 1 ve days of chaos between the old and 

the new year.,,5 Seen in this perspective, Mameche, as "une 'vieille 

cavale noire", is the metaphor representing the passage of life. 

Contr asting age and youth, death and life, the author confers upon 

Mameche the ro 1 e of i ntermedi ary between the past and the future. 

It is a vital role, since the very myth of Demeter depends upon constant 

renewal, and theme of Regain is regeneration. 

Mameche is afflicted by the senseless loss of her loved ones. 

Demeter is angry and grief stricken at the loss of her daughter. 

The tragic overtones in the combined image of these two characters, 

lend stature to this novel, forming a powerful pOint of departure . 

Mameche's sorrow complements Demeter's anguish, creating a ripple 

effect which flows over into the despair that Giono experiences before 

unnatural death. As he says: "Quand la mort est nature11e, la mort 

est heureuse", 6 "c'est la continuation logique,,7 , but when death 

is unnecessarily incurred, it distresses him deeply. He never forgets 

the Great War, and the futile loss of life witnessed in the trenches 

around him. "L'horreur de ces quatre ans est toujours en moi.,,8 Evoking 

5 J.C. Cooper, An Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Traditional Symbols 
(London: Thames & Hudson , 19/8), p.85. 

6 Jean Giono, quoted by Gilbert Ganne, "Giono regle ses comptes," 
in Les Nouvelles L i tterai res, avri 1 1956, p. 11 . 

7 Jean Giono, Les Vraies Richesses, p.209. 

8 Jean Giono, "Refus d'Obeissance," in Giono, by Pierre de 
Boisdeffre, p.25. 
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the ancient myth of Demeter, transferring her sense of loss to Mameche 

-- whose harrowi ng experi ences themselves a 1 so serve to remi nd the 

reader of 1 i fe's transi ence the author shifts the reader's 

perspective from the novel to a war-torn twentieth century. Mameche, 

at times Demeter incarnate, could be France weeping for her children. 

Sketching a brief outline of Mameche's tragic life since her 

arrival in Aubignane, 1 'Oncle Joseph, still the narrator of the moment, 

mentions: "Puis, son homrne est mort... Puis, son petit est mort ... " 

(p.32?), ,before divulging details of the two tragedies that befall 

her. Punctuat i ng the sentences in thi sway, Gi ono separates the 

incidents, making the reader aware that each death contains its own 

story. 

Whereas Demeter has no husband, the author adds a husband-fi gure 

to Mameche. 

Though the priestesses of Demeter, goddess of the 
cornfield, initiate. brides and bridegrooms into 
the secrets of the couch, she has no husband of 
her own. 9 

He links the idea of Hades, and the earth opening up to 

swallow Persephone, with the death and simultaneous burial of Mameche's 

husband. Persephone's "cries for help were heard by no one except 

Hecate and Helios, and Zeus was far away."lO As Homer says: 

22 Mais personne, parinf les Immortels ni les hommes 
mortels, ne per~ut ses cris, non plus que les Olives aux 
beaux fruits: seule, dans sa tendresse, la fille de Persee, 
Hecate au bandeau brillant - ainsi que le Seigneur Soleil, 
fils radieux d'Hyperlon - entendit, du fond de son antre, 
jeune fille invoquer le Pere; 11 

9 Robert Graves, The Greek Myths:l (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 
England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1980), p.89. 

10 Richardson, p.l . 
11 Homere, Hymnes, p.42. 
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No one heard the well-sinker call out, but 1 'Oncle Joseph recalls, 

"On a entendu couler du sable et tomber des pierres. Il 

n'a pas crie. Il n'est plus remonte. On n'a jamais pu 

l'avoir"(p.327). Instead of ringing a bell to announce the death 

Giono conveys the message in three terse sentences. Taken individually, 

"il n'a pas crie" expresses silence, il n'est plus remonte" evokes 

a spatial voice, and "on n'a jamais pu l'avoir" reiterates the husband's 

disappearance. Each successive phrase contains an extra syllable, 

creating a resonant effect, "e e -- ~i~' (crie - remonte - l'avoir), 

which could conceivably have been the unheard scream of the well-

si nker as he was buried alive. It woul d seem that the author 

paradoxically uses the orchestration of sound to convey silence, 

extending the perspective of form from visual to auditive. 

Adding the death of her son to that of her husband intensifies 

~ian1eche' s suffering. Thi s further substanti ates Hi ghet ' s theory 

for a daughter has been subtracted and the myth 

of the novel altered by substituting a son. 

snatched from her after eating a poisonous hemlock; 

at th is stage 

Mameche's son is 

Persephone too, 

is in the field, but picking a magical narcissus when the earth suddenly 

gapes, and Hades enchantedly whisks her away. L'Oncle Joseph's 

account of the child's death is rich in symbolic interest and pathos . 

It describes the child lying "dans l'herbe"(p.328) in the beautiful 

tranquility of a verdant nature, but the harmony of this tableau 

champetre is shattered by the observati on that the small boy is 

"tout noir deja, et tout froid"(p.328), 

has insiduously taken its toll. 

suggesti ng that the poi son 
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The prevailing season is autumn, as the olive trees are in full 

fruit when Persephone and little Rolando (in some editions he is 

ca 11 ed Orl ando) are 'taken' from thei r respect i ve mothers. Homer 

writes of "les Olives aux beaux fruits", while l'Oncle Joseph says, 

"c' etai tal' epoque des 01 i ves" (p. 328) when referri ng to the time 

of the tragedy. Olives are traditionally symbolic of peace, and 

it is unusual to find the olive tree used in this sense. However, 

in Graeco-Roman interpretation, "the olive tree of the Acropolis 

held the life and fate of the people,,~2 and it is no doubt in this 

context, apart from i ndi cat ing the season of the year, that Homer 

and Giono choose to use it. 

Invoking the god, Pan, spirit of the wind, the narrator replaces 

1 'Oncle Joseph, to usher in the mood of the tale. The wind "est 

tout bien froid, jusqu'au fond"(p.325), suggesting winter's iciness, 

and foreshadowing a chilling start to the story . Pan remains inactive 

while 1 'Oncle Joseph tells the listener that there are only three 

residents still living in Aubignane. But, as soon as he mentions 

"la Piemontaise"(p.326), as one of the three, the narrator notes 

that "1 e vent sou 1 eve 1 e ci e 1 corrrne une mer. Il le fait bouilloner 

et noircir, il le fait ecumer comme les montagnes"(p.326). 

Ant i ci pati ng some fearfu 1 upheaval with these powerfu 1 compari sons, 

vent plonge, ecrase le bois, s'elance sur la route" 

(p.326) gathering strength in its wake. Once the deity learns of 

12 Cooper, p.122. 
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Mamikhe's husband's death, "le vent hurle derriere les nuages" 

(p . 326). Her loud wail i ng soon follows on the hee 1 s of percept i on 

when she realizes that her son, too, is dead. Picking up Pan's cry, 

"et ~a hurlait toujours, en bas, a dechirer le tendre du ventre." 

(p.328) , Giono synthesizes the mood of the wind's force with that 

of Mameche's grief . Although grammatically incorrect, using the 

adjective "tendre", as a noun, the author appeals to his sense of 

rhythm to convey her intense sadness. Perhaps a little contrived, 

it achieves a musicality if not really enforcing her pain. A moment's 

silence, then Pan tearfully concludes his introductory role to the 

novel. "Le vent eparpille le bruit des clochettes comme des gouttes 

d'eau"(p.328) . 

Hardly a critic of the author, whatever his approach, has been 

able to resist the temptation to write about Giono's affinity with 

the natural elements, the wind in particular. 

says of Regain, 

'voici le livre de Pan, celui, ou le dieu e.st 
immediatement present, comme fondu en toutes 
choses .... Pan emprunte pour orchestrer 
le roman sa voix naturelle; le vent; le 
vent qui clame sa rage sur les plateaux ou 
sus sure sa chanson, le soir dans les roseaux. 13 

Michelfelder 

w. D. Redfern subsumes the essence of Michelfelder without 

acknowledgement. He writes: 

Pan, as his name indicates, is everywhere present; 
he equals nature and is no mere addition to it. 
He now uses his most natural voice, the wind, which 

13 Jean Giono et Les Religions de la Terre, p.67. 
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pervades everything and provokes the action. 14 

Odile de Pomerai in her "Introduction" t o Regain refers to Pan as 

"the surge of the wind" 15 , while de Boisdeffre quotes M. Charles 

Vildrac as saying: 

Car le voix du poete, nous l'entendons quand meme 
dans le grand vent parfume qui enveloppe le hameau 
d'Aubignane. 16 

Luce Ricatte in her "Notice" on Regain also observes: 

Au d~part, il a voulu contrer 1 'histoire sur la 
force panique du vent, et tout particulierement 
du vent printanier, tant de fois terrifiant et 
voluptueux .... le vent tient une place de choix . (p.992) 

Finally Stephen Ullman offers the following: 

To take the most striking case of all, the wind 
i s part of the basic inspiration of the story 
and one of its protagonists.... But the wind 
could not play this role without the innumerable 
personifications and other metaphors through 
which every aspect of it is identified and made 
sensible in the novel. 17 

From the above, it can be seen that the wind's importance as 

a narrative device in the novel cannot be overlooked. It not only 

announces the changing seasons, donning many an imaginative guise, 

but foreshadows events harmoni zing the characters' moods with each 

change. 

14 The Private World of Jean Giono (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1967), 
p.33. 

15 p. 19. 

16 Giono, p.1l3 . 

17 Style in the French Novel, p. 229. 



Life in Aubignane 

Quand on touche ce bord d'Aubignane qui . pend au
des sus du vallon,a main droite,c'est tout de 
suite la.maison de la Mameche. Ca n'est pas sa 
propriete, bien sur, mais personne ne viendra 
reclamer elle n'a eu qu'a choisir dans le tas 
une maison pas trop demolie avec, autant que 
possible, un peu de toiture. (p.333) 
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Giono develops an architectural metaphor to evoke the sensation 

of "the present of things past". Once a thriving village, Aubignane 

is presently in a state of ruin. However it provides Mameche with 

a temporary shelter, "un peu de toiture," in an an ima 1-1 i ke manner. 

Mamec he is a so 1 itary fi gure, the i nescapab 1 e memori es of her past, 

linked to the indecision regarding her future, are all that tie her 

to the neglected hamlet. Unlike Demeter, who immediately leaves 

the assembly of the gods to 3tart the search for her lost daughter, 

Mameche remains in Aubignane a little while. Re lyi ng on the inner 

confl i ct between her physi cal freedom -- she posses s es neither family 

nor property and her emotional i mprisonmen t her loved ones 

are buri ed in Aubi gnane -- the author retards her immedi ate progress. 

The reader finds Mameche in an amorphous state, at the crossroads 

of past and future. "And here, in this brief t ime-span, one gets 

the sense both of the di sp 1 acement and the non ethel ess conti nuity 

of events." 1 Analogous to war-ravaged France, whose future is nebulous, 

Mameche embraces the concept of tragedy, extending the metaphor to 

mankind . Giono uses this analogy, appealing to the reader to take 

stock of his past, and to bear it in mind when contemplating his 

future. 

1 
Malcolm Bradbury, and James Mc Farlane, "The Name and Nature of 

Modernism," ed., Modernism (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin 
Books Ltd., 1983), p.43 . 
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The seasons change, autumn becomes wi nter. The past recedes, 

the present advances, and with the shift in time, the reader approaches 

the turning point in Mameche's life, meeting her for the first time 

just beforehand, when Panturle brings the goat for milking. 

Panturle fait un petit detour pour venir 
pousser la porte. 
"Tiens, Mameche, voila Caroline. Prends 
le lait." 
Comme la chevre, sur le seuil, tremble de 
la voix et du poil, la Piemontaise l'appelle: 
"Cabro, cabro."(p.333) 

Instantly establishing a close affinity between Mameche and 

the goat, Gi ono evi nces a de 1 i cate balance between the human and 

anima 1 aspect. The narrator filters the reader's perception of 

Mameche through this image, in a sense justifying her need for a 

shelter rather than a home, as unbeknown to her, she is on the threshold 

of a new dawn, and does not require a permanent dwelling. 

L inked to the traditional image of Pan who has the legs, 

horns and beard of a goat Caroline embraces the concept of fertility. 

At this stage, the reader is not aware that Panturle's opening address 

to Mameche associates him with this concept, it is only later that 

the significance becomes apparent. Closer scrutiny of this passage 

reveals "little disturbances in the surface that indicate the existence 

of activity below symptoms to be interpreted".2 The name, Caroline, 

at once indicates the goat's sex, but together with the word "lait", 

symbo 1 i zes ferti 1 i ty, suggesti ng the femi ni ne and nutri ti ve aspects 

respectively. Rel ating this symbol to the human and animal image 

2 Frank Kermode, Essays on Fiction 1971-1982, p.63. 
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of Mamikhe, Gi ono contrasts the i mage of death that cont i nua lly 

haunts her with the possibil ity of a rebirth. Even though the story 

is in its infancy, the author already uses' veiled motifs to hint 

at the main theme. 

The passage ends on a foreign note. "Cabro", the Piedmont dialect 

for the Italian, "capra", a nanny-goat, discloses Mameche'$ origin 

suggesting her visiting status in Aubignane. Perhaps Giono uses 

thi s background to denote Mameche' s transience whi ch is characteri stic 

of her role in the novel. 

Prior to Panturle's encounter with Mameche, the narrator notes 

that the naturale 1 ements do not share the vei 1 ed opti mi sm just 

expressed . 

Ce matin, c'est le grand gel et le silence. C'est 
le silence, mais le vent n'est pas bien mort; il 
ondule encore un peu; il bat encore un peu de la 
queue contre le ciel duro Il n'y a pas encore de 
soleil. Le ciel est vide; le ciel est tout gele 
comme un 1 i nge etendu. (p. 332) 

An empty, icy silence frames this extract. Even "le ronflement du 

vent-de-toujours"(p.325) is absent, and Pan is observed half-heartedly 

moving in the background. The light of Panturle's fire suggests 

a sudden flash of life which harmonizes with the accompanying dawn, 

and is picked up by "le vent [qui] d'un coup, ronfle plus fort que 

le feu"(p . 332), contrasting starkly with the frozen pre-dawn image. 

But this ray of hope is quickly extinguished, for when Panturle fetches 

Caro 1 i ne from havi ng been mil ked, the narrator once more focuses 

his attention on the cold. 



A la Font-de-la-Reine-Porque, le bassin de la 
fontaine est deja gele. C'est une fontaine 
perdue et malheureuse. . .. Elle est la toute 
seule .... L'hiver, elle gele jusqu'au coeur. 
Elle n'a pas de chance; comme toute cette terre.(p.336) 
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The effective use of the verb, "geler", in this and the last 

quoted passage, consciously distinguishes between the fact of a bitterly 

co 1 d wi nter, and the mental concept, expressed in physi ca 1 terms, 

of the chi 11 i ng consequences that Gaubert's departure wi 11 have on 

Mameche and Panturle. The state of the fountain highlights the sense 

of loss and neglect, which is intensified through symbolic contrast. 

Traditi ona 11y a fountai n symbo 1 i zes "the waters of 1 ife. . . eterna 1 

1 i fe" 3, wh il e the earth is seen as "The Great Mother; Mother Earth ... 

archetype of fecundity and inexhaustible creativity." 4 Now both 

1 i e abandoned, remi ndi ng the reader ina tenuous way of "1 a terre 

inerte" in Co11ine(p.150), where after an uneasy silence it is noticed 

that the spri ng has dried up. Perhaps Giono uses thi s image 

to reiterate hi s message that man shoul d work harmoni ously with 

nature, and not take her for granted. From the story's perspecti ve, 

it would seem that the author employs the frozen image to foreshadow 

Gaubert's departure. 

"C'est Gaubert qui faisait les meillures charrues"(p.331). 

Seemingly of little importance at this point in the story, especially 

since the old man is about to leave Aubignane, the alert reader wonders 

why the narrator finds it necessary to impart this knowledge, taking 

care to provide information of Gaubert's hammer and anvil, which 

3 Cooper, p.70. 

4 Coop er, p. 58. 
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still appear to be in pristine condition. "L 'enclume est toute 

luisante, toute vivante, claire, pr~te i chanter. Contre elle, 

il ya aussi, un marteau pour 'frapper devant'" (p. 332). On a first 

reading, the ploughshare, hammer and anvil might well be overlooked 

as motifs, and simply be regarded as implements of rural life. However, 

a complete readi ng of the novel reveals that Gi ono uses them as a 

foreshadowing device, even implying their future role in these 

sentences so early in the story. 

As the cart carryi ng Gaubert away, disappears over the 

hill, "on entend encore un 'hu' et un fouet qui claque"(p.336), then 

"l'on n'entend plus rien"(p . 336). V ague ly reminiscent of the 

sound of falling stones, and then silence, that accompanied the well 

sinker's death, the author establishes a subtle link between the 

two departures . . Breaking the time-frame of the tale, Giono weaves 

a past event into the present time-fabric, reinforcing the thematic 

idea of departures heralding new beginnings and new meanings. 

Before changing from narration to laconic dialogue, the narrator 

pre-empts the protagonists ' greeting, observing that "Panturle se 

sent gel e jusqu' au fond des os" (p. 336), to anti ci pate the tone of 

the encounter. 

"Oh, Mameche! 
Oh, fils !" 

La voix de la Mameche, c'est grave et dur, ~a vient 
de profond.(p.336) 

Their reiterative, "Oh", followed by exclamation marks after addressing 

each other, echoes the i ntensi ty of the terse greet i ngs. The word, 

"fils" reveals Mameche's motherly attitude to Panturle, although 

the reader is aware that he is not her son. Symbolically, Mameche's 

response cou 1 d be that of the Mater Dol orosa mourni ng the death of 
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her son, "the "grave et dur" timbre suggesting her sorrowfulness. 

Perhaps Gi ono creates thi s mother-image to convey the nature of 

their relationship, simultaneously establishing Mameche as a mother-

figure. 

The following text which presents Mameche's abode, is richly 

evocative of precisely this Christian, as opposed to Pagan, concept 

of maternity. 

Les dalles sont couvertes d'un jour qui est la, 
epais comme de la paille d'etable et qui ne monte 
pas vers le plafond parce que les hauts carreaux de 
la fenetre, on les a remplaces par des planches. 
Ce sont de vieilles fenetres, et meme, pour les 
deux carreaux de bas qui sont encore en vitre il 
faut se mefier, il y en a un qui commence a se 
decoller et on ne peut pas empecher le vent de 
jouer avec. De cette fa~on, il n'y a jamais de 
la lumiere que sur la moitie des gens. Il y a 
le jour sur la moitie de Mameche, sur le morceau 
qui va des pieds nus jusq'a la taille. 

La, pres de la table, il y a une grande Sainte 
Vierge de platre tout eclairee. La Mameche 
1 'a prise avec elle depuis que l'eglise est 
quasiment une bauge de loups avec toutes ces 
herbes ... La Vierge s'est bien habituee; on la 
dirait chez elle, la, avec ses pieds nus, son 
rosaire en noyeux d'olive, sa robe qui est 
comme le ciel, de meme couleur et toute raide. 

Ce qu'on voit de la Mameche est pareil, mais 
tout noir. (pp.336-337) 

This scene i nside Mameche's dwelling alternates between the 

dim daylight afforded by the semi boarded-up windows, and the female 

figures that it illuminates. Significantly the narrator singles 

out Mameche and the Virgin, suggesting a spiritual connection between 

the two. The Catholic faith has sustained Mameche through her 

tragedies. She is comforted by the presence of the "Sainte Vierge", 

even though her life and the village have fallen into ruin. Drawi ng 

a parallel between the peasant woman and the statue, the narrator 
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notices that the Virgin wears a stiff, sky-blue dress, while that 

of Mameche "est pareil mais tout noir." Their similar appearance 

highlights their affinity, but the sharp distinction between light 

and dark, revea 1 s thei r difference. Symbolic of mourning and chaos, 

this "vieille cavale toute noire"(p.327) could perhaps represent 

a black Virgin in the sad concatenation of events linking past to 

present. Bathed in half-light, Mameche symbolizes darkness, and 

the period of transition between chaos and order. 

Seen in another perspective, Northrop Frye says: "In Christianity, 

the Virgin Mary took on some of the attributes of a Queen of Heaven 

with her blue robe . . .. ,,5 In contrast, could it not perhaps be thought 

that Giono attempts to portray Mameche as a kind of Earth Queen (Mother 

Earth), her black robe corresponding with the hidden riches of the 

soil ? 

The importance of this scene rel ates to future themes, becoming 

"the background again ~ t which the next segment takes on its actuality, 

and so on. ,,6 Establishing the connection between the visual and 

religious concepts of Mameche and the Virgin, the author corresponds 

the wintry time of the year with the dimly lit room, and the half-

1 it fi gure of Mameche. But he absolves the Vi rgi n from such effects, 

portrayi ng her ag low in spite of the 1 ack of 1 i ght, reveal i ng the 

power of religion to transcend all earthly things. 

5 The Great Code (Great Britain: Art Paperbooks, 1981), p.70. 

6 Wolfgang Iser, "The Interaction between Text and Reader," The 
Reader in the Text, ed., Susan R. Suleiman and Inge Crossman (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1980),p.115. 
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"C'est plus la peine d'en mettre trois, dit Panturle 
qui s'assoit a cote de bols. 
-- Comment? 11 est ... 
-- Non, il vient de partir . " 
Elle a baisse la tete vers Panturle : un visage maigre 
et rouille comme un vieux fer de hache. Toute la vie 
e st dans le feu de l'oeil . 
"Repete un peu. 
-- Je dis : il vient de partir. 
- - Et pour au?" 
La, au soleil, apres avoir dit les mots, la levre de la 
Mameche bouge encore dans sa faim de parler. 
" .. . chez 1 'enfant. 
-- Chez 1 'enfant? ... chez l'enfant? .. "(p.3371 
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passage opens with Panturle's arrival at Mameche's house, 

her news of Gaubert's departure. Aware of the explosive 

implicit in his message, Panturle, generally clumsy, 

insensitive, tries to cushion the blow of his tidings, referring 

third bowl of milk that is no longer required. Mameche's 

questioning re sponse makes Panturle realize that she has the wrong 

impre ssion . Interrupting her with the fact of Gaubert' s departure, 

before she art i cul ates her thoughts, momentari ly stu ns Mameche into 

s ilent disbelief. Taking advantage of the s ilence, the narrator 

observes that the only living aspect of her face, i s reflected "dans 

1 e feu de l' oei 1 . " Otherwise, the rest of her vi s age portrays aged 

decay. The author displays his imagination using the s i mile "comme 

un vieux fer de hache" to capture the precise picture of her withered 

state . During this time, Mameche thinks over what Panturle has just 

sai d, but not wanti ng to accept the news asks him to repeat it in 

the faint hope that she might be mistaken. "Je dis:" says Panturle, 

stressing its importance before repeating verbatim, "il vient de 

partir." Giono fixes this statement for"special inspection'; ? repeating 

? Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic 
Books, Inc . , Publishers, 1981 Jp.90 
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it with a slight variation at the beginning of the restatement to 

emphasize the finality of the old man's departure. Again Mameche's 

response is questioning, but having grasped that Gaubert has gone, 

she asks where? Timeously intervening, giving Panturle a chance 

to phrase his answer, the narrator builds up the tension, noticing 

Mameche's growing anxiety. "Sa faim de parler" expresses her unspoken 

thoughts whi ch keep the reader's attent i on on the acti on. Giono 

has no intention of distracting the reader at this moment, so he 

focuses on the narrator who c.atches Mameche' s sil ent ly movi ng 1 i ps 

in full sunlight, foreshadowing some kind of revelation against the 

background of the preceding scene, where only the lower half of her 

body was illuminated, while the Virgin shone irrespectively. Not 

quite anticipating the full impact of his intended disclosure Panturle 

utters the dread words, "chez l' enfant". Immediately conjuring up 

memori es of her loved ones, Mameche echoes Panturl e' s words twice 

in verbatim fashion, the interrogative tone in her voice again 

expressi ng disbelief. 

Giono shifts the emphasis in repetition from an accomplished 

situation with psychological overtones -- It ; 1 vient de partir" 

to a direct psychological crisis -- "chez 1 'enfant". These two 

sets of repetition follow in close succession, reinforcing each other 

in the sequence. Using this literary mechanism as a unifying device 

to connect the first and second sets, the author sustains a thematic 

deve 1 opment between past and present. Two themati c key-words, "part i roo 

and "enfant" enunciate and develop the historical and psychological 

interpretations of the story thus far, one word lending intensity to 

the other. Taken individually, "partir" is associated with the 
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disappearance of Mameche' s husband, whil e "enfant" belongs to the 

death of her child. Uniting these concepts of disappearance and 

death with Gaubert's departure and subsequent destination, Giono 

succeeds in fusing the horizons of her past with those of the present. 

With immediate effect Mameche is caught up in the maelstrom of her 

dawning insight, revealing the horrific recognition of personal loss. 

In the words of Henri Bergson , it is Mameche's 'spontaneous memory' 

that suddenly manifests itself. 

La conscience eclaire donc de sa lueur, a tout moment, 
cette partie immediate du passe qui, penchee sur l'avenir, 
travaille a le rea l iser et a se 1 'adjoindre. Uniquement 
preoccupee de determiner ainsi un avenir indetermine, elle 
pourra rep andre un peu de sa lumiere sur ceux de nos etats 
plus recules dans le passe qui s'organiseraient utilement 
avec notre etat present . . .. C'est dans cette partie ec
lairee de notre histoire que no us resterons places ... 8 

Reminiscent in a sense of Proust' s madeleine, a sudden resurgence 

of the past instantly erupts, throwing Mameche into a state of mental 

confusion. These successive revelatory events occur with such rapidity, 

that the speed with which they are recalled, cumulates, leading .her 

to a point of crisis where she can no longer restrain her emotions. 

Gi ono demonstrates her agony in two ~tages . First, the narrator 

observes her walking slowly, trying to claw the stone floor with 

her long toe-nails. Evocat i ve of an animal desperately tryi ng to 

cling to its remaining possessions, Giono portrays Mameche 

unsuccessfully trying to hold on to the only remnant of her past. 

Breaking her silence, the author now reveals in a further series 

of repetitions -- her agonised turmoil, as she confronts the present, 

facing the realities of her past. 

8 Matiere et Memoire, Edition de Centenaire (Paris: Presses 
Universltalres de France, 1963),p.291. 



"Ah, Madonna!" ell e cri e soudai n avec toute sa gorge 
qui se serre. 
Elle s'est abbatue en tas par terre. Elle est la, 
a se tordre les mains, a balancer sa tete comme dans 
un vent. 
"Madonna, Madonna! Alors c'est tous ... alors c'est 
tous ... Je SU1S pas vieille, moi? Je pars, moi? 
J ' en ai, moi, de 1 'enfant? A quoi il a servi mon 
homme mort dans votre porc de pays? A quoi il a 
servi d'aller vous chercher 1 'eau . Il est alli! 
vous la chercher avec sa vie . Je pars, moi? Je 
suis pas vieille, moi? (p.33?) 
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This passage captures the reader's attention at once. Strikingly 

irreverent, and significantly powerful in its evocation, the thrice 

repeated "Madonna" exhi bits the uni nhi bited manner in whi ch a peasant 

of Mameche's calibre, addresses her God in a time of stress. Perhaps 

it is the author's way of varying the appeal to The Father, The Son 

and the Holy Spirit, keeping the metaphor at a primitive level. 

Hieratic in recurrence, the dramatic effect of this repetition produces 

a kind of mental echo that stays with the reader throughout the passage. 

Giono creates a break between her first and second uttering of "Madonna" 

so that the narrator i s gi ven a chance to descri be her accompanyi ng 

actions, thus slowing down the passage a little. Availing himself 

of this opportunity, the narrator provides a graphic description 

of Mameche's movements, evoking the 'image' of a weeping willow, 

swaying uncontrollably in the wind, to convey the intensity of her 

grief. Until now, a passive figure in her own destiny, the cry, 

"Madonna" resounds like a spiritual appeal of pure emphasis , stressing 

the need for immediate action. It is a vital moment of 

self confrontation, for what has happened in the past, transforms 

her view of the present as she assesses her own place in it. 

"Alors c'est tous ... " follows the last call to the "Madonna", 

suggesting that nothing more can be done to her, or taken away from 

her. Both her dear ones have died, and her resources have been drained. 
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Complementing rather than qualifying the repetitive "Madonna."· , this 

reiteration adds a psychological dimension to the religious 

revealing the mental agony that Mameche is experiencing in 

of her strong faith. 

aspect, 

spite 

A series of subjective questions ensuein rapid succession, with the 

word, "moi " , following after every question that begins with, "je" , 

to focus the reader's attenti on on her p 1 i ght. Themat i c key-words 

reappear in the psychological build-up "partir" becomes "pars" 

as Mameche refers to herself in the present and implied past, while 

"enfant" remains the same, confirming its unchanged status. Directing 

the reader's attenti on away from Mameche to her 1 ate husband, the 

author changes from the first person, "je", to the third person, "il", 

evoking the futility of the well-sinker's existence. But the Madonna 

achieves the interceding status of the second person, "vous", manifested 

by her invocation in all three questions involving the husband. 

In the first she represents a malevolent France. In the.,next two .she 

symbo 1 i ca lly enacts her dual role of Creator and Destroyer, under lyi ng 

the tragic irony of Mameche's husband losing his life in search for 

the life-giving "eau". Giono establishes a repetitive see-saw movement, 

with the Madonna forming the pivot between her husband's past, and 

her present. Medi ati ng in the second person, the statue emerges 

as the uni fyi ng feature in Mameche' s 1 i fe . The passage conc 1 udes 

as it began, shifting the emphasis once more to Mameche. The inverted, 

but exact questions asked earlier in the passage, stress the tragedy 

of her wasted 1 ife, referring to her age, and the fact that she has 

remained in Aubignane in spite of everything . 

Having gained greater insight into Mameche's psychological and 

religious traumata, the reader now witnesses her verbal, and somewhat 



physical assault of the Madonna. 

UAh, parea!!! 
Elle raTTe le bol de lait chaud qui etait la pour 
Gaubert; elle jette ce lait a la figure de la Vierge. 
Un voile de vapeur coule sure les plis droits de la 
robe bleue puis s'efface. Le rosaire mouille brille; 
la Vierge sourit avec de la creme de lait sur la levre. 
La Mameche tend vers elle un poing noir et moussu 
comme un coing gele. 
"Porca! ... (pp.337-338) 

In the precedi ng pass age, the unfamil i ar address, "Madonna" 
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evokes surpri se, but Mameche sti 11 uses the vouvoi ement . Real i zi ng 

the futility of her existence, the "vous" degenerates into "tu", 

the "Madonna" becomes "Porca", and the retrobative questions change 

into accusations. Seen in a religious (Catholic) perspective, the 

twi ce repeated "Porca" is blasphemous and inconceivable, having 

a nullifying effect; reducing rather than reinforcing the intended 

impact. Mameche's sp iritual beliefs have 1 eft her so bewil dered, 

that she temporari ly denounces her faith. It woul d seem that Gi ono 

identifies with Mameche at this point, claiming that "la religion 

n'a aucun rapport avec Dieu.,,9 Yet the author has a profound knowledge 

of the Bible, the Evangelists and St. Thomas Aquinas, as his father 

used to read these texts aloud to him when he was young. Pierre 

de Boisdeffre remarks: 

Chose etrange, vingt siecles de christianisme ont 
glisse sur le jeune Glono comme une averse sur Je 
dos d'un canard sauvage. De son education catho
lique, il n'a rien retenu: ni un theme ni une 
image, alors qu'il retrouve d'instinct, comme s'il 

9 Jean Giono, quoted in Giono by Pierre de Boisdefrre, p.4l. 



avait ete nourri par elle la vieille mythologie 
greco-latine. 10 
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This statement cannot remain unchallenged. The last two passages 

indicate a very definite influence of Giono's Catholic education. 

His choice of the Madonna as a paradigmatic image, is evidence itself. 

Although he may not use the Virgin in the strict Catholic 

sense, he still chooses her to symbolize a universal image, thereby 

acknowl edgi ng her ori gi n as background. Recognized as a source of 

comfort and security in uni versal and rel i gious terms, the Madonna 

embraces both these concepts which Mameche now rejects. 

Linking Mameche's cry, "Porca!" to the preceding passage where 

she questions, "A quoi il a servi mon homme mort dans votre porc 

de pays?"(p.337), the author shifts the interpretation of the repetition 

from the religious to the patriotic. Disillusioned with her religion 

and her country of adopti on, Mameche percei ves the Madonna as an 

i ncompassi onate France. Once more identifying with Mameche, Giono 

unites his lack of faith with war carried out in the name of religion 

for the sake of a country. Henry Peyre suggests that 

His [Giono'sJ anger against Christianity springs in 
part from the lamentable record of modern history, 
with war condoned or incited by religion .... he 
spoke as a plain soldier who had seen too much 
actual shedding of blood ever to celebrate the 
mystical valuecif that rite. 11 

Constituti ng a reversal in the evo 1 uti on of religion, 

marks the transition from Christianity to Paganism as he 

10 Giono, p.47. 

11 The Contemporary French Novel, p.13D. 

Giono 

switches 
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from a religious to a secular frame of reference. Sett i ng the time 

in anti-chronological motion, Giono ill ustrates a poetic freedom 

to evoke unrestricted images of a universal nature. Northrop Frye 

comments "that when idolatory is condemned in the Bible, it is often 

regarded as 'literal' projection into the external of an image that 

12 might be quite acceptable as a poetic metaphor". Seen in this new 

perspective, the swine-like image of "Porca" could symbolize fertility, 

although the lack of it is being emphasized at this stage. 

Gi ono has con sci ously surrounded Mameche with fert il ity symbols 

since the tale began. Even "grosse"(p.326) Laure's mistaken 

identification of Mameche is associated with such symbols as "cochons" 

(p.326) and "cerisettes"(p.326). Panturle's first verba 1 encounter 

with Mameche also contains the words "chevre"(p.333) and "lait"(p.333), 

while the past few passages contain symbols like "fontaine"(p.336), 

"La Font-de-la-Reine-Porque"(p.336), "Sainte Vierge"(p.336), "La 

Vierge"(p.337), "Madonna"(p.337), "enfant"(p.337), "eau"(p.337), 

and "bol de lait chaud"(p.337), all centring around fertility. 

In between Mameche's scream of "Porca!", the narrator observes 

her wil d gestures. Hurl i ng the bowl of unwanted mi 1 k over the Vi rgi n' s 

face, displays her inability to cope with her crisis, but the resultant 

smile emerging on the statue's lips mocks Mameche's attempt to refute 

her bel ief. "Le rosaire mouill§[qui] brille"(p.337) reveals the 

power of religion to continue irrespective of man's behaviour. Mameche 

despairs, threatening the Virgin with her fist, which Giono compares 

to a frozen quince evoking a lack of fertility, si nce the qui nce 

12 The Great Code, p.161. 
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is a Greek symbo 1 of fert il i ty" 13 Receiving no satisfaction 

from her actions, Mameche resorts to yet another verba 1 

on the Madonna. 

"Porca! Que toi tu fais comme tu veux; et que tu 
m'as battue comme le ble, et que tu m'as sechee 

attack 

comme le ble, et que tu me manges comme le ble ! ... (p.338) 

The significance of this passage revolves around the simile 

"corrme le · ble", connecti ng Mameche at once with Demeter, Goddess 

of the Corn. Traditionally symbolizing fertility of the earth, 

especially its awakening aspect -- l ife springing from death 14 -- corn 

at this point in the story still lies dormant, relating Mameche to Demeter 

in the sense of wi tho 1 di ng fert i 1 ity from the earth. Frazer says of 

Demeter: 

In her wrath at her bereavement the goddess suffered 
not the seed to grow in the earth but kept it hidden 
underground, and she vowed that never would she set 
foot on Olympus and never would she let the corn 
sprout till her lost daughter should be restored to 
her. 15 

Resembling a poem, the lyrical quality of Mameche 's accusations 

is constituted by its structure . The parall el ism created not only 

through repetitive words, but also through approximately identical 

rhythms, renders a steady musical beat consistent with repet iti on, which is 

never rea.lly repetition if the meanings of the words are scr~tinized. The 

reiterative "et que tu" after each pause achieves a progressive effect, 

13 Cooper, p. 136. 

14 Cooper, p.43. 

15 J.G. Frazer, The Golden Bough (London: Macmillan Press, 1922), 
~ rpt. , 1983, r. 51. 
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hei ghtened by the repet i t i ve "come 1 e b 1 e" wh i c h also ends each 

association. Giono uses this pattern of repetition within a uniform 

frame, associating Mameche with certain recurrent themes, in a gradual 

bui ld-up, through a fixed sequence of motifs, to the portentous moment 

in her life. Robert Alter observes that, 

this pattern appears most comonly and most clearly 
in the folktale form of three consecutive repetitions, 
or three plus one with some intensification or 
increment from one occurrence to the next, usually 
concluding in either a climax or a reversal. 16 

The author seems to have adhered to this pattern, transforming the 

outward expression of Mameche's inner thoughts into a series of images 

by means of comparison, culminating in a psychological crisis. The 

intensity of her spiralling emotions develops with each repetition, 

creating a regular crescendo as it stresses the importance of human 

and natural survival in a urgent cry for help. 

Simultaneously, Giono develops the image of the "ble" motif 

through ever-changi ng verbs. Each new verb adds a different dimension 

to the same structure, s 1 i ghtly a lteri ng the sound pattern to avoi d 

monotony, and introducing a fresh meaning and vision with 

each variation. The verbs, and stand outside 

the repetitive form qualifying Mameche's relation to her God. The reader 

rea 1 i zes that she acknowl edges some supreme power mani pul at i ng her 

at will, reveal ing that she has, and impl icitly had, no choice in 

arranging the events of her life. The verb "battre" used in the 

perfect tense, suggests a close association with the corn that has been 

16 The Art of Biblical Narrative, p.96. 
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threshed, and the disappearance of fertility thereafter, while also serving 

to remi nd the reader that Mamikhe is beyond chil d-beari ng age. But 

looking at the past participle "battue" from another perspective, 

perhaps Giono relies on its military connotation to conjure up memories 

of war, echoing with the sound of machine-gun fire battering the troops 

in the trenches. "Je ne peux pas oub 1 i er 1 a guerre," 17 says the 

author, frequent ly usi ng thi s theme to exp lore consequent real i ty. 

The next verb "sec her", also used in the perfect tense, evokes 

a sterile image, linking the now barren France to Mameche's 

infertility, and signalling an end to the productive phase of life. 

The present tense returns with the last verb, "manges", which Giono 

uses as a metaphor for destruction, illustrating its continuous effect. 

In the normal course of events, ripe corn is joyously threshed, dried 

and eaten, but in Mameche's case, the author uses these very actions 
, 

to convey her sorrowful state. Time is fused in the interplay of 

the verb structure. Mameche's accusations begin with the present 

being recreated in the past, and conclude with the past being recreated 

in the present. 

17 
See Giono by Pierre de Boisdeffre, p.24. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE PRESENT OF THINGS PRESENT 

La souffrance est une inventeuse de remedes; 
une inventeuse d'esperance. C'est quand on 
souffre le plus sans espoir qu'on a le plus 
d'espoir. 

Jean Giono 

The moment of crisis has passed. A numbed s i 1 ence hangs in the 

air. Mameche and Panturl e, embraced in thought, con temp 1 ate thei r 

respective losses. 

Contre 1 'homme, la Mameche tremble des nerfs comme 
une chevre . Elle s'apaise. Elle caresse la 
grande cuisse solide, et maintenant elle parle une 
parole douce venue de son coeur comme une figue.(pp.338-339) 

The author's aim is not to centre the reader's attent ion on the sadness 

of these two so 1 itary fi gures, but rather to see in them hope for 

the future. Neither is he tryi ng to hoodwi nk the reader into thi nk i ng 

that Mameche has become rejuvenated, he is simply using her as a 

metaphor for fecund woman. In an attempt to arouse Panturle's awareness 

of hi s potent i a 1 ro 1 e as progenitor, Gi ono concentrates on Mameche' s 

gestures. At first he evokes an image of hesitancy, "Mameche tremble 

des nerfs comme une chevre", while symbolically he probably employs 

the goat to represent possible fertility. Her movements are sen sua 1, 

"elle caresse la grande cui sse solide", even the sound of her voice 

is rich, "douce ... comme une figue", suggesting the ripeness of flesh. 

This is in sharp contrast to the earlier tone of her voice which was 
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"grave et dur, [venant] de profond"(p.336). However Giono quickly 

extinguishes these flickers of optimism, as the time is premature, and 

focuses once more on Mameche's reflections. 

Je pense i 1 'enfant, a mon petit, mon Rolando, celui 
qui est aussi sous la racine de l'herbe. C'est pas 
de la justice, brae! Eux, ils les ont encore en 
chair qUl marc he et c'est parti pour chercher la bonne 
place. Moi, tout ce qui me tenait le coeur c'est 
devenu l'herbe et 1 'eau de cette terre et je resterai 
ici tant que je ne serai pas devenue cette terre, moi 
aussi. (p.339) 

In spite of her obvious sadness, under lyi ng the si nceri ty 

of Mamikhe's feelings, Giono informs the reader of his philosophy of 

life. He believes that man returns to the earth, becoming part of it 

once his function of living has ceased. Through Mameche he endorses 

thi s sentiment of transformation, inherent inman's compl i city with 

nature. Perhaps he waxes ali tt 1 e too poet i c when tryi ng to convey 

these feel i ngs through Mameche' s character, for the reader is fami 1 i ar 

with her rustic manner of speaking, and does not anticipate the simple 

elegance that she suddenly acqui res. In an attempt to uphold her 

peasant vernacu 1 ar, Gi ono frames the fi rst and 1 ast sentence with "Moi" 

and "moi aussi" respectively, but the way in whi ch she phrases her 

thoughts in between these two 'struts' alienates her from her true 

personality and disconcerts the reader. 

Death receives a twist at the hands of the author evoking fertility 

and a desire for continuity rather than an abrupt halt to the process 

of life. Mameche has come to realize that 

only birth can conquer death - the birth, not of the 
old thing again, but of something new. Within the 
soul, within the body social, there must be - if we 
are to experience long survival - continuous 
"recurrence of birth" (palingenesia) to nullify the 
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unremitting recurrences of death. 1 

Her losses and Gaubert's departure form a si gnificant series of past 

events which transform the present. They establish the points in time 

that are "fi 11 ed with si gnificance" and though they remai n unresol ved, 

these crises are the 'plots' that relate the past to the present. 

Mameche has watched her past di si ntegrate, and is about to witness it 

happening to her present, unless she does something to alter 

the situation. Panturle is her only hope. Through him the present 

may take on a new dimension, so she relates the story to the charcoal 

burner, hoping to stir the creative force within him. 

"Ecoute: des 1 es premi ers temps ,qu' on etcit mari es 
avec l'homme,on etait du cote de Pignatello a 
travailler. J'allais avec lui sur le chemin; on 
traversait le bois et il y avait des charbonniers. 
Une fois, on s'est approche d'un endroit ou il y 
avait toujours une meule de charbon qui fumait. 
C'~tait rase tout autour; nous savions que 1 'homme 
allait couper le bois et qu'il apportait pour le 
cuire juste a cet endroit-la. On voulait savoir 
pourquoi. On s'est approche; alors on a vu: il 
y avait une baraque sous trois arbres; un~ casa 
di niente, de r.ien, je te dis, grosse comme une noix. 
II yavalt la devant, une femme et deux petits 

vautres comme des chiennots. 

"On a honnetement demande et la femme nous a dit. 
Ca n'etait pas to ute la famille, ces deux bessons-la, 
il y en avait un autre dans la terre, bien sage pour 
toujours avec une barriere de bois autour de l'endroit 
ou il etait. 11 y avait aussi dans la terre le pere 
de la femme, un tout vieux, et une petite d'une heure, 
morte pendant qu'on la faisait. 

"11.1 avait surtout, brae, celui qui passait dans la 
fumee de la charbonni~ 1 ' homme bien vivant et, dans 
lui, qui sait, qui sait combien d'enfants nouveaux 
prets a venir. 

1 Campbell, p.16. 

2 This idea comes from Frank Kermode, The Sense of an Ending, p.47, 
where kairos for Tillich means "moment of Crisis", and for Cullman and 
Marsh, "the season, a point in time filled with significance, charged 
with a meaning derived from its relation to the end". 
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"ta, ~a a peut-~tre fait un village, depuis. 

"Au lieu d'ici ... (p.339) 

The passage opens with the instruction, II Ecoute: II, instantly 

capturi ng the reader's attention. Once gai ned, the author adds a colon 

whi ch creates a break, gi vi ng the reader a chance to imagi ne that he 

too, is the listener to whom Mam~che is speaking. Usi ng Mameche 

as narrator, Giono renders an immediacy to the event which he could 

not have established had the omniscient narrator related the story. 

Fil teri ng it through Mameche' s con sci ousness, he removes the di stance 

necessitated by the narrator, dramatizi ng the effect of fi rst 

hand information as opposed to second-hand hearsay. 

Again the author intersperses fertilitysymbols throughout enriching 

the message implicit in the parable. "Maries avec 1 'homme" symbolizes 

the unity necessary for procreation while "Ie bois" is "that which 

gives shelter at birth and death ... [and] also forms the marriage bed" .3 

Completing the picture, "une baraque sous trois arbres ... grosse comme 

une noix", suggests that regardless of size, the hut is the centre, 

symbolizing the matrix of fertility which is further enhanced by the 

protection of three trees, synthesizing all aspects of life. 

In case Panturl e has not grasped the gi st of her story, Mameche 

refers to him as "brae", securing his attention before she verges on 

the exp 1 i cit intent ion of her talk. Addi ng a touch of "1 oca 1 co 1 our,,4 

with an occasional Italian word or phrase, Giono simultaneously uses 

it as an attention-seeking device. It achieves its purpose. Panturle 

3 Cooper, p.194. 

4 Odile de Pomerai mentions this aspect in her "Notes", p. Hl9. 
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i nterr upt s Mameche, stressing the need to drink the milk in the bowl. 

"Mameche, il faut boire"(p.339), he says indicating that he understands 

what she has been saying. Tradit ionally regarded as a life-food, milk 

is not only food for the newborn, it also symbolizes rebirth. Linking 

Panturle to the life-givi ng liquid, Giono hints at his future role, 

but the narrator focuses on the present situation, observing Mameche 

as she removes a goat-hai r from the mil k with one of her fi ngers. The 

vi sua 1 impact of thi s gesture captures the peasant's sponteneity, 

simultaneously involving her in the 'fertility game' while associating 

her with man, life-food and animal. 

Like Wolfgang Iser, Giono is concerned 

with the way in which the text will stimulate the 
reader's creative participation, and it is these 
'unwritten' aspects of often apparently trivial 
or commonp lace scenes, the words which are left 
unsaid by the characters, the events passed over 
all-too-briefly by the narrator, which represent 
a major form of game between narrator and reader. 
This is a game of co-operation ... since there is 
a sense of complicity between the two .... 5 

The reader notices that Mameche has changed her attitude since accepting 

that Gaubert has 1 eft Aubi gnane. 'Purifying' the milk for drinking 

markedly with the despair witnessed earlier when she threw 

the milk over the statue of the Virgin. Fate is no longer her master. 

She has taken destiny into her own hands, choosing not to remain the 

plaything of circumstance which previously vitiated her freedom. 

"Everywhere man is confronted with fate, with the chance of achieving 

something through .his own suffering.,,6 It would seem that Giono uses 

5 Quoted from Peter Hutchinson, Games Authors Play (London: Metheun 
& Co. Ltd., 1983), p.22. 

6 . 
Viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning, tr. by Ilse Lasch 

(New York: Pocket Books, 1963), p. 107. 
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Mameche's sufferi ng to act as "une i nventeuse d' esperance" J Benefitt i ng 

from the tragedies afforded her by her past, she transcends 

her suffering, and reaches an inner strength which raises her above 

her fate. 

Mameche realizes that Aubignane has fallen into ruin. With only 

two inhabitants left in the village, and no chance of childb irth, the 

future is bleak. The author creates this situation to remind post World 

War I readers of the reality of a depopulated countryside. Acti ng as 

a metaphor, Aubignane serves to highlight these effects, illustrating 

the devastating consequences on sparsely popul ated hamlets, if nothing 

is done to restore them. "J'avais toujours l'envie d'ecrire quelque 

chose sur les villages desertes,,8, says Giono in an interview with Luce 

Ricatte, who in turn suggests that Redortiers was one of those villages 

abandoned during the War, and visited by Giono i n its final hours. 

"Aubignane, c ' est Redortiers" 9, remarks Ricatte -- a connection that 

the author does not deny. Giono's reminder is a plea for action, he 

wants the reader to take cognisance of what has, and is happening, so 

that like Mameche, he too can reconstruct a new future. 

Returning to the text, the narrator watches as Panturle takes leave 

of the old woman. 

Maintenant, la Mameche est la, seule devant la 
Vierge qui vit so us la creme du - lait. 
"Bellissima!" 

Elle a un elan de ses grands bras noirs . 
"Mia Bella, celle que j'aime plus que tout, 
viens que je t'essuie." 

7 See the introductory quotation to this chapter . 

8 
Oeuvresromanesques completes, Vol. I., p.989. 

9 Oeuvres . romanesques completes, Vol.I ., p.989. 



Elle a pris la Vierge sur ses genoux; elle a 
deroule l e rosaire , elle en a essuye les grains 
l'un apres l'autre. Elle crache sur un coin de 
sa jupe et elle lave la bouche de la Vierge. 
"Va, ne t'inquiete pas, tu as toujours ma belle." 
Puis, elle regarde au fond de 1 'air quelque chose 
qui est son souvenir et sa peine.(p.340) 
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This scene derives it significance from the contrasting perspective 

of the previous scene where Mameche confronted the bel i efs inherent 

in the statue. The reader no longer observes the anguish of a trapped 

animal whose only defence is attack, he perceives a spirit of revival 

in Mameche whose tragedy has been the source of her growth. Neither 

the author nor Mameche tenders a verbal apology for her former 

outrageous behaviour, rather the state of the statue gives 

her the chance to redeem herse 1 f. The narrator, provi di ng re 1 i ab 1 e 

comment on Mameche' s gestures that accompany her mono logue, observes 

her we 1 comi ng, outstretched arms, enhanci ng the dramat i c qua l ity of 

her words as she affectionately addresses the Virgin. Reasurri ng Her 

of her love and faith, which Giono's narrator detects with a touch of 

humour, "vit sous 1 a creme du 1 ait", Mameche reconcil es herse 1 f wi th 

her former beliefs. In typical peasant fashion, Mameche returns to 

her faith as if she had been reconciled with a long lost relative .
10 

The narrator notices that Mameche carefully cleans each bead of 

the rosary, and it would seem that Giono is focusing attention on this 

cleansing act for two reasons. 'Ritually' cleansing Mameche of her past, 

it reaffirms her restored faith in religion and in the present. 

Achieving a sense of balance, the author replaces her wild 

scream "Porca!" (p . 33?) which had become a synonym for "Madonna! "(p.33?), 

10 In Odile de Pomerai's notes on "La Sainte-Vierge de platre", she 
says: "Note the typical approach to religion of the old Italian woman: 
the Virgin is a real person, a relative even", p.190. 
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with "Bellissima!" and "Mia Bella", illustrating that her concept 

of re l igion, indicative of her temperamental character, is viewed in 

polar terms of love and hate. 

It could be that Giono resuscitates the Virgin to help Mameche 

overcome her past belief where she held Christ through the 

Virgin's image -- responsible for t he loss of her loved ones. Now, 

having reconciled herself with the past, and her religion, Mameche 

provides the following explanation which the author omits from the final 

editi on. In the earlier manuscript she offers; 

~a n'est 
de cette 
ce pays. 

pas la faute de Christ. C'est la faute 
race d'homme. / Ah! c'est la faute a 
Our. (p . 1014) 

whi ch he now fee 1 sis not necessar i 1 y appropri ate to the story. But 

it provides an interesting insight into Giono's thinking, which further 

refutes de Boisdeffre's claim that the author has retained nothing of 

his Catholic education. 

Another, and perhaps more significant reason for bringing 

the Virgin back into the pict ure at this juncture, is to reestab l ish 

the fi ne 1 i nk between the Mother and Mameche. I so 1 at i ng the words 

spoken by her in this scene "Bellissima ! ... ~ia Bella, celle que 

j'aime plus que tout, viens que je t ' essuie .... Va ne t'inquiHe pas, 

tu es toujours ma belle" -- the reader perceives that Mameche reacts 

maternally towards the statue. Her loving words, and the narrator's 

observation of the maternal act of picking up the statue and putting 

it on her knees, suggest that of a mother soothing her hurt child. In 

not quite the same sense, but evoking a motherly image with a child 

on the knees, an analogous event later in the story deri ves 

some significance from this scene. 

In the meantime, Panturle has become restless . Th e re ali ty of 
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Gaubert's departure makes him real i ze that he is alone with Mameche, 

whom the narrator wryly notes "n'etait pas de grosse distraction"(p.3401. 

He has other needs which the narrator does not specify at thi s moment, 

but hints at through an already familiar motif like "une enclume"(p.340). 

Tout le jour, Panturle a porte l'enclume sur ses 
epaules, une enclume d'air, imaglnee, mais bien 
plus lourde que la vraie de ce matin. 

Tout le jour! (p.340) 

L'enclume etait partie .... Il n ' entendrait plus: 
pan pan; pan pan; pan pan; ce qui etait le 
bruit encore un peu vivant du village. 

Et tout le jour il a porte la lourde enclume.(p.34l) 

The narrator's ' nsi stence, "tout 1 e jour", frames these passages, 

stressing the persistence of Panturle's uneasiness. Withi n the frame, 

the repet iti ve feature of the "encl ume" -motif provi des psycho 1 ogi ca 1 

cOlTITIentary in physical terms on the protagonist's troubled state of 

mind. Incipiently symbolic in the theme "regain", this motif sustains 

a thematic bond between the various scenes. Giono first uses 

thi s devi ce when he tells the reader of Gaubert's craft (see p .23 of 

this dissertation); then again at the old man's departure, "quand le 

pere Gaubert a ete installe sur la carriole, le Panturle a 

place l'enclume entre les jambes du vieux [puis Gaubert] a pose ses 

mains sur l'enclume"(pp.335-336); now, transferring this motif directly 

to Panturle at the point in the story where Mameche has just adopted 

a new attitude to life, it would seem that he consciously severs the 

active connection between Gaubert and the motif, conferring 

the symbolism inherent in this implement onto the younger 

man. "Together the hammer and anvi 1 are the male-female formative 
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forces of nature" 11, so it cou 1 d be construed that Panturl e' s 

restlessness is probably manifested by the missing force. 

The contrived, but effective onomatopoeic use of Pan's name through 

rhythmi c repetiti on paradoxi ca 11y suggests hi s simultaneous absence 

and pres ence. Imag i nat i ve 1 y percei ved neg~ t i at i ng Gaubert's departure, 

and then endorsing the narrator's reiterative observation of Panturle 

bearing the weight of the anvil, the deity acts as the intercessor 

between past and present. 

Le dernier doigt du soleil liche le pin, ll-haut . 
Le soleil tombe derriere les collines. Quelque 
gouttes de sang eclaboussent le ciel; la nuit 
les efface avec sa main grise.(p.341) 

More the author/ poet than the narrator painting this 

impressionist ic pictur2 'of a personified nightfall, Giono 

evokes a vi sual image si gnifyi ng the end of the past. But ushering 

in change, "le vent a commence sa colere de trois jours" (p.341) which 

suggests the need for Mameche to save Aubignane, while keeping Panturle 

in a constant state of agitation. 

Like the heroi c fi gures of ant i quity, Mameche is about to begi n 

her initiation. She has emerged from her ordeals with a totally 

different attitude from that which she previously possessed. Havi ng 

awakened unfulfilled wishes in Panturle, she feels responsible 

for finding the means to that fulfilment. Timeously returning 

to ~Iamec/ l e's house, just after the narrator's comment on the weather, 

Panturl e is greeted by her in an unexpected manner. " 'Tourne-toi un 

peu que je te regarde', dit la Mameche. 'Mets-toi un peu devant le feu, 

11 Cooper, p. 14. 
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brae, que je voie ... '''(p.341). Without formally greeting him, or 

giving him any reasons, Mameche instructs Panturle to move as 

she commands. Questioning her lack of expl anation, Giono invites the 

reader to part i ci pate in Panturl e ' s search for the answer to Mameche' s 

strange requests. Luce Ricatte notices that the author 

tend de plus en plus a suggerer plutot qu'a d'ecrire 
ou a expliquer, l'ecrivain s'efface pour etablir un 
contact plus direct entre le lecteur et les acteurs, 
qu'ils soient des etres humains ou de grandes forces 
naturelles.(p.999) 

Using this formula, the reader relies upon the narrator to provide the 

clues missing from Mameche's words . "Panturle se courbe pour etre bien 

eclaire. Il entre dans le jour de la flamme"(p.34l). The first 

sentence is overt and self explanatory, but the second is couched in 

more oblique terms, symbolising fertility through the flame's image. 

In this context, regarded as sexual power, the renewal of life, 

transcendence and illumination,12 it would seem to confirm Mameche's 

reason for wanting to have a good look at him, as she' answers', "A1ors, 

christou, je pense a ce charbonnier ... "(p.341). 

In an earl i er manuscript, instead of endi ng the sentence with an 

ellipsis, to emphasize the statement, the author adds an explicit 

codicil, "11 etait Gome toi fils"(p.1014), leaving nothing to the 

reader's imagination. This time, avoiding such explicit · emphasis, 

Giono not only draws attention to the parable without further 

explanation, but uses the Christ - like comparison "christou" to evoke 

creative force. 

12 Cooper, p.66. 
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Panturle immediately grasps the situation, and enters into dialogue 

with with Mameche. 

L'envie m'en prend, 
Mais, ou elle est, 

"Qui, i 1 faudrait une femme. 
quelquefois aux beaux jours. 
celle-la qui voudrait vEnir lei 

Qu elle est? Elle 
Ah, tu crois, toi 
Tu n'es rien alors? 

est partout si tu la forces. 
que ~a se fait comme ~a? 

Je suis comme les autres, mais je te dis; ~a 
ne se fait pas comme ~a. 11 faut que ~a vienne 
de plus loin et de longtemps. 

5i je t'en mene une, tu la prends?" 
Panturle s'arrete de macher sa chique. 11 regarde 
la Mameche au fond des yeux, pour voir. 11 est 
comme ~a tout immobile et tout muet, a chercher . .. 
Ell e repete: 
"5i je t'en mene une, moi, de femme, tu la prends?" 
Alors, il opine profondement avec la moitie de son 
corps et il dit: 
"Qui je la prends!" (pp.341-342) 

The striking feature of this dialogue is the unusual manner in which 

the 'betrothal' is conceived. Giono uses no precise language to 

denote betrothal negotiations, and the mysterious bride is conspicuous 

by her absence. 13 The progress of the di a 1 ogue iss lowed down by 

Panturl e' s hesi tancy whi ch the narrator conveys through the words, 

"s'arrete", "regarde", "tout immobile" and "tout muet", inserted 

in between Mameche's almost verbatim repetition "si je t'en mene 

une, tu la prends?" It would seem that the author deliberately 

uses this device to stress the importance of this particular scene 

on the novel. Panturle's acceptance is tantamount to a formal treaty 

between him and Mameche, binding him to fulfil his obligation, upon 

which the novel rests or falls. It is also an invitation to the 

13 Thi s idea ori gi nates from Alter's iJetrotha 1 type-scene, where the 
future bridegroom, or his surrogate travels to a foreign land "to discover 
a mate in the world outside" .... "The plot of the type-scene, tnen, 
dramatically enacts the coming together of mutually unknown parties in 
the marriage " The Art of Biblical Narrative,p.52 However in Giono's 
story it is reversed, the bride travels to foreign place to find her 
husband. 
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reader to forecast imaginatively what might happen. 

The concept of 'bride' ,or in the animal sense, 'mate' constitutes 

one and the same thing -- a pointed divergence from the 

conventional betrothal scene. Mam~che exhibits purely animalistic 

instincts in her approach to finding Panturle a partner.The personality, 

appearance or background of the woman, all or some of which usually 

play an important part in betrothal negotiations, are not considered. 

The feminine counterpart is simply a species of the female gender, 

and as such she will serve her purpose. Giono tries to conjure up 

the feeling of oneness between man and animal, without wholly succeeding 

since the dialogue itself separates the two. The only similarity 

exists in Panturle's need to satisfy his sexual longings, thus his 

uncondi ti onal acceptance of any woman. From another angl e, perhaps 

the author treats the betrothal scene in thi s manner, stri pp i ng it 

of its con venti ona 1 robes to remi nd the reader that perpetui ty is 

clothed in regeneration, and the aesthetics of finding a suitable 

partner disappear, since the issue is both human survival, and the 

survival of Aubignane. 

This betrothal scene provides the background for a forthcoming 

series of approximately parallel episodes, in which Mam~che, having 

accepted Panturle's word as his pledge, starts preparing for her 

quest. But before she does so, the narrator takes pai ns to inform 

the reader of the bitterly cold winter being experienced at Aubignane. 

"L'hiver est dur, cette annee, et jamais on n'a vu cette epaisseur 

de glace du ruisseau; et jamais 

qu'il est alle geler le vent au 

on n' a senti ce froi d, 

fond du ciel"(p.342). 

si fort, 

Repeating 

the words "et jamais" twice, he appeals to the senses to stress the 

seriousness of the situation facing the protagonists and the village, 

but at the same time, as Odile de Pomerai points out, Giono probably 
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creates this "empty loneliness and harshness of winter to provide 

contrast with the later renewal of life".14 

When the narrator introduces Panturl e to the reader, he 1 i kens 

him to "un morceau de bois qui marche ... c'est un arbre"(p.329). 

Now reintroducing Mameche in the first scene of the episodes just 

mentioned, the narrator observes her, through Panturle's eyes from 

Vincent's wood, on the moor "debout comme un tronc d'arbe." (p.343). 

It would seem that the author chooses tree-imagery for these 

protagonists, to evoke their affinity with nature, while Redfern 

suggests that "trees hold a special place in Giono's mystique, perhaps 

because they are both rooted in the earth and also move in the wi nd; 

they 1 ink the underground, the surface and the sky; in addition, 

with their arms and trunk, they seem particularly related to the 

human body." 15 This complies with tradition, in terms of which a 

tree is frequently an image of man, but in this instance, the author 

gives the classic example a gentle twist. Mameche becomes the image 

of a tree. As the season is winter, the reader can understand why 

Giono likens this black-robed figure to a stark and leafless tree, 

but it is only when he accompanies Ar.sule on her journey with Gedemus, 

that the significance of the simile gradually emerges. 

Il [Panturle] allait appeler quand il s'est rendu compte 
qu'elle parlait . 
Il a ecoute. 
Elle disait: 
"Il faut que ~a vienne de toi d' abord, si on veut 
que ~a tienne." 

14 See "Notes," p.189. 

15 W.D . Redfern, p.63. 



Elle parlait a quelque chose, la de vent elle, et 
devant elle il ~'y avait que la lande tout malade 
de mal et de froid. (p.343) 
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~"ystery surrounds this passage, as what Mameche says, and to 

whom, puzzles Panturle and the reader. Almost in response to Panturle's 

earlier statement, "il faut que ~a vienne de plus loin et de longtemps" 

(p.342), Mameche echoes the beginning of his phrase, but shifts the 

emphasis from the place and time of the woman to the invisible "toi" 

whom she now addresses, and holds responsible for effecting a change. 

The narrator gi ves the reader no help in sO.l vi ng the mystery, he adds to 

it, observing that Mameche is talking to "quelque chose" which is 

nothi ng more than the ai ling moor, stri ckenby the col d. It would 

seem that Gi ono is start i ng a 'game' with the reader, whereby the 

omniscient narrator 'plays along' with the protagonist who knows 

the secret, but deliberately witholds information from those wishing 

to know. Peter Hutchinson calls this technique one of "'co-operative 
. 16 

conflict'''. Adapting his idea to this situation, it can be seen 

that there i s 'conflict' between the parties. On the one hand, 

we have . Panturle and the reader wishing to know the identity 

of the mysterious "toi", on the other, there is ~lameche and 

by implication the Narrator-- who is determined that they shall not 

know. Then "there is' co-operati on' between the two, where the 

1 i stener wi 11 accept such a disadvantage in the interests 

f " 17 o suspense... . 

16 In the "Introduction" to his book, Games Authors Play, Hutchinson 
says: "There is' confl i ct' between the parb es 1 n that one them wi shes 
to know the outcome of a situation and the other is determined that he 
shall not know until the other, the narrator, considers it appropriate" 
p.1. 

17 Hutchinson, p.l. 
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From another perspecti ve, perhaps authori ali ntenti on is to 

evoke the E1eusinian Mysteries and the cult of Demeter, where only 

the i niti ates understand the secrets. As Pantur1 e has not yet started 

his 'initiation ', he lacks the understanding necessary f or revealing 

the enigmatic "toi". Gi ono shrouds Mameche' swords ina vei 1 of 

secrecy,arous ing both the reader's and Pantur1e's cur iosity. Even 

the weather whi ch provi des some sort of clue, remains unchanged 

in the grip of winter. 

The second episode, like the first, takes place outdoors when 

Pantur1 e is once more out hunti ng. In the previ ous scene he spots 

Mameche while waiting to ensnare a hare, now the narrator notices 

that 

Pantur1e s 'est approche doucement suro ses pieds 
entoures d'etoffe. oIl s'est approche d'e11e 
comme s'i1 avait vou1u 1a prendre au 1acet. 

E11e etait encore devant ce morceau de co11ine 
toute sale, emboussee de givre et de boue ge1ee 
devant 1es arbres nus et qui n'en mendient pas 
large. 
E11e disait encore 

"Ne t'inquiete pas, r;a me regarde! J'irai la 
chercher la 00 e11e est, mais, je te dis, i1 
faut que r;a vienne d'abord de toi." 

E11e 1e disait bien a tout r;a qui etait devant 
el1e parce que, a la fin, e11e a bouge son bras, 
elle a pointe son doigt vers 1 'herbe, 1 'arbre, 
1a terre. (pp.343-344) 

Again through Panturle's eyes, the narrator catches sight of Mameche, 

this time in the middle of a thicket on Resp1andin Hill. No longer 

resembling a single, bare tree, she is one of many wretched trees 

that lose their leaves in winter. Symbo 1 i c of a deci duous tree in 

its leafless state, Mameche represents "the world in constant renewal 



and regeneration, dying-to-live,,18. Seen in this context the author 

vlould appear to organize her retreat into a thicket to sign i fy 

symbolic ceath before initiatory rebirth. 
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The narrator identifies Mameche's appearance -- which evoked no 

cOlTment in the precedi ng scene with that of the dirty bit of 

hill. It could be that Giono is once more alluding to the myth of 

Demeter, for the Homeric Hymn mentions that: 

48 ... dans sa douleur, elle ne 
goOta point a l'ambroisie ni au doux breuyage du nectar, et 
ne plongea pas son corp dans un bain.19 

L ike her ancient counterpart, Mameche embraces the concept of sorrow 

in which her unkempt appearance is reminiscent of many peasant 

customs where bathing and caring for one's appearance is forbidden 

in times of mourning. But it is also likely that , being covered 

in frozen mud, Mameche represents the dormant aspect of the receptive 

earth which provides contrast for the later regeneration. 

Addressing the imaginary "toi" again, Mameche 's opening words 

reiterate those spoken to the Virgin after sh e has reconciled herself 

with her religion. The author picks up the threads of this earlier 

scene, using the same words to establish faith in t~aiiieche's words ' 

and intendedactiohs. In the former scene she says, " i 1 faut 

que ~a vienne de toi d'abord"(p.343), now she says, "il faut que 

~a vienne d'abord de toi." Changing the word positions to avoid 

monotony doesn't 1 es sen the mystery, it merely alters the sound pattern, 

18 Cooper, p.176. 

19 "Hymne a Demeter," p.~2. 
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and it is still "toi" that initiates the action . The repet it i on 

has a certain cumulative force, imprinting itself on the mind of 

the reader as he proceeds along the narrative stai rway. 

Each anticipatory glimpse does not mould into a single picture, but 

encourages the reader to keep on climbing. 20 

The narrator ends thi s epi sode in much the same way as the fi rst, 

observing Mameche talking to "tout c;a" instead of "quelque chose" 

(p.343) in front of her. Conc 1 udi ng her speech, Mameche poi nts in 

three directions; to the grass, which could represent a submissive 

female, to the tree, which might symbolize a male, and to the earth, 

which incorporates the substance that harmoniously unites the two. 

"La terre qui, seul e, enfanta tous les etres," 21 . According 

to Aristotle, "three is the first number to which the word 'all' 

has been appropri ated" 22 Pan too, embraces this concept, so seen 

in this perspective, Giono instructs Mameche to move her imaginary 

baton in triangular motion, conducting the trio of nature into a 

symphony,to convey yet again the idea of potential regeneration. 

Anti ci pati ng a change, the narrator creates a break to comment 

on the weather . "L' air est presque tiede. Il n' y a pas encore de 

vent. ~a fait trois jours qu'a la barriere de l'horizon, au sud, 

un grand nuage est a l'ancre, dansant sur place"(p.344). Aware that 

this bit of information is not merely casual observation, the reader 

fo 11 ows the narrator's gaze as he transfer s hi s attenti on di rect ly 

to Mameche, releasing Panturle from his role of observer. 

20 See Robert Shattuck, Proust (Glasgow: Fontana, 1974),p.136. 

21 See Eschyle, Les Cheophores, quoted in Michelfelder, p.36. 

22 Cooper, p.1l4. 



La r1ameche s' est pl antee face au sud et, pendant 
un long moment elle a regarde le nuage qui ne 
bougeait pas. Elle renifle de longs morceaux 
d'air, elle le goGtait comme on goGte un vin 
pour voir s'il est fait, s'il a fini de bouillir, 
s'il a de 1 'alcool. Et puis, voyez: le nuage 
montait doucement vers le large du ciel; il 
quittait la cote, il partait pour le voyage. 
C'est ~a qu'elle voulait voir. (p.344) 
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In this passage, Giono uses the narrator's comments to reveal 

the affi nity between Mameche and the naturale 1 ements. Breathing 

the air as she would taste wine symbolically evokes the image of 

Mameche embibing "the liquid of life" 23 which harmonizes with the 

onset of Spring. The thematic key-word "partait", used in the imperfect 

tense, suggests departure as in the past, but implies continuous 

movement. Changing its connotative meaning, the author adds a prospect 

of a journey to the departure, foreshadowing a future event, instead 

of depicting sudden death or final departure. The moving cloud 

anticipates Mameche returning home to finalize preparations for her 

search. 

P antur 1 e remai ns outsi de the act i on as the narrator accompan i es 

Mameche indoors to watch what she is doing. Observ i ng that she cooks 

all the potatoes in her possession, and then methodica.lly counts 

them to see whether they'll suffice for the trip, reflects both the 

occasi on and the speaker. It informs the reader that Mameche intends 

to be away for some time, while also displaying her organizing ability. 

Content with the quantity, "elle a mis les pommes de terre dans une 

serviette avec une poignee de gros sel et elle a attache le paquet 

avec une liane de clematite"(p.344). Relying on the reader's knowledge 

23 Cooper, p.192. 
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to expose the narrator's camouflage, Giono carefully selects the 

clematis creeper, also known as "traveller's joy,,24, to secure Mamiche's 

bundle. Briefly hinting that the outcome of the trip will be happy, 

the author provides a subtle clue to the novel ' s future. 

Havi ng provi ded for her physi ca 1 needs, the narrator remarks 

that "elle a enleve le rosaire du cou de la Vierge et elle a mis 

a son cou. Ell e est res tee un moment a regarder 1 a Vi erge. Ses 

levres ne bougaient pas"(p.344). Until this moment, the Virgin was 

Mameche's source of strength, but the act of transferring the rosary 

from the statue's neck to her own, conveys the notion that she has 

summoned up the courage to accept responsi bil ity for her deci si ons. 

Through Mameche ' s sil ence the author suggests a hitherto, undi scovered 

strength of character which contrasts markedly with an earlier silence-

"la levre de la Mameche bouge encore dans sa faim de parler" (p.337)- -

where her grief surpasses words. It woul d appear that Gi ono uses 

si 1 ence as a techni que to produce "a sense of ambi guous depths in 

character" 25, di sp 1 ayi ng both the weak and strong si de of Mameche' s 

character as the story unfolds. 

Gaeton Picon says of Giono that "ses personnages sont des etres 

de legende, sans visage individuel, et nous ne percevons d'eux que 

leur taille surhumaine".26 To a certain extent, Picon's observation 

is valid, but perhaps the critics who share this opinion, fail to 

notice that the author, like his biblical forebears, reveals character 

"through the report of actions; through appearance, gestures, posture, 

24 Pat r ick Hanks, ed. Collins Dictionary of the English Language 
(London: William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd., 1979), see "clematls, p.283, 
and "traveller's joy", p.1544. 

25 Alter, p.1l5. 

26 
Panorama de la nouvelle litterature fran~aise (Paris: 

Gall imard, 1960) ,p. 78. 
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costume ... through di rect speech by the character; through inward 

speech, either summarized or quoted as interior monologue; or through 

statements by the narrator about the attitudes and intentions of 

the personages ' .... " 27 Mameche's conscious intentions are disclosed 

through the narrator's report, affording the reader entrance to "the 

realm of relative certainty about [her] character".28 

C'est la nuit de ce jour-la qu'il y a eu la grande 
debacle du ciel. Tout ce que le froid avait gele 
et durci, tout ce qu'il retenait immobile: tout ~a 
subitement s'est delivre et a repris la vie. C'est 
le nuage a pluie, c'est le vent des quatre coins, 
c'est la grande chanson des arb res aux feuilles seches, 
ces chenes tetus qui ont garde le pelage de 1 'an passe 
et qui parlent dans le vent avec la voix du torrent.(p.345) 

Giono evokes a glorious arrival of Spring, while the narrator 

comments on the rebirth that is in the offing. It seems only natural 

that Mameche shoul d venture outsi de once more to joi n forces with 

the powers of nature, symbolically giving herself to life, not death. 

At the same time the reader realizes that the mysterious "toi" to 

whom she spoke, must have been the comi ng Spri ng, because she made 

no attempt to set her plan in motion before obtaining certainty from 

the moving cloud, which acted as harbinger. 

The author uses the previ ous scene i nsi de the house to act as 

a buffer . It creates a balance between the fi rst two occasi ons where 

Panturle observes Mameche, and the next two situations when Panturle 

is once again observed observing Mameche. At thi s stage the reader 

is one step ahead of Panturle, having the foreknowledge of Mameche's 

27 Alter, p.116-117. 

28 Alter, p. 117. 
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intended journey as well as having 'solved'the identity of the invisible 

"toi". Isolated from the activities ins ide Mameche's house, Panturle 

is ignorant of her impendi ng plans. He attributes her enigmatic 

behaviour to loneliness, understanding why she needs to talk to herself, 

as he does, and perce ' ~ s nothing beyond her immediate conduct. 

Jusqu'au coucher du soleil, ~a a marche, puis 
Panturle a renferme Caroline qui avait l'air 
d'etre un peu excitee, puis il a leve la tete 
vers le village. 11 y avait la-haut la 
Mameche assise sur le rempart et elle regardait 
quelque chose au ciel dans la direction du sud. (p.345) 

Giono contrasts this episode with the previous two. ~' ameche 

no longer stands nor speaks, but sits in contemplative silence. 

The rampart indicates a different locality, but its use could also 

be highlighted by the author to jolt the reader's complacency 

1 est the memori es of the War be forgotten. Extending the reader's 

perspective beyond the imaginary setting, Giono adds a new dime"nsion to 

Mameche's continuing gaze. In the first two scenes she tends to 

look at something in front of her, but since the advent of Spring, 

her stare is directed skywards. Suggesting in a tenuous way the 

words of Psalm 121 :12, "I will lift up mine eys unto the hills, from 

whence cometh my help", but not including the biblical source of 

he 1 p, Mameche seems to be gatheri ng even more strength as she sits 

and waits. 

Night "epaisse comme une soupe de pois"(p.345), captures the 

reader's imagination through its cefamiliarized comparison, suggesting 

the evening meal of a peasant, while denoting the texture of the 

air. Ullman comments that Giono's "analogies are so unexpected and 

the vision behind them so fresh and unique, that the total effect 

is arresting even if not always convincing. They derive their impact, 
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not from the di stance wh i ch they span, but from the di scovery of 

latent affin ities between objects close and yet d 
,,29 

unconnecte . 
In this instance the author chooses night, to intervene between the 

preceding scene and the final episode, to suggest to the reader the 

impact of the forces of nature on Pantur1e's body. 

Pantur1e a ete vite endormi. 11 etait las. 
Sans savoir pourquoi puisqu'i1 n'est pas a11e 
chasser de ces quelques jours. 11 n'est pas 
las de fatigue, i1 est las comme si on avait 
fait des trous dans ses bras, des trous a ses 
jambes et qu'on a 1aisse cou1er sa force . Qui, 
et qu'on ait mis a 1a place de cette force du 
1ait avec des f1eurs de sarriette. Ou 1ait. 
11 sent que ~a cou1e 1e long de son corps et ~a 
1e chatouille, et ~a 1e fait rire. Mais, i1 est 
1 as, et il a vite ete endormi. (p. 345) 

The passage begins and ends with the narrator's reiterative observation 

that it did not take Pantur1e long to fall asleep, as his strength 

had been sapped from his body, making him feel limp. Giono conjures 

up a mi 1 itary image, vagu~ly reminiscent of Rimbaud's 

"Oormeur du Val", with the repet ~ tive "trous", but this is probably 

not intended. It would seem that the author 'empties' Pantur1e of the 

past, as Winter melts away, and fills him with renewed life, "du 

1ait", as Spring bursts into flower, to evoke the familiar fertility 

image, now in its awakening stage opposed to its prior dormant state. 

Ouri ng the past three outdoor scenes, the narrator fil ters the 

reader's perception of Mameche through the eyes of Pantur1e. She 

is not aware of his presence at any time, imagining that she is alone 

wi th nature. This misconception now leads Mameche to cry out with 

29 Style in the French Novel, p.226. 
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such force that Panturle is instantly aroused from his sleep as if 

it had "venu le toucher dans l'oreille comme une pierre"(p.345). 

The resonance created by this striking image sends the half-awakened 

Panturle outside. Catching sight of her standing on the rampart with 

a flaming torch in her hand, he wonders what is happening. 

Elle haussait la main et le feu. On la voyait tout 
entiere. Elle avait mis sur la tete son fichu noir. 
La fumee du feu montait vers le nord. (pp.345-346) 

The vi sua 1 image that the author portrays is at once dramat i ca lly 

effective and philosophically suggestive . Mameche's black-veiled 

figure vividly illuminated by the flame against the dead of night 

symbolically reveals the power of the source of light to dispel 

the force of darkness. But the mai n purpose of thi s image woul d 

seem to be Giono's desire to establish yet another parallel between 

Mameche and anci ent Demeter. The Greek goddess is reputed to have 

roamed the earth for ni ne days wi th a fl ami ng torch in one of her 

hands, searching for her lost daughter. 

47 Des lors, pendant neuf 
jours, la noble Dec ne cessa de parcourir la terre, ayant 
en mains des torches ardentes: 30 

The torch in Mameche's hand invites recognition of the significance 

of this parallel, inferring that Mameche, like Demeter, is about to 

begi n her search. The author consciously links this protagonist 

to classical myth, using unmistakable characteristics to stress the 

idea of a search, which Mameche had already entertained in the second 

30 Homere,"Hymne a Demeter'; p.42. 
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episode when she said "J'irai la chercher lii ou elle est" (p.343). 

Seen as an extension of this mythological perspective, it appears 

that worshippers would arrive at Eleusis at night holding their .burning 

torches aloft in imitation of Demeter searching for her lost daughter. 

"In the morning more solemn rites were announced by the herald with 

the summons 'You who are about do die, come near!' For the mystery 

of Demeter took the form of a death - a death into 1 ife:' 31 In the 

1 i ght of the above, Giono can be seen to use thi s aspect of the myth, 

predi cti ng the outcome of Mameche' s search. Ro 1 and Barthes observes 

that "1 e my the est un systeme doub 1 e, i 1 se produit en 1 ui une sorte 

d'ubiquite; le depart du my the est constitue par 1 'arrive d'un 

sens.,,32 Culminating in renewed life, it also links up with the 

second episode, when Mameche stands in the bare thicket, symbolizing 

anticipatory death before resultant rebirth. 

These allusions to mythology are no doubt intended as brief 

moments of illumination. The author employs this technique at a 

crucial point in the story, giving substance to a rather far-fetched 

incident that miyht belon~ more properly to a fairy tale than a rustic 

novel. E.M. Forster suggests that when an author uses fantasy, he 

asks the reader "to pay somethi ng extra. It compel s us to an adjustment 

that is different to an adjustment required by a work of art, to 

an additional adjustment. The other novelists say 'Here is something 

that might occur in your lives; the fantasist 'Here is something 

that could not occur. I must ask you first to accept my book 

31 Robert Payne The Triumph of the Greeks (London: Hamish Hamilton, 
1964), p. 59 . 

32 Roland Barthes, Mythologies (Editions de Seuil~ 1957),p.208. 
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as a whole, and secondly to accept certain things in my book.' ,,33 

In thi s regard Gi ono coul d be -deemed a fantasi st, but he 

uses the Demeter-motif -- as most writers of myth us ually do with 

their specific motifs -- to suggest timeless pattern s of a universal 

nature. Portraying Mameche in this final episode, Giono directs 

the reader's attention to the feature that he wishes to emphasize, 

endowi ng her wi th "a symbol i c aura" 34 which encourages the reader 

to search for further allusions, while simultaneously creating "a 

d - d· . ,,35 new rea lng lmenSlon. 

The use of myth in literary criticism is often questioned for 

it is felt that myth imposes a pattern from the outsi de on the text 

itself, and the originality of the work is disregarded, or that analogy 

is frequently misused, and its role exaggerated, distorted and sometimes 

even violated. However in Giono's case -- particularly his earlier 

works, and notably Rega in as one of the Tril ogi e de Pan myth 

is a basic tool used by the critic in his analysis of the novels. 

It neither imposes, nor disregards the unique contribution of the 

work, but assoc i ates the modern text with the anci ent myth, enhanci ng 

the resemb 1 ances b ~tween them in the exchange from old to new. In 

Mameche's instance, myth provi des a means of access whereby cl'itic 

and reader ali ke can come "di rectly and with di spatch to the structura 1 

and themat i c core of a 1 iterary work... [deci pheri ngJ the uses to 

whi ch the poet puts the myth in terms of a speci fi c metaphor and 

36 
theme". 

33 
Aspects of the Novel (London: Edward Arnold & Co.,1927),p. 101. 

34 
For a fuller discussion of this subject, see Hutchinson, Games 

Authors Play, "Myth", p.74. 

35 
Games Authors Play, p. 75. 

36 John B. Vickery, "Literary Criticism and Myth", Yearbook of 
Comparative Criticism, ed. by Joseph P. Strelka (Pennsylvanla: The 
Pennsylvanla State University Press, 1980), Volume IX, p.228. 
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Within the thematic framework of the novel, the flaming torch 

symbolizes the life principle. This interpretation ties up with 

two earlier scenes where fire plays a role. The fi re in Mameche' s 

eyes depicts a thin source of life persisting in spite of Gaubert's 'departure 

and shortly afterwards, Panturle's figure is highlighted against 

the flame to symbolize the life principle . In an indirect way, the 

story of the "charbonnier" also serves as a reminder of this concept. 

These earlier episocEs have their weight in the present scene, and ' 

reinforce the images of fertility and renewal. 

"Que tu as? trie Panturle de toutes ses forces. 

Ri en. 

Malade? 

Non. 

Alors? .. "(p.346) 

This laconic exchange has a formal frame, it starts and ends 

with a question. Rigorously economizing on words, Giono manages 

to convey the essense of Panturle's thoughts through his questions. 

Containing a mere five words, the author underlines Panturle's single-

mi nded concern for Mameche' s we ll-bei ng. The first question infers 

more than just "what's the matter?", it implies that Panturle thinks 

that there is something wrong with Mameche. Her terse denial maintains 

the opacity built up since the beginning of these strange episodes, 

wherein Panturle sees the effect but not the cause of her enigmatic 

behaviour. Instead of providing him with an explanation, the authQr 

deploys Mameche's response with 

no sati sfactory answer. Panturle 

almost teasing provocation, giving 

is now obliged to rephrase his 

query in an effort to solve the mystery . Ambiguous in meaning, "malade" 

could refer to a physical or mental illness. In all likelikhood, 



Panturle implies the latter, 

a monosyllabic reply. Making the 

but Mameche 

text adhere 

refutes 

to its 
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both wi th 

principle of 

blocking access, Giono prevents Panturle from penetrating the screen 

that he has del iberately built up around Mameche. Thwarted by her 

second response, Panturle changes his tactics, structuring his next 

question in the hopes of eliciting more than a one-word answer. 

His reward? The narrator's reply, "Un momen t sans repondre "(p .346), 

but then the silence is broke~and Mameche screams"~a vient, ~a vient!"(p.346) 

confirming in Panturle's mind that she is indeed a bit mad. 

Careful not to provide Panturl e with suffici ent information 

to draw any defi nite conc 1 usi ons, the author mere ly confirms the 

reader's specul ati on with Mameche' s repetiti ve cry. The key-word 

"vient", in the present tense, which has changed from the subjunctive 

"vienne"(p.343), contrasts with the past key-word, "partir", indicating 

the advent of Spri ng ,and all that it symbol i zes. 

In a neatly structured series, the reader watches Mameche 

progressively alienating herself from her surroundings. The first 

episode establishes her as a solitary figure. Evoked as the only 

perpendicular image on a horizontal plane, Giono focuses attention 

on Mameche to highlight this solitude. Her odd address to something 

i ntangi b 1 e creates a sense of mystery around Mameche, enhanci ng her 

initial isolation. The second episode sees her withdrawing from 

sight within a cluster of trees. Perfectly hidden, she eludes not 

the pryi ng eyes of Panturl e, who hears her words and observes her 

actions. But the absence of verbal exchange sustains the mystery. 

Almost 1 i ke the hunter and the hunted, Panturl e is withi n reach of 

Mameche, however understandi ng is withel d from Panturl e, and Mameche 

escapes his 'trap'. The indoor scene acts as an hiatus. Mameche 
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makes a con sci ous break from the present, ori entat i ng her thoughts 

toward the future. Presenting the third episode in si lence, Panturle 

simply observes a silent Mameche. Nei ther party speaks. Campbell 

poi nts out that "En 1 i ghtenment cannot be communi cated only the way 

to En 1 i ghtenment. [Mameche's words and actions] are but guides to 

the brink of transcendant illumination, the final step [] must be 

taken by each in his own silent experience." 37 The last episode 

is brought to light as a shriek thunders into the quiet of night. 

The flaming torch draws attention to itself while illuminating Mameche. 

Reminiscent again of Demeter, this time when she reveals herself 

to the aston i shed Queen Metani ra, Gi ono substitutes the golden glow 

of the flame for the yellow locks of the goddess. Revel atory in 

a sense that it demonstrates Mameche's readiness to initiate action, 

it has no obv ious significance for Panturle. The reader realizes 

that Mameche, 1 ike any hero of ant i quity, is withdrawi ng from her 

irrmedi ate soci ety to undergo a peri od of separati on. Seen in this 

context, Mameche bids farewell to the present, answering the "call 

to adventure" 38 as desti ny has surrmoned the hero, transferri ng her 

spiritual centre of gravity from within the pale of her society to 

a zone unknown. 39 

Conc 1 udi ng thi s epi sode, the author s 1 ips into the narrator's 

shoes to evoke in Baude 1 ai ri an styl e the commi ng 1 i ng of perfumes 

and odours to suggest the idea of a rebirth. 

~a a change depuis la tombee du jour; une force 

37 The Hero with a Thousand Faces, p.33. 

38 Campbell, p.36. 

39 See Campbell, p.58. 



souple et parfumee court dans la nuit. On dirait 
une jeune bete bien reposee . C'est tiede comme 
la vie sous le poil des betes, ~a sent amer. 11 
renifle. Un peu comme l'aubepine. ~a vient du 
sud par bonds et on entend toute la terre qUi en 
parle. 
Le vent du printemps!(p.346) 
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This passage contrasts vividly with the narrator's previous comment, 

"c'est toujours, l'un apres l'autre, les memes jours"(p.343). Movement 

in the form of life, springs from every image, "obliterating the 

borderl ines between the various realms of nature, [and pervading] 

the portrayal of human beings [who are] more often than not [] compared 

to animals." 40 The spri ng wi nd, compared to a well-rested young 

animal, is used as a metaphorical device to evoke a human response 

to nature. Changing from something sweet-smelling to something bitter, 

the author attempts to convey the notion that although the smell 

at birth is not pleasant to breathe, the smell of life is his main 

concern. Focusing on Panturle, referred to as "i 1 " to symbolize 

man-in-general, it is poignant that the protagonist should "renifle" 

rather than "aspire" the air at this moment. L inking him at once 

to the image of the young animal, Giono sustains the metaphor just 

created. But an unsuspected simile immediately follows, and the 

bitter smell now becomes "un peu comme l' aubepine". Traditionally 

the hawthorn represents the bridal flower of classical antiquity, 

and it would seem that the author uses thi s image to tie up simultaneously 

with the parable of the charcoal burner and the scene of the betrothal, 

while foreshadowing a 1 ater event. The pass age ends with 

the announcement that Spring has arrived, revealing definitively 

40 Ullman, p. 223. 



the full import of Mameche's last words. 

Au matin Panturle a ouvert sa porte sur le monde 
delivre. C'est la vie, c'est la belle vie avec 
des gestes et des courses. Tout le bois, les 
bras en 1 'air, danse sur place une grande danse 
enervee. De larges navires d'ombre naviguent 
sur les collines. Le vol des nuages s'elance 
d'une rive du ciel a l'autre. 11 passe dans 
le vent un corbeau tout eperdu, roule comme une 
feuille morte. (p.346) 
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Still the poet-narrator of the moment, Giono captures a vivacious 

Spring, reeling with Dionysian pleasure in its newly found life. 

Although Panturle witnesses this delightful return of life, the narrator 

focuses attention on the frenetic movement almost forgetting the 

protagonist's presence. de Pomerai observes that "the world in 

movement, characteristic of spr ing is powerfully present to Panturle's 

senses, but his undeveloped consciousness cannot be used as the medium 

to render his sensations actual to the reader" .41 But perhaps the 

narrator's reason for giving Panturle the privilege of seeing "le 

monde del ivre", is to provide him with the answer to Mameche's strange 

behaviour. 

Acknowledging in direct speech that Spring has arrived, Panturle 

surmi ses that Mameche mi ght have meant just that. And yet, if the 

season was all that she had in mi nd, he fail s to understand why she 

acted so mysteri ous ly. Hoping to clarify the matter, he proceeds 

to her house. 

11 n'y a personne chez la Mameche. La chambre est 
vide. Le matelas est roule. On a range la table 
et les chaises contre le mur comme si on etait parti 
pour longtemps. Et sur la table on a pose un drap 

41 "Introduction," Regain, p.27. 



tout neuf, plie dans ses huit plis ... pose la, bien 
en evidence. (pp.346-347) 
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Mameche '·s absence domi nates the passage. The narrator adopts 

the impersonal "on" in stead of ' the personal "elle" to suggest that 

Mameche is no longer there. Following Panturle's gaze around the 

room, he focuses on the aspects of the mattress, the chairs and the 

tab 1 e. But it is the sheet, conspicuously folded in eight, that 

has a psychological impact on Panturle, making him aware that Mameche 

has departed. "Spiritually, eight is the goal of the 

initiate, having passed through the seven stages of heavens, and 

it is, thus, the number of Paradise regained; regeneration .... As 

7 + 1 it is the number of the octave and a beginning again." 42 In 

Chr istian symbolism, eight also represents regeneration and rebirth, 

so here again Giono conveys his message of perpetuity embodied in 

in the concept of death. Like Mameche, when she refused to 

accept Gaubert's departure, Panturle refuses to accept hers, and 

doggedly continues to search for her. He searches the entire village, 

before returni ng to her house whi ch the narrator observes i s "toujours 

vide, et le drap neuf sur la table"(p.347). The word "toujours", 

juxtaposed a 1 ongsi de the twi ce repeated moti f of the unused sheet, 

stresses the permanence of the old woman's departure , but Panturl e 

still fails to accept it, as his remark, "Je vais aller voir sur 

le plateau"(p.347) indicates. 

42 

Sur le plateau, on n'y va pas souvent et jamais 
vol ontiers. C'est une etendue toute plate a 
perte de vue. C'est de l'herbe, et de l'herbe, 

Cooper, p. 118. 



et de 1 'herbe sans un arbre. C'est plat. 
Quand on est debout la-dedans et qu'on marche, 
on est seul a depasser les herbes. ~a fait un 
dr51e d'impression. 11 semble qu'on est toujours 
designe pour quelque chose. (p.347) 

The narrator paints an uninviting picture of the 
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plateau. 

Reminiscent of Mameche as she first stood on the moor, conspicuous 

by her he i ght, it wou 1 d seem that the author evokes thi s 

memory imprinting it on the reader's mind to foreshadow her 

next appearance. "C' est de l' herbe, et de l' herbe, et de l' herbe 

sans arbre", stresses, through repetiti on of the grass, that there 

is not a tree in si ght, so when Mameche is 1 ater observed as a 'tree' 

on the plateau, the reader is mindful of this clue which Giono has 

subtly given him. "Ca fait un dr51e d'impression, further hints 

at Mameche's visual image, while the last sentence, "Il semble qu'on 

est toujours designe pour quelque chose", suggests an unexpected 

happening. In retrospect, through hidden clues in a piece of narrative 

that 'i nnocently' depi cts part of the 1 andscape, it can be seen 

how the author prepares for a future event. 

Panturle returns to Mameche's home, and through the narrator's 

eyes observes that "le peu de jour qui reste eclaire le drap blanc 

sur la table"(p.348). Variously described as "tout neuf" (p.347), 

"neuf"(p.347 and "blanc"(p.348), the image of the sheet sustains 

its freshness, while becoming a salient motif with attention 

constantly focused on it. 

Using this motif as a foreshadowing device, the reader is again 

alerted to it in Part Two, when the narrator recalls that Arsule 

"a trouve, couche dans le petrin comme du beau ble, trois draps plus 

blancs que l'eau"(p.384). Finally, its full significance is realized 

when Panturl e di scovers the ske 1 eton of Mameche, and wanti ng to bury 
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it, goes to her house to fetch the sheet folded in ei ght. " 11 a 

essaye de deplier les draps qui sont sur la table. C'est de la 

charpie. Entre les rats et les autres betes, ~a les a bien arranges 

ces draps"(p.397). Unable to use the sheet for its intended purpose, 

Panturle returns to his house, "il a pris le drap dans lequel ils se 

couchent"(p.397) no doubt one of those found in the kneading trough 

-- and wraps Mameche 's skeleton in it, burying it.
43 

Giono develops 

the motif of the sheet from her un seen departure to the eventual 

finding of her skeleton , picking up the theme of "regain" as it 

winds its way through the story. 

The rampart signals an end to Panturle's search for Mameche. 

Again a parallel exists between this situation and the previous episode 

where she is 1 ast seen standi ng on the rampart. The former scene 

marks the end of her life in Aubignane, heralding the beginning of 

her quest. Now it marks the end of Pantur 1 e' s search for Mameche, 

heralding his new beginning. 

Panturle's search alternates between outdoor and indoor scenes. 

Each outdoor scene evokes some life-like presence of Mameche, while 

every indoor scene evinces the same death-like image. Juxtaposing 

one against the other, the author's imagination fines yet another 

way of bri ngi ng the antitheti ca 1 1 eitmot if of 1 i fe and death to the fore. 

43 A point of correction is necessary in Professor Redfern's book, 
The Private World of Jean Giono. He writes: "(Death is accepted by all 
as part of a cycle. Panturle buries Mameche in the well where her 
husband drowned, wrapped in the crisp sheet that she had thoughtfully 
left ready)." pp.37-38. From the above quotatioris in Giono's text, 
Redfern is obviously misi nformed. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE PRESENT OF THINGS FUTURE 

o Demeter, lourde a la fois d'Adonis et du 
sanglier, nourrice des vivants, qui te 
rejouis des faucilles et des semoirs, donne 
nous la douce concorde, les vraies richesses 
et la sante. 

Jean Giono 

Outside a tobacconist in Sault, the reader in company with the 

narrator, meets Gedemus the knife-grinder, and another, Reboulin 

for the first time. Intrigued to know why Gedemus has purchased 

so much tobacco, Reboulin receives the following reply: 

-- Monstre, dit Gedemus, toi, quand tu veux 
fumer, tu fais trois pas et tu es au bureau, 
moi je pars demain. Tu as pas vu que c'etait 
le printemps? De quatre jours je ne vois 
plus le marchand de tabac. (p . 348) 

Remi ni scent of Mameche i nsi de her house count i ng the potatoes to 

see whether they would be sufficient for four days "Un jour, deux 

jours, peut-etre trois, peut-etre quatre"(p.344) -- the reader ponders 

over the simil ar 1 ength of the proposed journey. Using Gedemus' 

rough manner of speaki ng as a b 1 i nd to di rect the reader's attention 

to the knife-grinder, Giono slips two thematic key-words, "pars" 

and "printemps" into Gedemus' response, alerting the sensitive reader 

to a possible link between the two incidents. 

A 1 though he has enough tobacco to 1 ast a week, Gedemus parts 

so sparingly with it that Reboulin asks: . "Tu mets huit jours p'0ur 

traverser?"(p.348), only to receive the answer, "Tu es fou: je mets 
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quatre jours"(p.348). Within a very short space of time the author 

deliberately repeats the number of days .• again focusing the reader's 

attent i on on its 1 ength. At this stage it is still too early for 

the reader to be aware of the parallel. although given Giono's technique, 

its probable , significance may be suspected. 

Unperturbed by the knife-grinder's rudeness, Reboulin enquires 

whether the intended route requi res s 1 eepi ng on the plateau. The 

word "plateau" immediately revives memories of Mameche and Panturle, 

and the reader is transported back in time and space to the pl ace 

where he 1 ast saw these protagoni sts. No doubt the author uses the 

pl ateau as a motif to foreshadow events, but he does not el aborate. 

Instead he keeps the reader's mind on it with another question from 

Reboulin, who assumes that because the cart is laden with sharp knives, 

Gedemus does not mi nd s 1 eepi ng on the plateau. Quick to disillusion 

him, the knife-grinder says: 

-- Oh, ~a n'est pas ~a qui empecherait, mais c'est 
mon chemin. Que ~a soit d'un gros plaisir, n~ 
malS Je n'ai jamais eu bien peur. Le tout, c'est 
de bien connaltre la dlrectlon et d'avoir de-oQnnes 
etapes.(p.349) (my emphases) 

Braggart that he is, Gedemus confidently maps out his trip. A fi rst 

reading conceals the pointers in this speech, but a second reading 

reveals significant anticipatory clues, as the underlined sections 

indicate. 

It is obvious that Giono disapproves of Gedemus' type. Except 

for the word "printemps", the author omits nature from his vocabulary, 

symbolically depriving him of feelings that nature inspires in the 

other characters. The kn ife su i tab ly dep i cts severence, and it is 

in thi s context that Giono vi ews Gedemus. He is an unwanted intruder, 

contrasting sharply with the nature-lovers, but a necessary element 
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in the nove 1 's structure. 

Finally a persistent Reboulin asks the crucial question: "Tu 

menes Arsule?"(p.349) to which Gedemus replies, refuting the implied 

sexual connotation: "Tu ne vois pas que je lui fais tra'ner l a voiture?" 

(p.349) Luce Ricatte observes that at the end of Presentation 

de Pan, the author writes: 

11 faudra que je parle de ce lui-la qui etait tout 
seul, au fond du plateau et puis qui a achete une 
femme avec les soixante fran cs d'une ane et qui, 
de ~a, a fait revivre to ute sa terre, et qU'une 
herbe nouvelle a pousse et qu'on a pu faucher le 
regain. (p.n?) 

This passage could well have been the source of inspiration for the 

character of Arsul e, whose debauched past reduces her to a beast of 

burden. Her ' character is . analogous " t o that of Angele 

in Un de Baumugnes, where Giono employs a similar device to elicit 

the reader's sympathy for the woman in disgrace. 

Arsule? 

Ah, c'est toute une histoire! 

Arsule, elle s'est d'abord appelee "Mille Irene" 
et meme: "Mlle Irene des grands theatres de Paris 
et de l'Univers". ~a vous comprenez bien, 
c' etai ent des mensonges. Pourtant, c' etai t ecri t 
sur une affiche faite a la main et collee sur la 
vitre du cafe des Deux Mondes. (p.349) 

The omniscient narrator delves into Arsule's past, simultaneously 

preaching the evils of city life. Microcosmically perceived as the 

universe, it Elvinces , the falsehood that Giono associates with Paris 

and the industrialized world. Hand-written notices smack of 

artificiality, contributing to the lies inherent in their messages . 

Even the name of the cafe in ita 1 i ci zed 1 etters stresses the dual 
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nature of the world, maleficent and beneficent. As for Arsule, the 

author sees her as a victim of a mendacious society, badly needing 

up 1 i ftment. The narrator's point of view is indistinguishable from 

that of Giono, in fact the author himself could be talking. 

Describing the arrival of this sadly clad figure, a worn-out 

Arsule allows herself to be dragged by the cart's brake-rope, while 

her 'partner',a murderous-looking villain, "L'illustre Tony"(p.349), 

swears at the mu 1 e he 1 eads by the muzz 1 e. "Elle etait enfarinee 

de poussiere jusqu'a la taille"(p.349). Implyfng that Arsule is only 

visible from her waist upwards, Giono contrasts the narrator's present 

observat i on with that of Mameche when fi rst seen i nsi de her house. 

"Il yale jour sur la moitie de Mameche, sur le morceau qui va des 

pieds nus jusqu'a la tai l le"(p.336). Imaginatively using the interplay 

between the concepts of light and dark, perhaps to evoke the difference 

between this world and -- in both senses -- the underworld, the author 

envisages Arsule as a sort of Persephone, rising from the realms 

of Hades. Having only partially ascended -- Arsule needs rehabilitating 

and on her way to greet Demeter, he focuses the light on the upper 

part of her body. By comparison, his perception of Mameche is that 

of an old woman prepari ng to meet her Maker. The light has gone 

out in her face, 1 eavi ng on ly the lower half of her body ill umi nated, 

suggesting that her life on earth is now beginning to cease. 

Choosing the "cafe de Deux Mondes" to illustrate the ugly side 

of human nature, the narrator once more gains the reader's sympathy, 

describing the humiliation to which Arsule is exposed in her role 

as "Mll e Irene" . 

. .. Mll e I rene est montee sur l' estrade. Ell e 
avait de pauvres mains d'eplucheuse de pommes de 
terre. Elle avait des yeux, on ne savait pas 
dire, ~a vous faisait peine, tenez. Elle etait 



la, to ute fatiguee de mi lle choses, je vous dis, 
bien plus penibles encore que la route, pour une 
femme. Elle etait la o 
~a a fait rire. (p.350) 

Capturing and holding the reader's attention with the twice repeated 

"vous", the narrator focuses on Arsule. Framing his description 

of her wi t h "elle etait la", the author brings home to the reader 
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the woman's meaningless existence. From another perspective, 

Giono could be using this repetition as a mechanical device, for 

"the mechanical in human affairs is a primary source of COmedy,,, l 

as "r;:a a fait rire" confirms. Arsule is trapped between two conflicting 

conceptions of reality where mechanical repetition simultaneously 

brings forth comedy and tragedy. This is characterized by the contrast 

between the audience's laughter and the reader's sympathy. Elaborating 

further, the narrator relates in detail the events of the following 

day, when Arsule, afraid to leave with "1 'illustre Tony", stays behind 

sitting near the fountain. 

1 

A midi, il arrive toute l'equipe de Garino, le 
lavandier .... Quand ils ont vu la femme, r;:a a 
fait leur affaire, il s se sont mis autour d'elle, 
et de lui dire ci, et de lui dire r;:a, jusqu'au 
moment 00 il y en a un qui a dit: "Viens, on va 
te faire manger." Alors, elle a leve son oeil 
vide sur celui-la et elle s 'est dressee. Et, 
au lieu de lui donner a manger, ils l'ont fait 
boire comme un plant de courge, puis ils s'en 
sont servi s. 11 s l' avai ent menee dans l' ecuri e 
de Martel et ils etaient tous devant la porte a 
rire pendant qu'un etait dedans avec la femme. 
Puis, celui-la sortait. 11 etait rouge. 11 
se mettait a rire encore plus fort que les autres, 
on voyait bien qu'il se forr;:ait pour r;:a. Et 
un autre entrait. Et comme r;:a. (pp.350-351) 

Alter, p. 106. 
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The reader's sympathy is again enlisted against the crowd. 

The concept of rape is depravity, and the concept of 1 aughter 

in this context -- is derision. The reader protests, the audi ence 

cheers. From the latter's view, rape is lust, and laughter, conquest. 

Arsule is the victim, the crowd, the victor. In both cases ci ted, 

the author uses laughter as a means of exposing society's callousness 

towards individual suffering. 

Every so often in his writings, Giono uses facets of his story 

to highlight the differences between town and c.ountry life, contrasting 

the unauthentic city with the authentic vi 11 age. Critics have 

interpreted this as a direct appeal to return to the land, but in 

response to this very suggestion by Gilbert Ganne, 

-- Mais il y avait dans votre oeuvre d'autres 
theses, comme le retour a la terre, qui plaisait 
a Vichy. 

the author replies: 

-- Vous conviendrez que j'avais precede de 
beaucoup le gouvernement de Vichy. C'etait 
le regime qui prenait ses mots d'ordre dans 
mes livres. Comment l'en aurais-je empeche? 
Quant au retour a la terre, c'est vite dit. 
Je n'ai pas ecrit un mot qui justifie le retour 
a la terre. J'ai dit simplement qu'on etait 
plus heureux a la terre qu'a la ville, qu'il 
y avait un avantage enorme a y vivre. Mais 
je n'ai jamais dit qu'il fallait redevenir 
paysan. Je ne l'ai jamais ete. 2 

2 An interview with Jean Giono, "Giono regle ses comptes," Les 
Novelles L itteraires, le 1 avril, 1965, p.ll . 
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Arsule and Gedemus set out on the first leg of their journey 

to ... Aubignane. On a first reading, the reader imagines 

the destination to be Ga11ibert's farm, but as the novel progresses, 

he realizes that the author has a somewhat different intention. 

Begi nni ng the story with a tri p to Aubi gnane, Gi ono provi des the 

reader with an insight into Mameche's character via her past. However 

at this stage of the novel, the reader is already acquainted with 

Arsule's past, and the journey to Aubignane provides him a perspective 

of her present. Seen in structural terms, the two approaches to 

Aubignane balance the first half of the novel, dividing it into two 

distinct parts. As yet there is no apparent attempt to weld together 

the disparate levels of identity between Mameche and Arsule. The 

author is content to a 11 ow the reader to focus attent i on main lyon 

Arsule, while not permitting him t o forget Mameche. 

Similar to previous trips undertaken by Gedemus and Arsule, 

t his one differ s from them only in various words that the narrator 

uses in the course of his tale. The first fl i cker that sparks off 

a question of whether there is any connection between Mameche's veiled 

figure and the cloak that Arsule carries, is "On porte aussi une 

grosse pelerine"(p.352). The second signal is the reiterat ion for 

the third time in this chapter of the journey's length. "Autrement 

dit, du manger pour quatre jours"(p . 352), establishing a manifest 

link between Mameche's proposed journey and this one. Next, commenting 

on the poor state of vegetation,"les pauvres champs domestiques"(p.352), 

the narrator alerts the reader to the myth of Demeter, and to the 

possibility of an association between Arsule and Persephone, similar 

to that between Mameche and Demeter. 

The allusions to the ancient myth, embodied in the cloak and 

the wretched vegetation, together with the four-day period -- which 
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lies completely within the writer's imagination, and derives 

significance from the novel itself -- raise questions in the reader's 

mi nd about the di recti on of the plot. Is the author using these 

allusions as a system to organize his fictional material or is he 

interspersing them as and when required "as part of a constantly 

developing continuum?" 3 It woul d appear that Gi ono 1 eaves it to 

the reader to discover for himself what relationship can be found 

between the pattern chosen and its effect on the narrative~ The 

i nterp 1 ay between my tho log i cal motifs and those created by the author, 

refers the reader to archetypal patterns in the novel's plot, and 

"they are presented in such a way as to generate in the reader patterns 

of hypothesi s, conjectures and ill usi ons concerni ng what is goi ng 

to happen to the fictive characters . ,,5 

Comme on arrive sur le dos du mamelon, on en tend le 
ronron sauvage des genevriers. C'est la-bas, de 
l'autre cote d'un petit val. La terre est nue. 
11 n'y a, au fond de ce pli, qu'un vieux peuplier . 
On remonte de l'autre cote sur un sentier qu'il a 
fallu tailler a la barre a mine. Plus d'herbes 
seules, quelques touffes dethym, un plan de sauge 
et son abeille .... (p.352) 

Ostensibly describing the countryside accompanying Arsule and 

Gedemus on their journey, the narrator once again uses certain words 

and phrases that alert the reader to seek nuanced revel ations of 

meaning. In Graeco-Roman symbolism, protection is one aspect of 

"genevriers", and perhaps it is in this context that Giono 'tells' 

3 John White, Mythology in the Modern Novel,p. 113. Also see p.112. 

4 For a fuller discussion, see John White, p. 113, from where these 
ideas originate. 

5 John White, pp.118-119. 
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the reader that no harm will befa 11 the travellers. The bare earth 

with "un vieux peuplier" as the only 1 i vi ng upright plant, is 

reminiscent of the perpendicular image of Mameche standing alone 

on the moor appeari ng more 1 i ke a tree than a human. At this stage 

the import of this observation is barely noticeable, but it is sufficient 

to revive the .reader's memory, making renewed contact with an image 

that he might otherwise have forgotten. In the spectrum of repetition, 

using this image as a reiterative device, the narrator provides a 

subt 1 eli nk in the structure of the story. Keeping the reader's 

mind on Mameche, he also observes that "un sentier a fa11u tai11er 

a la barre a mine", which brings back vague memories of Mameche's 

mine-sinker husband. But as the herbs disappear, except far "quelques 

touffes de thym" and "un plan de sauge", he draws the reader's attention 

to the usual bee, "son abei11e", resting on the sage. This is no 

mere coincidence, as the bee, besides symbolizing rebirth and purity, 

a 1 so represents Demeter who is consi dered the pure Mother Bee. The 

offi ci ants at El eus is were Bees, and as an emblem of Demeter the 

bee was 1 unar and vi rgi n. Pan, too, was a protector and keeper of 

bees. 6 In this respect, Giono regards Arsule's journey as a rite 

de passage, taking the form of a purification ritual. She 1 eaves 

the corruption of town life, entering nature's doorstep as a pitiful 

remnant of soci ety. Nature provides her with the opportunity to 

reclothe herself, giving her a second chance, a chance of a rebirth. 

In case the reader loses sight of reality in the wake of this idealism, 

the author makes sure that Gedemus remai ns Arsu 1 e' s compani on for 

6 Cooper, pp.19-20. 
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the time-being, contrasting the idea of a newly-found purity with 

the ever present concept of evil. 

Encore dix pas qui comptent, dix pas ou tout est 
utile, l'epaule qui pese en avant, la cuisse qui 
pousse, le pied qui fait ressort, la tete qui 
commande; encore un, encore un ... Gedemus est 
aussi attele a la charrette. Dix pas, et puis , 
pour revenir, c'est trop tard: les grands 
genevriers bouchent la route, derriere. On est 
en plein dans la terre libre. C'est le plateau: 
voila le plateau! (p.352) 

Giono uses repetition as the device to s low down the pace of 

this passage, and to foreshadow a future event. Thrice informing 

the reader that only "dix pas" are needed to reach the plateau, the 

narrator relates the beast-like movements, "1 'epaule", "la cuisse", 

"le pied" and "la tete" of Ars u 1 e and Gededmus, in between 

the repetiti ve "dix pas" and "encore", to reinforce their laboured 

trudge. Almost step by step, the author captures a visual impression 

of the travell ers as they drag thei r cart past the jun i pers onto 

the plateau. 

Symbo 1 i ca 11 y, "ten is [] the number of comp 1 et i on of journeys 

and the return to origins". 7 Mythologically, Demeter wandered for 

nine days before finding Persephone, possibly on the tenth. Could 

it be that the author uses "dix pas" to stress ina veil ed way that 

Mameche will soon find Arsule? 

Giono's steady emphasis on the plateau illustrates its importance. 

Already seen in different perspectives by Mameche and Panturle, Arsule 

is about to complete the trio. Comparing the plateau to a threshing 

floor, "plat comme une aire"(p.352), it would seem as if the author 

is consciously establishing another link between Arsule and the myth 

7 Cooper, p.119. 
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of Demeter. 

C'est au ras des yeux comme une grande mer toute 
sombre avec une houle de genevriers. Des genevriers, 
des genevriers. De larges corbeaux muets jaillissent 
de l'herbe et le vent les emporte. (p.352) 

Creating a powerful visual impression with the repetitive image 

of the "genevriers", the narrator seems to imply a sense of solitude 

with the silent crows emerging from the bush, and being carried away 

by the wind. But this is misleading, as the reader is soon to find 

out. 

Gedemus et Arsule s'en vont seuls. Le vent souffle 
a travers les montants de bois de la machine a 
aiguiser comme a travers la mature d'une barque. 

"On ne ·s'est pas trompe? 

Non, marche; ~a va. 

~a, la-bas, qU'est-ce que c'est? 

Rien, un arbre, un arbre mort. 

Tu es sur? 

Eh! oui, marche. 
as peur . Qu'est-ce 
un arbre, pas plus. 

Chaque fois qu'on est ici, tu 
que tu crois que c'est? C'est 
Marche, je te dis." (pp.352-353) 

In this passage, the first in a series of three, the reader 

meets Arsule in dialogue with Gedemus. Giono introduces her directly 

at the point where, in spite of, or because of her past, Arsule 

no longer accepts unquestioningly without personal conviction. Her 

part of the dialogue takes the form of three questions. The fi rst 

insinuates a mistaken route, the second requires an explanation, 

and the third, confirming an unsatisfactory answer to the second, 

requests reassurance . Through Gedemus' answers, the author conveys 

a lord-slave relationship, where one human being oppresses another, 
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dismissing any doubt with orders to "marche". His lack of concern 

for her, is balanced by his concern for himself. Arsule is his beast 

of burden, and he treats her accordingly . Usi ng the thrice repeated 

"marche" in Gedemus' speech, Giono evokes a visual image similar 

to that of a man whipping his donkey, which continues to elicit the 

reader's sympathy for Arsule. 

Gedemus' response, "Rien, un arbre, un "arQre "mort", alerts 

the reader to the possibil ity that it might be Mameche, but at this 

stage he is not yet certain. However, a further reading reveals 

that it is Mameche whom the author uses in the guise of a tree, as 

his device to change the direction of the story. 

Chiding Arsule for her fear, "Chaque fois qu'on est ici, 

tu as peur", Gedemus psychologically implies "je n'ai jamais eu bien 

peur"(p.349), reinforcing his boastful remark to Reboulin. Through 

implication, rather than explicit speech Giono contrasts Gedemus' 

confidence with Arsule's diffidence, demonstrating their difference 

in character. 

L'ombre marche sur la terre comme une bete; 1 'herbe 
s'aplatit, les sablonnieres fument. L'ombre marche 
sur des pattes souples comme une bete. La voila 
froide et lourde sur les epaules. Pas de bruit. 
Elle va son voyage. Elle passe. Voila. (p.353) 

The poetic interlude neatly separates the preceding scene from 

the next, bearing testimony to the author's ability to develop an 

unusual image. He compares an element of nature with that of an 

animal, visualizing the cloud as a creature walking on the earth. 

In the first sentence, he emphasizes the place where it walks, in 

the second, shifti ng the focus to the means whereby it walks, he 

repeats the simile, "comme un bete", adding another detail to the 
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same image as it unfolds in his mind. 8 The adjective, flsouples" 

conveys the idea of stealth, which "pas de bruit" confirms, drawing 

a veiled parallel between the shadow's movements and those of Mameche. 

Ambiguous in the sense of "sous l'ombre de l'ombre", it would seem 

that the author chooses a femi ni ne word to refer to the shadow as 

"elle", and double up on his initial meaning. 

"N'aie pas peur, je te dis: 

Et ~a, la-bas, qu'est-ce que c'est? 

0 -7 U. 

~a, 1 a-bas, droit dans l' herbe et tout noi r, 
avec des bras, on dirait? 

-- ~a, c'est encore un arbre. Attends un peu. Je 
me demande si on ne s'est pas trompe . 11 n'y a pas 
tant d'arbres que ~a de ce cote. C'est bien un 
arbre mort pourtant. Qu'est-ce que ~a pourrait 
et , . autrement? Et on est bien dans la direction . 
... C'est ~a. Marche, c'est encore un arbre . Tu 
fais attention a tout, aussi! (p.353) 

Giono's humour filters through this dialogue, lifting the tension 

on the reader's part, if not on the part of the protagonists. Gedemus 

has the last word in the previous passage, but judging from the manner 

in which he begins this conversation, the reader would have imagined 

that Arsule had last spoken. It is obvious, as his sudden burst 

of speech indicates, that this time, he is the first to notice something 

in the grass, and whatever it is, it alarms him. I n order to conceal 

his growing apprehension, he projects his nervousness onto. Arsule, 

making her the scapegoat of his anxiety. But his command, instructing 

her not to be frightened, elicits the opposite reaction. Repeating 

8 See Ullman, p.220. 
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the same question that she pused in the preceding dialogue, adding 

"Et" to indicate that she has asked this question before, Arsule 

says: "Et ;:a, la-bas, qu ' est -ce que c'est?" Trying to remain 

detached, Gededmus enqui res "Ou?" The reader i s not fooled by hi s 

transparent question, but Arsule, so wrapped up in the spirit of 

the moment, fails to see the flaw, and provides the anticipated answer, 

forgetting that it was Gedemus who first saw the object . 

Arsule ' s words, "tout no ir, avec des bras" remind the reader 

of occasions where 1 'Oncle Joseph and the narrator describe Mamikhe, 

and events concerning her, in similar terms. Initially, 1 'Oncle 

Joseph says: "C'est une vieille cavale toute noire "(p.327),9 then 

a little later, commenting on Mameche's child' s death, he says: "Son 

petit eta i t dans l'herbe, tout noir deja"(p.328). Whil e the narrator 

observes, comparing Mameche to the Virgin, "Ce qu'on voit de la Mameche 

est pareil, mais tout noir"(p . 328). Later, when she threatens the 

Virgin, she does so, with "un poing noir"(p.338), and removes a ha i r 

from the milk with "son dOigt noir"(p.340). Finally, reconciling 

herself with the Virgin, the narrator comments , "Elle a un elan de 

ses grands bras noirs " (p.340). In all these instances, "toutl e noirl e" 

or simply, "noirl s", is the striking feature which the author uses 

to characteri ze Mameche. So, it does not tax the reader too much 

to conclude that Mameche is the "arbre". 

Emerging from this scene, the reader perceives a veiled parallel 

between the upright image of Mameche and the horizontal image of 

her child lying dead in the grass . Giono omits the word "droit" 

from the earlier ep i sode, but otherwise he uses similar l anguage 

9 This, and subsequent emphases concerning this image are my own. 
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to depi ct these two scenes. The recent suggests that the dyi ng 1 i ves, 

whereas the former indicates that the living dies. 

Before Arsule completes her observation, Gedemus interrupts, 

reiterating that the object is a tree, but then hesitates as he ponders 

over their directions. He asks Arsule the same question that she 

asked him in the preceding passage, but the author prefaces Gedemus' 

query with, "Je me demande si", to make it seem as though he (Gedemus) 

were the first to notice this discrepancy. However, quick to realize 

that he is losing confidence, Gedemus attempts to recover his equanimity 

saying: "Et on est bien dans la direction", which makes the reader 

think of his earlier remark to Reboulin, "c'est de bien connaitre 

la direction"(p.349). 

This passage illustrates an interesting feature of Giono's writing. 

A single character may repeat a sentence made in an earlier episode, 

or different characters may speak identical words at different times, 

but every repetition reveals a different meaning in spite of the 

apparent similarity. 

Temporarily regaining his confidence, Gedemus ends this scene 

in a similar vein to the last, resuming his lord-slave attitude with 

the command, "Marche," and b 1 ami ng Arsul e for her perspi cacity. 

Taki ng advantage of the break between thi s, and the foll owing 

dialogue, the narrator refreshes the reader's memory with fertil ity 

images, while the author provides a meal as a means of refreshment. 

"Et c'est d'abord une miche trapue comme un cochon de lait.... 11 

y a aussi deux boites de sardines"(p.354). Bread is universally 

accepted as a symbol of 1 i fe, but concei ved as a 

also embodies the concept of fertility. Sardines 

sucking pig, it 

could represent 

fi sh in general, and it woul d seem that Gi ono uses them to rei nforce 

the procreative image, symbolic of fish. Intially the author 1 inks 
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Mameche to images of fertility, now it's becoming Arsule's turn for 

association with these metaphors . 

"Dh! oh! II 

II Quoi ?1I 
Les yeaux d'Arsule sont grands et blancs. 
liLa! .. 
Et elle dresse un peu son doigt. 
"Eh bien! quoi, la! 
-- ~a a fait: hop! ~a a monte au-dessus de l'herbe 
un moment, puis, hop, ~a s'est baisse. 
-- Quoi ~a a fait hop, quoi?" 
Gedemus reste avec du saucisson a la main. 
"L'arbre! 
-- L'arbre? Tu es un peu malade? 
-- Oui, 1 'arbre. Ce qu'on voit depuis ce matin. Cette 
chose noire avec tantot une branche de ce cote, tantot 
une branche de lao Cette chose que je t'ai dit trois 
ou quatre fois: "Qu'est-ce que c'est?" et que tu as 
dit: "C'est un arbre, marche." C'est la encore. ~a 
a fait: hop! 
-- C'est dans ton oeil, bestiasse; comment veux-tu 
qu' un arbre ~a fasse: hop! . 

~a l'a fait; c'est peut-etre pas un arbre? 
-- Et qu'est-ce que tu veux que ~a soit ici dessus? 
-- Je sais pas, moi, mais, ~a a fait: hop, c'est sur; 
c'est pas dans mon oeil, j'ai bien vu. 
-- Ne commence pas avec tes histoires."(pp.354-355) 

There is an evi dent para 11 eli sm between thi s, and the previ ous 

two dialogues, but subtle changes have occurred . along the way. The 

narrator intervenes for the first time, reinforcing the bond between 

uttered speech and unspoken observat i on, for examp 1 e, the expressi on 

in Arsule's eyes after sighting the object, and before indicating 

its position. 

Gedemus' responses alter over the three di a 1 ogues. At first, 

he shows disregard for Arsule's observation, then in the second dialogue, 

his unspoken thoughts disguised as instruction, acknowledge the object's 

presence. His deceptive "OU?" (p.353) merely invites confirmation 

of its 1 oca 1 ity. In the two previous dialogues, Gedemus responds 

to a question, but this time without being asked, he blurts out "Quoi?", 
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to Arsule's first exclamation, "Eh bien! quai la!" to her second, 

and "Quoi, c;a a fait hop, quoi?", to a description of the object's 

movements. Repeating the word, "quoi", four times with three 

responses, Giono illustrates the intensity of Gedemus' wish for 

an explanation, which marks a change from the character's initial 

attitude to the" arbre". 

The author intends that Mameche deliberately 'intrude' upon 

the three dialogues. In fact, she is the cause, and the dialogues 

the effect . She causes i ncreasi ng anx i ety wi th each encounter, and 

the characters exhibit their progressive uneasiness in the subsequent 

dialogues. Giono does this for a number of reasons. Firstly, it 

enab 1 es him to reestab 1 i sh contact with the Greek god Pan, vi ewi ng 

the deity in hi s terrifying aspect of being able to inject irrational 

fear into the minds of unsuspecting travellers. 

The Arcadian god Pan is the best known Classical example of 
this dangerous presence dwelling just beyond the protective 
zone of the vill age boundary. The emotion that he instilled 
in human beings who by accident adventured into his domain 
was "panic" fear, a sudden groundless fright. Any trifling 
cause then -- the break of a twig, the flutter of a leaf 
would flood the mind with imagined danger .... 10 

Within the context of the novel, Michelfelder sees Pan 

an all-encompassing image. 

La voi x de Pan eclate sur le plateau et transfigure tout. 
C'est elle qui donne aux arb res des attitudes etranges, 
qui fait que Gededmus et Arsule prennent les arbres pour 
des apparitions, la Mameche gesticulante pour un arbre 
. . . Pan joue avec sa proie, avec Arsule. 11 

10 Joseph Campbell, p.81 . 

11 Jean Giono et Les Religions de la Terre, p.68. 

as 
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Secondly, Gi ono structures these di a 1 ogues to provi de a comedy 

of errors. He treats the reader to a bit of fun, whi 1 e uncertai nty 

leads to panic on the part of the characters. Juxtaposing appearance 

and reality, it is difficult to imagine that a female figure, clad 

in black would consistently be mistaken for a tree; and then for 

the tree to pop in and out of the grass at suitable intervals, is 

so incongruous, that it renders the situation ridiculous. Not 

overlooking the powers of human imagination, and the abi 1 ity 

of my tho 1 ogi cal goddesses to transform themselves, Gi ono nevertheless 

achi eves a comi c effect wi th the repet i t i ve use of the unusual word 

"hop" especially when it is followed by Arsule's outburst "L 'arbre!" 

(p.355). A strange admixture of anxiety and laughter, but a much 

happier kind than previously experienced by the reader, when Arsule 

was the victim of derisive humour. Perhaps Giono feel s that he has 

been a little too solemn hitherto, and indulges in light-hearted comedy 

to balance the more seri ous aspects of the novel. Seen in another 

perspective, it could also be that element of fantasy, which Giono 

adds to the novel, giving it that "something extra" (see Forster, 

p.6l of this study). 

Thirdly, looking at the dialogues from yet another angle, the 

reader finds Giono at play. 

Indeed, practically all texts have playful elements 
in them to the extent that they tease, frustrate, deny 
information, make suggestions, above all, that they 
challenge the reader, and the zest to create makes itself 
felt far more clearly in those sections of the text in 
which such activities are taking palce. Playful writing 
demands a different sort of effort from the reader than 
than does standard prose. This, then, may be seen as 
another feature of literary play: it is provocative, 
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seeking to arouse speculation, reflection or deduction. 12 

He i nvo 1 ves the fi ct i ve characters in the age-o 1 d game of Hi de- and

Seek, while the role of Scotland Yard is assigned to the reader. 

Arsule and Gedemus are not willing participants. On the contrary, 

they move on, rather than search. But their fear and curiosity are 

aroused to such a pitch after the third dialogue, that Gedemus relents, 

and volunteers to find the object. Unlike the characters trying 

to estab 1 i sh the where, and the what of the object, the reader knows 

that it is Mameche. Giono could hove reported this as narrative summary, 

but expressing it through dialogue, especially Arsule's recapping 

of the events, he is able to highlight, and expand the images 

of "l'arbre," and "cette chose noire," adding a touch of immediacy 

to their existence. 

In a dialogue-bound narration, the narrator reports that the 

look in Arsule's eyes, 

paquerette"(p.355) 

-- "Elle a toujours 

prompts Gedemus to 

ses 

search 

grands 

for the 

yeux de 

object . 

"Il a fait quelques pas dans 1 'herbe, mais il se retourne ... "(p . 355), 

to take his knife with him as a precautionary measure before setting 

out again. Continuing his account the narrator says: "Il s'en 

va a 1 ors avec 1 e couteau tout nu a 1 a mai n. Il marche doucement 

en regardant de chaque cote comme s' il avait peur de mettre 1 e pi ed 

sur un serpent"(p.355). Portraying a very nervous Gedemus, who returns 

after finding nothing, the narrator comments : "On dirait qu'il a 

du souci. De temps en temps il regarde derriere l ui"(p.355). Had 

12 Hutchinson, p.13. 
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the narrator not been present, only the dialogue would have been 

heard, and Gedemus' speech in particular would have created a very 

different impression. It would have sounded 1 ike this: "Attends, 

je vais voir ... Tu ferais bien de me donner le couteau"(p.355). 

Arsule points to the place. Gedemus goes there. "Si c'est la, tu 

as reve; il n'y a rien. Il n' y a ri en: pourtant, si tu te sens 

mal ici, partons . . .. "(p.355). There is no verbal evidence of anxiety, 

Gedemus appears confi dent, even cari ng to a degree, and the 1 i stener 

would not be aware of the ambiguities that arise from what is said, 

and left unsaid in dialogue. Weaving narration through dialogue, 

Giono intimates that actions speak louder than spoken words, and 

sets the tone of events essential to the unfolding of the pl ot, which 

he might not otherwise have been able to indicate in dialogue. 

Reckon i ng wi th the wi nd as Arsul e and Gedemus resume thei r trudge, 

the narrator's role is short-lived. A 11 he manages to observe is: 

"Sitot debout et le pied dans la piste, il a fa11u compte r avec le 

vent. Il venait bien en face .... "(p.355), when the author, quick 

as a flash, assumes his role, completing the sentence and this whole 

episode. So intimately in tune with the elements of nature, especially 

the wind, Giono captures its spirit, animating its gestures as "le 

vent du printemps" places "sa grande main tiede sur la bouche"(p.355) 

of the travellers, or "s' est mi sal eur gratter 1 es yeux avec ses 

ongles"(p.356). Using the force of the wind as a pretext, "puis 

il a essaye de les deshabi ller" (p.356), Giono changes his tone, evoking 

fertility images in a very sensual manner. 

Arsule tire la bricole et, pour ~a, elle s'est penchee 
en avant. Le vent entre dans son corsage comme chez 
lui. Il coule entre les seins, il lui descend sur le 
ventre comme une main; il lui coule entre les cuisses; 
ill ui bai gne toutes 1 es cui sses, ill a rafrai chit comme 
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vent. Elle le sent sur elle, frais, oui, mais tilde 
aussi et comme plein de fleurs, et tout en chatouilles, 
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comme si on fouettait avec des poignees de foin; ce qui se 
fait pour les fenaisons, et ~a agace les femmes, oh! 
oui, et les hommes le savent bien. 

Et tout d'un coup, elle se met a penser aux hommes. 
C'est ce vent aussi qui fait 1 'homme, depuis un 
moment. (p.356) 

The 1 ovi ng caress of the poetic wi nd is immedi ate ly felt. Arsule's 

body tingles with the sensation, and the reader identifies with the 

author's personal, and richly imaginative piece of narration. 

Rejuvenated and refreshed, a changed Arsul e emerges after the wi nd' s 

embrace. Her fear temporarily abates, contrasting markedly with 

Gedemus' persi stent uneasi ness. She even looks at the old knife-gri nder 

with "un oeil tendre et caressant"(p.356), while he anxiously enquires 

whether she has seen anythi ng. So momentarily transformed, "son 

corps est en travail comme du vin nouveau"(p.356), Arsule, oblivious 

of what preceded this feeling, replies simply, "Non, plus rien"(p.356). 

Unti 1 now a bedragg 1 ed fi gure with a debauched past, the new image 

of Arsule is revealed through sheer contrast. In true Gionian fashion, 

the wind acts as a "guerisseur", a theme dear to the author, and his 

belief in "melange". 

Another feature of the above narration, is the divergence, opposed 

to the si mil arity, between the statements occurri ng in thi s narration, 

and those uttered in dialogue. Earlier it is observed that even 

though narration contributes to unheard aspects of the dialogue, 

it is still dialogue-bound. Now, there is no relation between Gedemus' 

question, "Tu n'as plus rien vu?"(p.356), and the general theme of 

the narrati on. Using the narration as a poetic metaphor to convey 

a sense of anticipation, Giono carefully nurtures an image of fertility 

around Arsule. The brief dialogue, in question and answer form, serves 
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as an anchor, bri ngi ng the reader back to the scene of the tale with 

the newly evoked sensations hovering conspicuously in his mind. 

Tout par un coup, il est venu la lourde 
treve du crepuscule; il n'y a plus de vent 
et il y a un grand silence craquant comme 
une pastAque. (p.356) 

It has been said before, but the evidence is worth repeating. 

It is a pity that Giono cannot restrain himself, and feels the need 

to search for a striking image after the wind subsides. The reader 

rea 1 i zes the author's attempt to expand the fert iIi ty image beyond 

the presence of the wi nd, but the di spari ty between the watermelon 

and the crisp hush all round is too wide. 

spontaneously, in fact it rings false. 13 

The image does not emerge 

It mu st be said, however, that some images seem 
far-fetched and on occasion it is too clearly the 
self-conscious voice of the poet, of the image-maker, 
that is heard when a comparison occurs, too complex 
or too unexpected, acceptable in a poem perhaps , but 
at odds with the circumstances of the tale. 14 

Expressi ng his view of the same subject, Stephen Ullman says : 

It was also inevitable that such an extravagant 
wealth of imagery should produce some mi xed or 
incongruous metaphors. . .. The incongruity is 
especially marked when the images themselves are 
open to doubt... . Here we reach the 1 imits of the 
technique: the demand on our capacity for 
visualisation is so heavy, and the transition 
?o abrupt , ~ hat the author's virtuosity defeats 
lts own en_ s o 15 

13 see de Pomerai, p.33. 

14 de Pomerai, p.33. 

15 Style in the French Novel, pp.230-231. 
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Returning to the tale, the travellers continue their journey. 

Nightfall descends. Arsule and Gedemus arrive at the derel ict hamlet 

of La Trinite. 

C'est presque au milieu d'un tas de decombres que 
Gedemus a decouvert une grangette encore tiede. 
C'est la qu'on passe la premiere nuit. 11 faut 
enjamber des debris de murs et ecarter les branches 
des figuiers fous et, ces branches, maintenant nues 
et tordues, et fraiches de nuit, quand on les touche, 
on dirait des serpents. 

La grangette est au milieu de ce nid de figuiers.(p.357) 

Symbolically, "une grangette" represents shelter, and "is associated 

with the Great Mother, the archetypal feminine, in her protective 
16 

aspect. " As Arsul e is about to enter the barn, perhaps Gi ono fee 1 s 

that it is hi s duty to reassure the reader once more that she wi 11 

not be harmed. Oescri bi ng the "grangette" as "encore tiede" amidst 

the decay of the village, and the overgrowth of plants, the narrator 

suggests that it is a resti ng place, but the author takes it one 

step further, seemi ng to i ndi cate by way of contrast, the potenti a 1 

of growth. Linked to this concept are the "figuiers", symbolizing 
17 

fecundity, life, peace and prosperity. Chilled by the night, their 

twisted and stripped branches feel like "serpents" when touched, 

anticipating in a veiled manner, events to come. The presence of 

a serpent is almost universally associated with pregnancy, which 
18 

accompani es all fema 1 e deiti es and the Great Mother. A 1 so embodi ed 

in this concept is the word "mil ieu", appearing at the beginning 

16 Cooper, p.152. 

17 Cooper, p.66. 

18 Cooper, p. 147. 
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and end of the narrat i on. Representi ng not on ly the heart of the 

village, but also the middle of the nest of fig trees, it symbolizes 

the origin of all existence, and reinforces the concept of growth, 

in the sense of life springing from death. 

The aforementi oned narrati on al so remi nds the reader of Gi ono' s 

younger days, when as a bank clerk he used to t ravel the countryside 

visiting outlying villages. Luce Ricatte recalls: 

Les propos tenus par le romancier confirment bien que 
l'abandon des villages a demi ruines de la Provence 
interieure 1 'avait depuis longtemps interesse .... 
(pp.988-989) 

Le village etait donc deja agonisant. Et au lendemain 
de la guerre, Giono avait assiste aux "derniers moments" 
de Redortiers: "[ ... ]Apres la guerre, il n'y avait deja 
plus personne .... (p.989) 

Aubignane, within the novel as a whole, symbolizes Redortiers 

-- as has already been mentioned but at the present stage, La 

Trinite could well be a Redortiers too. In either case it allows 

Giono to write about "cet aspect fantastique des ruines qui avait 

plus d'une fois mobilise [son] imagination sous des formes diverses" 

(p.989) . Seen in this perspective, the "grangette" provides a perfect 

setting for this flight of fancy. It not on ly serves structurally 

as the last planned stop of Arsule and Gedemus, but could also be 

regarded as the turning point in the story. 

The scene inside the barn witnesses a repast mirroring the one 

on the plateau. Fertility images previously evoked, reappear, but 

wine and water now complement the food, adding a new symbolic dimension. 

"11 y a deux gourdes qui tiennent chacune dans les deux litres. 

Dans une, il yale vin; · dans l' autre il y a de l' eau. Il est bi en 

entendu que c' est pour mel anger" (p. 358). "Wi ne and water are so 1 ar 

and 1 unar ... the two great powers of the universe; they also represent 
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the blending of the divine and human natures, or divinity invisibly 

mingled with humanity.,,19 Through the narrator's observati on s Gi ono 

attempts to enl ighten the reader maki ng him aware of the possi bi 1 ity 

that some semi -di vi ne bei ng may i nfl uence future happeni ngs. But 

he is not ready to impart the full extent of his knowledge, so it 

is difficult for the reader to gauge the exact nature of authorial 

intention. An unsuspecting Arsule and Gedemus lack this foreknowledge, 

however vague, and act out of instinct r ather than insight. Playing 

on their ignorance, an imaginative Giono once again invokes the god 

Pan to assist him in yet another little game of fear. 

Arsule a prepare deux tartines de pain . C'est a ce 
moment-la que c'est venu. Ils ne parlaient deja plus. 
Ils mangaient; ils regardaient la flamme de la bougie 
et ils pensaient chacun a leur chose, et, pendant un bon 
moment, ils se sont dit: c'est le vent qui est revenu, 
puis ils sont restes encore comme ce tant6t, la bouche 
pleine, a ecouter. 

Et il n'y avait rien a ecouter. (p.358) 

Shifting the focus from the tangible -- the food to the intangible 

-- "c' est a ce moment-l a que c' est venu" the narrator reca l ls 

the moment in the present tense while relating the mysterious incident 

in the perfect tense imp lyi ng that somethi ng has happened. But as 

the scene is still unfolding, he changes tenses yet again, using 

the imperfect to give the sense of continuity. The shifting of tenses 

causes the reader to pause, and refl ect on the happening before 

observing what effect it has on Arsule and Gedemus. 

Silence dominates their actions: "Ils ne parlaient deja plus" , 

19 Cooper, p. 193. 
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as they eat, look, think and listen. For a fleeting second, evocations 

of fertility and life flicker in "la flarnrne de la bougie", but it 

is more a matter of refreshi ng the reader's memory than of capt uri ng 

the characters' gaze or thoughts. Remi ni scent of recent events on 

the plateau, where "Arsule reste cornrne ~a, la bouche ouverte avec 

du pain et de l'ail plein la levre"(p . 354), the narrator again catches 

a mesmeri zed Arsul e with "1 a bouche p 1 ei ne, a ecouter." "Pendant 

un bon moment," Arsule and Gedemus associate the incident with the 

wind, but Giono seizes the opportunity to call on the god Pan, 

changing their realistically imagined "vent" into the imaginative 

vision of a fearful entity . 

The author envisages a twofo ld silence, that of the characters 

and that of nature. George Stei ner observes that, "Pascali s nearer 

the mainstream of classic Western thinking when he says that the 

silence of cosmic space strikes terror. ,,20 On a very much diminished 

scale,and in much lighter vein, Giono aptly demonstrates this, relying 

on the reader's imagination to give shape and vitality to actions 

that si 1 ence speech, yet convey fear. In an effort to compensate 

for the lack of sound, Gedemus begins to philosophize on life . The 

narrator notes that, "Arsule ecoutait les mots mais, autour des mots, 

elle ecoutait le silence aussi parce que, vraiment, il y avait eu 

tout a l'heure dans ce silence quelque chose de pas naturel"(p.359). 

Interpreting Arsule's thoughts to indicate that no matter how much 

talking takes place, it will not prevent what has happened, from 

20 
George Steiner, Language and 

(Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: 
p.31. 

Silence, The Retreat from the Word 
PenguIn Books, 1958), rpt. 1969, 
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happening again. We see that the same thoughts are attri buted to 

Gedemus: "la preuve [qu'il] y pensait aussi, c'est qu ' il regardait 

1a porte de temps en temps"(p.359). In spite of the barn's door 

provi di ng a so-called protection, they sense that they are vu1 nerab 1 e. 

The power of thi s unnatural si 1 ence dominates their thoughts, and 

no amount of speaki ng really all evi ates the tensi on . Suggesting 

sleep as a means of escape, "quand on dort, on n'entend rien".(p.359), 

the narrator preempts Gedemus' "Tu es fatiguee, Arsu1e, on dort?"(p.359) 

This is ironic since in their present waking state, it is the very 

1 ack of sound that engenders fear, and yet the narrator offers sleep, 

with the compensation of silence, as a temporary panacea . 

All omnipresence belongs to the narrator. He observes Gedemus 

checking the door, and then half opening it to peer outside. Reporting 

nothing untoward on the plateau, he directs his gaze upward. "11 

n'y a rien dans 1e cie1. La 1une, toute nue, est seu1e au milieu 

de 1a nuit comme une a1mond"(p.359). Universally symbo lic of the 

rhythm of cyclic time,21 the moon also represents universal becoming, 

and control s the span of 1 ife. Naked and alone in the middle of 

the night it symbolizes a paradisa1 state, or a pre-natal darkness 

that precedes rebirth . However, 1 inked to the i mage of an almond, 

it also suggests virginity and conjugal happiness. Taking a global 

view of this sentence, it would appear that it is Giono's intention 

to convey a sense of the future to hi s reader. Impercepti b 1y bound 

to previous passages hinting at a rebirth , he once more reflects 

on its possibility. 

21 Cooper, p.106. 



Comme Arsu1e commen~ait a s'endormir, e11e n'a plus 
su ce qu'e11e faisait et ~a a ete son corps en travail 
qui a commande . E11e s'est approchee doucement de 
Gedemus, e11e s'est serree contre lui, e11e s'est mise 1a 
contre 1a cui sse et 1e bourgeon de ses seins etait 
contre 1e dos de Gedemus. (p.359) 
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In a wi de sweep of recall and recogniti on, the narrator recommences 

the theme of fertility culminating in a rebirth. The reader is at 

once reminded of Mameche's suggestive caress of Pantur1e's thigh 

when Giono, much earl ier in the novel, uses her as a metaphor for 

fecund women in order to arouse procreative desires in Pantur1e. 

Here Arsu1e is no metaphor, she is fecund woman, and Gedemus, like 

Mameche is a substitute for the longed-for partner. Arsu1e's action, 

in the tips of her breasts against Gedemus' back, evokes ideas of 

motherhood and love. As an accompaniment to her longings, nature 

intensifies and reinforces the central issue. "11 etait venu un 

vent de nuit de forte ha1eine; i 1 gal opait bri de abattue a travers 

tout 1e plateau, i1 avait un long gemissement comme pour boire tout 

1e cie1 " (p.36Q). Personified, the excited wind heaves and moans, 

openi ng its mouth to dri nk in the sky, whil e the juni pers below cry 

out, and the fi g trees wi 1 d1y scratch the wa 11 s of the barn. 

Attributing these natural powers to the god Pan, Michelfe1der says: 

"le vent fait 1 'homme avec e11e [Arsu1e], met en travail tout son 

corps de jeune pou1iche." 22 

An ana1agous situation is developed between Pantur1e and Arsu1e. 

L ike her, he recogn;:zeos the need for a mate, but beyond acknowledging 

"Qui, i 1 faudrai t une femme. L'envie m'en prend"(p.341), it is 

the narrator who expresses Pantur1e's feelings through physiological 

22 Jean Giono et les religions de la terre, p.68. 
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sensations. Feeling as if his strength has been drained, observing 

Mameche in her enigmatic episodes on the hill, Panturle, like Arsule, 

is on the poi nt of goi ng to sleep, when the narrator observes: "Qui, 

et qu'on ait mis a la place de cette force du lait avec des fleurs 

de sarriette. Du lait. 11 sent que ~a coule le long de son corps ... " 

(p.345). A shriek from Mameche brings these sensations to an abrupt 

halt, just as the sound of a footstep, accompanied by the flapping 

of cloth suddenly awakens Arsule (and Gedemus), temporarily suppressing 

her desires as fear stares her in the face. 

"Tu entends? 

Oui, souffle Arsule. 

Ne bouge pas." 

C'est a cote. ~a tate les murs. Une pierre tombe. 

"Ne bouge pas", repete doucement Gedemus a Arsule 
qui ne bouge pas. (p.360) 

Sound replaces silence, but apprehension grows. Wondering whether 

it is only he who hears the noise a nervous Gedemus asks Arsule if 

she also hears it. Receiving confirmation, he instructs her to reamin 

motionless. The narrator, p 1 ayi ng the role of informant, tells the 

reader where the noi se is comi ng from, and that a change of sound 

is caused by a falling stone. The narrative i ntervent ion, although 

dialogue-bound, provides a break between Gedemus' twice repeated 

instruction, "ne bouge pas", but increases rather than decreases 

the tension. The only comment is the narrator's wry observation 

that Arsule is not moving. Gedemus' habit of repeating instructions 

is fami 1 i ar with the past, but the reader is aware of a change in 

attitude. Hi s commands are no longer punctuated by exc 1 amat i on marks, 

the harshness has disappeared from his voice, as is denoted by the 
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Imexpected "doucement". Conducted in the present tense, both dialogue 

and narration are interwoven, laconic, and to the point. Giono uses 

this technique of interspersing quite lengthy narrations with crisp, 

terse dialogue to involve the reader not only with external events, 

but also to allow him to vary his focal length, without altering 

the sharpness of image, and 'zoom in' on internal issues concerning 

the characters. 

Une ombre a eteint la barre d'argent qui luit 
sous la porte. ~a y est. C'est du bon cette 
fois, c'est la devant. Un bruit de rien fr61e 
la porte, tate le bois. Il semble que c'est 
une main qui s'appuie sur le vantail pour voir 
si c'est ferme. C'est ferme. La grosse pierre 
qUi tient ferme a un peu bouge. Elle a grince. 
Tout leger que c ' est, c'est quand meme une for ce 
qui est la, qui est venue voir, qui a tate .. . (p.360) 

Statue-like, Arsule and Gedemus listen to the noise, but their 

attention is at once diverted as they see t he "epaisse barre d'argent 

large de quatre travers de dOigt"(p.360) disappear from under the 

door. At this stage, the reader is still not told officially of 

Mamiche's presence, only the recent mention of "quatre" conjures 

up memori es associ ated with her proposed travels. With a minimum 

of authorial intrusion, but intent on giving the reader another sort 

of clue, Giono's narrator alludes to the "force" in human terms, 

precluding any thought of it being a wild animal. Whether it is 

a coincidence, or intentional, the choice of the feminine words "ombre" 

and "force" encourages the supposition that it is Mameche. The 

characters' react i on to the shadow di ffers from the observed narrat i on. 

Persona 1 fear overri des reason, reveal i ng an incapacity to concei ve 

what immediately confronts them. 



"Tu as vu? 

Qui. 

Ecoute: cet apres-midi, sur le plateau, quand je suis 
alle pour regarder a l'endroit ou ~a avait fait: hop, 
l'herbe etait toute couchee, comme sous un poids, comme 
sous le poids d'une bete; elle etait en train de se 
relever. Mais, quand je suis arrive la, elle etait 
aplatie. Voila et tu as vu. 11 y a quelque chose 
contre nous, cette fois. (p.361) 
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L ike the preceding dialogue, the same formula introduces this 

one, Gedemus asks a question. Whereas previously he spoke in the 

present tense, conveyi ng a sense of immedi acy, he now addresses hi s 

query in the perfect tense, suggesting that what he has seen is no 

longer visible. The change in tense does not obliterate continuity, 

it mere ly di stances the characters from the event permitt i ng comment 

on it. Arsul e' s confi rmati on of Gedemus' quest i on tri ggers off an 

immedi ate connection between what they have just witnessed, and what 

he saw on the plateau. Although he mistakes the flattened grass 

for an an i mal imprint, Gedemus senses that there is a disquieting 

connection between the two incidents. He factually recalls his 

observat ions of the afternoon unt il the penu It imate sentence, when 

suddenly, he breaks his trai n of thought, and switches his attention 

to Arsule paying her the compliment of a concession "Voi 1 a, et 

tu as vu" concerni ng the very thing that he had so vociferously 

denied. This interpolation is distracting to the reader, for not 

only does it detract from the general tone of the report, it also 

undermi nes the authent i city of Gedemus' character. If Gi ono had 

intended thi s phrase to substitute for an apo logy, it is unconvi nci ng 

and inappropriate if the man's pride is to remain consistent with 

its previous manifestations. He wou 1 d sooner have made no mention 

of Arsule's observations, than to commend her, and own his error. 
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Immediately following this dialogue, Giono commits a similar 

error. The narrator comments that it i s now broad daylight, whereupon 

Gedemus remarks: "Arsule, comment veux-tu qu' un pays comme ~a ' nous 

fasse du mal, regarde-le, tiens, c'est pas beau, ~a?" It hardly 

seems the observat i on of a coarse-grai ned k i nfe-gri nder, generally 

insensitive to the beauties of nature. Perhaps Giono was looking 

for something that would tie up with the preceding dialogue, and 

anticipate the forthcoming narration, but Gedemus is ill-chosen, 

as once more his words do not fit his character. 

Tout bleu d'iris, terre et ciel avec, a 1 'ouest, un 
bouquet de nuages, le jeune soleil marche, enforce 
dans les herbes jusqu'aux genoux . Le vent eparpille 
de la rosee comme un poulain qui se vautre. 11 fait 
jaill ir des vols de moineaux qui nagent un moment 
entre vagues du ciel, ivres, etourdis de cris, puis 
qui s'abattent comme des poignees de pierre. (p.361) 

A beautiful nature proves too tempting for the author to remain outside 

the action. Replacing the narrator, the poet-Giono elaborates on 

Gedemus' observations. He appeals to the visua l and auditive senses, 

with colourful and sonorous images. The synthesi s of earth and sky 

in flowery blue, off -set by an arrangement of white -- "un bouquet 

de nuages" on one side, forms the background agains t which 

a personified "jeune soleil" penetrates the grass with its warmth. 

A colt-like wind happily scatters the dew, creating a pleasant change 

from "1 event [qui] eparpill e 1 e bruit des c 1 ochettes comme des gouttes 

d'eau,"(p.328), as it pays its last respects to Mameche 's deceased 

son. It also gives rise to the birds' frenzied chirping as they 

enjoy a care-free frolic in the moving air, only to drop, exhausted, 

once they have expended all their energy. Again it is a far cry 

from "de 1 arges corbeaux muets" (p. 352) who originally accompanied 
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Arsul e and Gedemus, and an even further cry from Homer's Demeter, 

where "nul oiseau veridique ne vint lui apporter de message,,23 

concerni ng Persephone's whereabouts. The general impression thus 

created is one of happiness. So in tune with the forces of nature, 

Giono's personages invariably echo her moods, and the author's poetic 

intervention could be viewed as a foreshadowing device . 

When they are about to set out on the 1 ast lap of their 

journey, Gedemus is back to himself, and Arsule is back in the harness. 

Having regained his confidence, he expresses embarrassment over their 

former fears: Ah! on est de beaux sol dats, l' un et pui s l' autre " 

(p.361). In an earlier manuscript which does not appear in the final 

edition, Giono is more explicit, adding the following to Gedemus' 

words: "et au moins quand on retournera a Sault, ne disons rien, 

qu'on rirait de nous "(p.1021). The author's decision to eliminate 

this -sentence suggests that th-e verbal accoutrements are not 

-necessary, and that one sentence suffi ces to imply Gedemus' 

embarrassment. 

Mapp i ng out their route for the day, Gedemus conc 1 udes, sayi ng: 

"on arrivera la-bas bien avant le soir. En tout comptant " ( p. 361) . 

However, the omni sci ent narrator intervenes, disclosing "mais il 

n'a pas tout compte" (p.361), forewarning the reader to anticipate 

the unexpected. 

Arsule s'est arretee 

"Ca vient de faire: hop, la devant .. . 

Gedemus se gratte sa tete. 

23 Homere, Hymnes, ~ 46., p.45. 



Non, la devant." 

La devant c'est l'herbe plate. 

"Ecoute, dit-il, tournons un peu a droite alors." 

(p.362). 
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This little vignette, the final in the series concerning the mysterious 

'tree' is framed by the watchful narrator's observation of Arsule 

stopping, and briefly concluded by Gedemus' decision to alter their 

route. Or so it woul d seem. The scene is not charged wi th any of 

the emotion previously exhibited on sighting the 'object', in fact 

it is so coolly witnessed by characters and narrator ali ke, that 

it appears to be yet another variation on what is by now becoming 

a bori ng occurrence. But it is preci se ly the understated manner 

in which Giono executes this last episode, that conceals its 

significance. 

A fi rst readi ng 1 eads the reader to be 1 i eve that it is Gedemus 

who decides to change their directions. After all, he says in direct 

speech, "tournons un peu a droite alors." This misleading assumption 

underscores the importance of the sentence, and the reader remains 

ignorant of the momentous impact that it will have later in the novel, 

when P anturl e and Arsul e di scover how they were brought together. 

At this stage, he merely imagines that something unusual will occur 

as a result of Gedemus' change of plans. One can appreci ate the 

author's delight as he knowingly pulls the wool over the reader's 

eyes, simultaneously denying the characters knowledge of their destiny. 

Within a frame of expectations misplaced, but intended 

Giono interweaves narration proper, and dialogue. Here the author's 

sense of artistry exploits the principle of using the concept to 
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reveal, as his device to conceal. Wi th no further comment on the 

scene, the narrative meanders from "la bonne route,"(p.352) and winds 

its way through "des quartiers perdus "(p.362). 

Je sais ou on est, dit 
~a va pas mal, Arsule. 
pas mal." (p.362) 

Gedemus, on est pres d'Aubignane 
Apres, c'est Vacheres. ~a va 

A complacent smile can almost be detected on Gedemus' face as 

as he observes that "c;a va pas mal", and then repeats the p~rase 

to express self-congratulatory relief at recognizing the vicinity. 

In close pursuit, the narrator echoes Gedemus' statement "<;:a va 

pas mal"(p.362), referring to Aubignane, the village rather than 

endorsing Gedemus satisfaction or confirming his obvious relief. 

The thrice-repeated phrase, having now assumed the value of a motif, 

does not escape the reader's notice. It would seem that the author 

deliberately focuses attention on it to elicit something more, perhaps 

another kind of response. He succeeds, because it is the second 

time -- although from another di recti on -- that the reader is 

approaching Aubignane. "~a va pas mal" suggests a definite change 

in mood from the first approach to the village, when Mlle Delphine 

questioningly observes, "c'est la.-bas, Aubignane, lii ou I;a a l'air 

tout mort?" (p.329) There is no tragic element in the iterative phrase, 

on the contrary, it has an ai r of opt i mi sm, and what it seems to 

convey is an intimation of things to come. 

Arsule tire comme un ane: avec tout le poids de ses 
hanches et de ses reins. 

Cette emotion de sa chair, ce travail du sang, ~a 
vient de revenir, a croire que c'est une malediction . 
Ses seins sont encore comme des bourgeons d'arbre. 
Elle tire sur son corsage parce que le corsage 
frotte le bout de ses seins et que ~a 1 'enerve. 
Elle renifle pour mieux sentir 1 'odeur de Gedemus 



qui sue. Elle sue, elle aussi elle se penche 
vers ses aiselles pour sentir son odeur a elle. 
Ell e gei nt en ell e- meme: maman, mamman, corrrne 
pour la peur. (pp.362-363) 
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Giono senses the quick of Arsule's being in this passage. The 

intimate, earthy narrative underscores her need for a man. Some 

readers might balk at the references ' to "odeur" finding them repellent, 

but if the author's att i tude is to be understood, one must appreci ate 

that "this is the primitive melange, a return to the purely natural 

state in which all creatures are united.,,24 The author's appeal is 

not to the squeamish, his is a robust view of life embodying in the 

Baudelairian sense the harmony between man, animal and nature. Seen 

in this perspective, thematic images, like fertility and rebirth, 

constantly emerge from 'related' incidents throughout the novel, 

interweaving and shaping a complex meaningful whole, which is more than 

the sum of its parts. 

The verb "renifle" links this passage to an earlier scene where 

the narrator identifies Panturle's need for a woman with the spring 

wind. He (Panturle) "renifle" its revitalizing breath which the narrator 

immediately associates with the smell of a new-born animal. Simil arly 

here, it is Arsule's turn to "renifler" this sweat of their bodies. 

She reacts 1 i ke an animal on heat, charfcteri zed by the excitement of 

her flesh, the labour of her blood, and the nipples of her breasts. 

But it is "le travail du sang" that significantly changes the fertility 

and rebirth symbols into an all-encompassing symbol, that of life. 

Introducing "sang" for the first time, in this manner, the narrator 

24 Alan Clayton, "Giono's Colline: Pantheism or Humanism?", Forum 
for Modern Languages Studies (Scottish Academic Press), Vol VII, No. 2, 
Aprll, 1971, p.116. 
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consciously adds a new dimension to the thematic images. Representing 

the life principle, blood is also interchangeable with wine, which 

transports the reader back in time, where after the wi r .: ' s sensual 

embrace, Arsule's body "est en travail comme du vin nouveau"(p.356). 

Also more recently during the repast in the barn, there were two gourds, 

"dans une, il yale vin" (p.358), while in the other was water . They 

were meant to be mi xed but G§d§mus instructs Arsule: "Bois-en du pur" 

(p.358), throwing new light on the previous symbolic connotation. 

Overwhelmed by the sensations of her body, Arsule experiences fear 

which manifests itself in a moa n. "maman, maman". The reader does not 

'hear' Arsule saying this, but observes that the narrator recalls her 

uttered words as he hears them. Realizing that she is unable to 

control her feelings, she anticipates something happening to her. 

Whereas "maman" could be a manifestation of her insecurity, it seems 

more likely that Giono especially allocates the narrator the privilege 

of reporting these two words in order to tie up with the thematic 

images, giving them coherence. In a veiled way, the author probably 

hints at the motherly image of Mameche, to derive full significance 

from the words, "maman, maman." 

Aubi gnane is fi na lly reached. G§d§mu5 reca 11 s the names of people 

he knew who used to 1 i ve there, but each name is fo 11 owed by the 

narrator's exp 1 anat i on that either the door is na i 1 ed up, or that what 

remains of the doorless house is a shell. It is only when G§d§mus 

mentions Panturl e' shouse, that the narrator offers a different coment 

sayi ng: "1 a porte est ferm§e" (p. 363) . 

Pourtant, il y a un billot ou on a fendu du bois a 
la hache. 11 y a des entailles fraiches dans le billot 
et des copeaux frais dans l'herbe et un sentier qui 
entre droit sous la porte et qui est bien vivant 
encore. Pourtant, il y a une ceinture de laine bleue 



pendue a une branche du cypres et le vent la 
balance. Mais, a bien regarder, elle est vieille. 

"Oh! l'horrune", crie Gedemus. 
Puis il dit : 
"Celui-la, il n'y a pas longtemps qu'il est parti." 

Devant 1 a mai son, i 1 y a de l' herbe verte et douce. 
11 yale cypres et, comme un fait expres, une voix 
bonne a entendre, douce a l' orei 11 e Et pui s, i 1 Y 
a des abeilles qui ont niche sous une tuile et qui 
grondent la, dans le ciel. Et puis, comme un 
miracle, a n'y pas croire, a s'en frotter les yeux, 
il y a un tout petit lilas fleuri. (p.363) 
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If the narrator's present descri pti on of Panturl e' shouse is compared 

with his initial observation, 

il Y a une maison qui s'est comme decollee, qui a 
coule du haut en bas, toute seule, qui est venue 
s'arreter, les quatre d'aplomb, au bord du ruisseau, 
a la fourche du ruisseau et de ce qu'ils appelaient 
la route, la, contre un cypres. 
C'est la maison de Panturle. (p.329) 

it can be seen that the earl i er account concentrates on its almost 

inhabitable appearance, having slid down the hill coming to rest, as 

it were, on all fours. This time, the narrator mentions nothing about 

the architectural aspect, but focuses hi s attenti on on the 'garden' 

outside Panturle's house. Buzzing with life, it also forms a poignant 

contrast with the recently observed decay, and the deserted "il n' y 

a plus que l'herbe" (p.363) where the church square once stood. 

There is a sense of order about this narrative . initiated by "un 

billot au on a fendu du bois a la hache." Can sci ous ly or not, Gi ana 

casts Panturle in a Christ-image as a carpenter using "tools symbolic 

of the di vi ne power of bri ngi ng order out of chaos. ,,25 The block of 

25 Cooper, p.194. 
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wood causes an immediate association of ideas, bringing to mind the image 

of Panturle standing in front of the fire so that Mameche could assess 

him, and the event immediately prior to that, where Mameche relates 

the story of the charcoal burner. It would seem that the author uses 

an analogy of film montage -- as he frequently does on other occasions 

to suggest something of the interplay between apparently isolated 

presentat ions of narrat i on and dialogue. Juxtaposing different 

incidents, as one would splice them together on film, the author uses 

this technique to visualize a creation whereby each montage piece 

represents a parti cul ar aspect of the overall pi cture, and no longer 

26 
exists as an autonomous unrelated element. 

Gi ono interrupt s the passage IJith Gedemus ' ca 11 and subsequent 

observation that Panturle had not been gone long . Inserting this short 

piece of direct speech within the narration, the author keeps hi s eye 

on Arsule and Gedemus. But he also employs it to don his narrator's 

guise, and continue the narration which verges on the artifici al with 

its over-abundance of images, real and affected. The wi nd is 

conspicuously absent, yet "le cypres ... comme un fait expres, [a] une 

voix bonne i entendre, douce i l'oreille." Harmonizing with the natural 

musical sounds, the hurrming bees complement the singing tree forming 

a duet as unexpected as the miracle , of the lnac 'tree in full blossom. 

However, if viewed poetically and mythologically, this last section 

of narration conceives a sweet and gentle, verdant Spring airing its 

renewed voice after a Winter's sleep, while the bees' timeous reentry 

26 This idea originates from Alter's discussion of analogy of 
film montage in the Bible. See "The Art of Biblical Narrative, p.140. 
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alludes once more to the myth of Demeter, and to the point in the story 

where Arsule's association with the image of the bee relates to her 

rite de passage, symbolizing rebirth and purity. 

Sensi ng that they are at 1 ast safe, Gedemus suggests that they 

rest, possibly sleep in front of Panturle's house and so saying he 

stretches himself out on the ground. But Ar su le is unable to relax 

as her unsatisfied longings consume both her mind and her body, 

comme une eau qui effondre tout. Son coeur est 
uri" "lotte de terre qui fond. Elle est assise dans 
1 'herbe. Il y a des paquerettes entre ses jambes. 
Elle n'est plus qu'une peau toute vide; elle entend 
chanter au fond d' ell e cette eau ai gre conrne du feu . 

Elle ouvre son corsage. Elle sort ses seins. Ils sont 
durs et chauds et el1e en a un dans chaque main ... 

C'est a ce moment-la qu'elle a vu sur le seuil blanc 
de la porte une flaque de sang epaisse conrne une 
pivoine. (p.364) 

This scene, the third in the series conveying Arsule's desire for a 

man, derives its significance from the gradual build-up which begins 

when she first rests her breasts against Gedemus' back, then senses 

the hardened tips of her breasts as she pulls the cart, and now, in 

an attempt to appease her sexual desires, holds her bre asts in her 

hands. Seen symbolically, these three scenes culminate in the final 

stage of Arsule's purification ritual, progressively freeing her from 

the shackles of her past, and allowing her to emerge as a 'new' woman. 

For Giono, Arsule's bare breasts are a rejoicing that at last she is 

at one with nature, without the impediment of clothing to interrupt 

their cco.:munion . Embodying the image of a true Earth Mother waiting 

to nourish her children, Arsule sits in the grass in anticipation. 

The "paquerettes entre ses jambes" symbolize innocence and purity, 

metaphorically concluding the ritual. 
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Changing his focus of direction from Arsule to the entrance 

of Panturle's house, the narrator draws the reader's attention to 

the threshold, instantly capturing his gaze with the visual impact 

of the red blood on the white doorstep. Significantly, Arsule notices 

it first, which suggests an immedi ate connect i on between her and the 

image of "une flaque de sang epaisse comme une pivoine". The peony 

with its red, silky texture, evokes a lovely spring picture, but 

hardly succeeds as a comparison with a pool of blood. Yet the author 

probably chooses the peony, because "it is the imperial flower, supposed 

to be untouched by any insect except the bee, ,,27 and it rel ates to 

the mythological aspect of Arsule. Traditionally, the threshold 

symbo 1 i zes the entry to a new world, and as rites de passage II are 

often based on an initial separation, fo 11 owed by transiti on to a 

fi na 1 state of unft~!, ,,28 it could be posited that Arsule's staring 

at the blood, "invokes the formula of rising up and going off to 

a different place, which is one of the prevalent biblical conventions 

for mark i ng the end of a narrative segment . " 29 Appropriately, this 

is Gi ono' s fi na 1 sentence in the chapter, and it woul d appear that 

he uses it in much the same way as did his biblical forebears, to 

suggest the end of the present and the advent of the future. 

27 Cooper, p.128. 

28 Cooper, p.125. 

29 Alter, p .55. 
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Arsule and Panturle 

Choosing a Paradisal setting for Panturle's re-entry into the 

novel, Gi O,lO presents the reader with a second version of the garden 

-- described earlier in the novel -- in front of the protagonist's home. 

With minor variations on the first version, because the future preceded 

the present, the author regresses nature's growth, and changes the focus 

from Arsule and Gedemus, to Panturle. 

11 est assis devant sa porte. ~a a fait du chemin 
depuis que la Mameche est partie. Dans ce coin, un 
petit bout de lilas va fleurir et le vent de la plaine 
a porte jusqu'ici une grosse abeille toute folle et 
qui s'est mise a renifler les tuiles. Mais elle va 
mourir. C'est trap t6t de quelques jours. (p.364) 

When Arsule and Gedemus arrive at this garden, "il y a des abeilles 

qui ant niche sous une tuile"(p.363), and "il y a lin tout petit lilas 

fleuri"(p.363). Now, having turned the clock back, the narrator 

reintroduces Panturle at the point where the "lilas va fleurir", and 

there is only "une grosse abeille toute folle". The two perspecti ves 

complement each other, the significance of the present ironically being 

deri ved from the future in the past. L inking future to present in 

anti -chrono 1 ogi ca larder, the reader can retrospectively appreci ate 

the themat i c poi nters. The anti ci pated death of the bee, wou 1 d have 

had no import withi n the immedi ate context had it preceded the former 

passage, but now the reader already anticipates an event in "quelques 

jours." Rich in symbolism, the bee, besides many of its aforementioned 

aspects, represents a winged messenger. The wi nd too, is a messenger 

of the gods, and together these symbols carry a sense of anticipation 

that is transferred from the one narration to the other, even though 

the wind is not actually mentioned in the former passage, and only the 
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singing cypress tree hints at its presence. But the promi nence gi ven 

to the wi nd in the interim makes its wei ght felt, so that by the time 

Arsule and Gedemus reach their destination, the wind has imparted its 

message. However, this is only realized with hind sight. 

Giono again casts Panturle in the role of hunter. Initially out 

hunting, he espies Mameche; now, ostensibly hunting a fox, Panturle 

subconsciously seeks a woman. With the narrator's help, the wind plays 

a vital part blowing Panturle's thoughts in the desired direction. 

Lying in the grass, herealjzes that instead of looking for a fox, his 

thoughts have "a glisse vers autre chose au moral"(p.365). 

Le vent s'appuie sur lui de tout son poids, par 
larges coups, longs et lourds, puis s'envole, 
et c'est un ron-ron comme de chat. 11 est la a 
plat ventre sur la terre et le vent le presse 
comme une eponge. Cette chose de renard et du 
glapis qu'il faut guetter, ~a · coule de lui dans 
1 'herbe et la terre le boit . Ces autres choses 
auxquelles il pensait, qui sont dans sa peau 
comme des vinaigres ou des eaux douces, elles 
coulent aussi de lui presse de vent; et c'est 
aussi la terre et 1 'herbe qui les boivent. 

Le voila vide tout d'un coup. 

Le vent toque du doigt contre lui comme contre un baril, 
pour voir s' il reste encore du jus. Non, Panturle 
sonne sous le doigt du vent comme un baril vide. 

11 est revenu a la maison presque au soir. 11 n'y 
avait jamais eu de renard sur la terre. 

11 s'est aper~u que c'etait presque le soir parce 
qu'en marchant la tete haute vers le vent, il a vu 
le soleil qui passait ses cornes par le fenestron 
du clocher. 11 se sent tout lave de haut en bas 
comme un drap avec une brosse. 11 est tout blanc, 
il est tout neuf. 11 va sur la terre avec un 
coeur propre. (pp.364-365) 

In this passage, the author conveys the elemental force of the 

wind, which manoeuvres Panturle at will, by a series of interrelated 

images. Pl acing Panturle at the centre of the action, Giono attempts 
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to illustrate man's power to fuse himself with things, and reestablish 

a sense of un ity with the cosmi c forces around him. At fi rst the wi nd 

is metaphorically pictured as a purring cat happi ly thumping its weight 

against Panturle, but immediately thereafter, its pressure on Panturle's 

body is 1 ikened to a sponge which cleanses his body of all its thoughts 

with each squeeze. In true harmony, earth and grass are receptive to 

the wind's movements, absorbing the flow of Panturle's thoughts as they 

are washed from his body. Following this, the wind raps its 

metaphori cal fi nger agai nst Panturl e to check whether he has been 

thoroughly cleansed. Sounding "sous le doigt du vent comme un baril 

vide" not only confirms the wind's efficiency, but also echoes 

a thematically parallel narrative unit, when the narrator recently 

observes that Arsule "n'est plus qU'une peau toute vide" (p.364). It 

would seem that underlying the narrator's observations of the 

personified wind, Giono is telling the reader that Panturle has started 

his purification ritual. Having accompanied Arsule through her rites 

de passage, culminating in her purification, the author purposely 

creates a parallel situation to make the reader aware of what is taking 

place. The success of the ritual thus far is confi rmed by "il n' y ava it 

jamais eu de renard sur la terre" as Panturle returns home 

blanc ... tout neuf. .. avec un coeur propre." 

Le jour d'apres, il a quand meme entendu le renard. 
C'est la grosse habitude, la mecanique de la tete 
qui tourne de son propre elan. (p. 365) 

"tout 

In 1 ieu of an apology for prematurely presuming that Panturle had 

been completely purified, the narrator offers an explanation, 

attributing the protagonist's - hunting instincts to old habits. 

Diverting the reader's attention from the subject, he reports that 

Panturle on rising "voit l'aubepine du ruisseau. Elle est neuve, elle 
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aussi, et f1eurie; elle ecume"(p.365). Impressionistic in its visual 

concept, it is also reminiscent of "une force soup1e et parfumee [qui] 

court dans 1a nuit. . .. Un peu comme 1 'aubepine"(p .346), which the 

narrator recalls immediately after Mameche's last appearance on 

Resp1andin Hill. Developing this image, he intensifies its initial 

evocation, and bridges the gap between the two distant scenes . In an 

indirect way, it also reinforces the recent memory of Mameche commented 

upon when reintroducing Pantur1e sitting in front of his door. "Ca a 

fait du chemin depuis que 1a Mameche est partie"(p.354). Sti ll 

observing Pantur1e the narrator . sparks off yet another memory with "une 

pe10te de plumes et de cris [qui] lui [Pantur1e] vient frapper 1a 

poi trine, tombe a terre, se partage et rejai11it de l'herbe en deux 

moineaux"(p.365), reminding the reader of the point in Arsu 1e's journey 

where "il fait jaillir des vo1s de moineaux qui nagent un moment entre 

1es vagues du cie1, ivres, Hourdis de cris, puis qui s'abattent comme 

des poignees de pierre" (p.361). For Pantur1e this is a unique event, 

but for the reader it partakes of the deja vu. The similarity between 

the two incidents subtly links Arsu1e and Pantur1e, but as Gedemus was 

with Arsu1e to witness the first mentioned event, the reader cannot 

conclude anything definite at this stage. Returni ng once more to the 

image of the wind, the narrator observes that it assumes the metaphoric 

guise of a reassuring friend; " le vent 1e ceinture d'un bras tiede 

et 1 'emmene avec 1ui"(p.365) as it accompanies Pantur1e. 

In this instance, Giono conveys the complex interplay of narrative 

technique through the many images of the wind. The omn i sci ent narrator 

remi ni sces, evokes memori es, draws para 11 e 1 s between events, and 

generates thematic pointers through this multifaceted image. At thi s 

point, Pantur1e is the character who renders these images meaningful, 

enab 1 i ng the author to expand the reader's visionary horizon as 
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he provides links with past narrative events, while simultaneously using 

them as anticipatory images. 

With the advent of Spring, the narrator, having enlisted the aid 

of the wind and earth to cleanse Panturle, realizes that they have 

drained him, while in another sense intensifying his emptiness. 

Recognizing ·that the character's pent-up emotions are from living alone. Giono 

shifts his attention to Panturle's . need for a mate, evoking images 

of fertility in harmony with the rebirth of Spring. 

11 Y a Caroline qui bele. Ce n'est plus sa voix 
de vieille bique, mais un petit tremblement doux 
d'enfant-chevre. Elle se plaint comme ~a aux quatre 
coins de l'air. Elle gemit devant le cypres, devant 
l'aubepine. Elle a mange la premiere fleur du 
lilas. Ce matin, il n'est sorti de ses mamelles 
que deux ou trois gouttes de lait jaune qui sont 
res tees dans les poils. (pD.365-366) 

"Et alors, Caroline, et alors, et alors, c'est deja fini?" (p.366) 

"Et alors, Caroline, et alors?" repete Pantu~le.(p.366) 

"11 faudrait un bouc."(p.367) 

The gentl e b 1 eati ng of the goat transforms her image from a "vi ei 11 e 

bique" t o an "enfant-chevre," but the plaintive tone in her voice 

implies that in spite of her attempted rejuvenation, somethi ng is 

1 acki ng. Si gnifi cantly the narrator observes her moani ng in front of 

"le cypres" and "1 'aubepine". The former, a pha 11 i c symbol, denotes 

life, while the flowery foam of the 1 atter symbol i zes the pure bri da 1 

state, synthesizing the respective needs of Carol ine and Panturle . 

Linked to the concept of moaning when in need of fulfilling urgent 

physical desires, the reader is reminded of Arsule. "Elle geint en 

ell e-meme: maman, maman: ... "(p.363), when overcome by the feelings 

of her body. Like Panturle, the goat too, is drained, stressing her 
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need for a mate if she is to supply life-giving milk. The narrative 

is interrupted by Panturle, who expresses his feelings. Not wanting 

to accept the goat's possible sterility, as the repetitive "et alors " 

indicates, he eventually stops questioning the animal. Symbo 1 s of 

fertility arid r ebirth fill the gap before Panturle concludes that the 

goat, like himself, needs a companion of the opposite sex. 

Once again focusing his vision on the hawthorn bush, the narrator 

notices a nightingale in full song perched in its foliage. The auditory 

perspective flows into the visual, creating the effect of a warbling 

shrub, "on dirait que c'est e11e [l'aubepine] qui chante" (p.366). 

Traditionally associated with love songs, Giono could be using the bird 

as a foreshadowing device, carefully placing it on the nuptial hawthorn, 

to anti ci pate a future event. From observi ng the bi rd, the narrator 

switches his attention to Panturle, watching him observe the moving 

grass. " i 1 ne fai sai t pas de vent; a cause de c;a, Panturl e a vu 

la couleuvre qui s'en allait sa route, toute fretillante, vetue de neuf" 

(p.366). Universally a rejuvenator and an initiator, the snake 

symbolizes renewal of life, and "represents the passions vitalizing 

both the male and female principles."l It would seem that such is the 

fee 1 i ng the author is attempt i ng to convey, for immedi ate ly afterwards, 

the narrator focuses on "un petit essaim qui cherche un abri"(p.366), 

reinforcing the concept of a rebirth, and subtly spanning the time gap 

between Panturle's re-entry into the novel and the present. 

Poetically the narrator summarizes: 

On sent que la terre s'est passionnee pour un travail 
qui eclate en gemissements d'herbes et passages de 

1 Cooper, p.150. 
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betes lourdes. (p. 366) 

Sensing the narrator's concept of a rebirth, Panturle reiterates 

his sentiments, c'est une passion qu'elle a, la terre!" 

(p.3671, as he motionlessly watches the pregnant beasts deciding not 

to ki 11 them, "parce qui' iJ es·t chasseur et que c' est sa provi si on a 1 ui 

qu'elles ont dans le ventre"(p.3671. But with it, comes the bitter 

realization of his own emptiness. He understands more than ever that 

he desperately needs a woman, and that Caroline needs a mate. 

Avant de s'endormir, il a pense a sa solitude ... Puis 
il a pense avec ardeur a la Mameche elle-meme. Si elle 
avait ete plus jeune . .. Folie de ce dire ~a, mais ... 
Si la Mameche etait encore la. . . il irait lui dire: 

"Pui sque tu veux m' en chercher une de femme, va, pui sque 
tu sais 00 elles sont celles qui veulent."(p.367) 

Embedded in the narration proper, Pantu rle 's articulated speech proposes 

what he thinks Mameche should do since she wants to find him a woman, 

and seems to know where to find one. The narrator conveys Panturle's 

unspoken thoughts to the reader until he reaches a point where the 

character is about to make a resolution. At this moment in the 

narrati ve event, 11;1 irait lui dire ll 
, he changes his pattern of 

narration, opting for interior monologue. The introductory "puisque 

tu veux", and then "puisque tu sais" , dramatically poi nts at Mameche, 

intimating that she is now being held responsible for her earlier 

statement: "elle est partout si tu la forces"(p.342). Gai ni ng even 

more direct access to Panturle's hidden thoughts, the narrator 

verba 1 i ze s t he character's intended act ion s. What emerges is not a 

strai ghtforward account of someone else's observati on, but an inner 

vision which could be construed as Panturle's thoughts of his future, 

in perfect accord with nature's rebirth. Reinforcing this notion, the 
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narrator comments, "mais a y reflechir c'est peut-etre <;a son depart. 

Elle etait tenace dans ses idees"(p.367). 

Suddenly a knock on the door sends Panturle's hopes soar i ng wildly. 

"Un bond; il va ouvrir: la nuit deserte le salue" (p . 3671 . With one 

sentence containing a semi-colon and colon, Giono rapidly builds up 

to a climax, creating a sense of expectation in Panturle's spontaneous 

reaction. It is an anticlimax for reader and protagonist alike, to be 

greeted by the solitary .night. But . realizing that the time of night 

is too good an opportunity to abandon all images of fertility,the author 

shifts his attention to concepts of sexuality . Returning to bed, 

Panturle falls into a fitful sleep. He twice dreams about love-making. 

In the first dream he possesses the woman he wants, in the second --

no doubt a real War memory for Giono -- he recalls going to "une maison 

derriere les abattoirs de la ville"(p.368). The narrator refrains 

from comment here, but takes pains to describe the grisly contents of 

the murky water lying under the bridge over which Panturle has to pass 

in order to reach the "maison". Perhaps the author indulges in this 

distateful i.mage because it does not conform to his idea of true love

making, or perhaps he uses it as a prelude to Panturle's forthcoming 

cruelty in his behaviour to the trapped fox. Whatever the case, the 

narrator notes that Panturle feels ill from the second dream, and 

observes him climbing out of bed, going to the window and looking 

outside. 

with an 

His vision falls on a pregnant she-badger lying on her back 

upturned stomach "veloute comme la nuit"(p.368). This 

beautiful image of fertil ity, juxtaposed with the previous one, forms 

a powerful contrast balancing the two concepts of love. 

The morning finds a frustrated Panturle punching a sterile goat 

in the ribs. 



11 a encore besoi n de frapper. Ce ne serait 
pas Caroline -- la chevre -- il frapperait 
encore. Si seulement c'etait un homme il 
frapperait encore. ~a lui a fait du bien. 
Parce qu'autrement, il se sent amer et tout 
fleuri comme l'aubepine.(p.368) 
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The narrator constantly uses the verb "frapper" with the adverb 

"encore" to demonstrate Panturle's ongoing attempt to Tid himself 

of his emotions. He even notes that the character feels good after 

the assault, but tries to excuse Panturle's attack on the innocent goat, 

explaining that, "il se sent amer et tout fleuri corrme 1 'aubepine", 

and thereby evok i ng ferti 1 ity images already associ ated with the odour 

and the hawthorn. However, the unpleasant picture remains in the 

reader's mi nd, as well as that of the abattoi ri a 1 debri sin the water, 

setting the tone for the narrator's description of a primitive Panturle 

eviscerating a still warm, newly-dead, trapped fox. Graphic in its 

descriptive quality, the narrator conveys Panturle deriving a kind of 

savage joy akin to sexual pleasure, from this act; "c'etait si bon qu'il 

en a gemi"(p.369). The protagonist then proceeds home with "la bete 

crevee [qui] chauffait son poing comme une bouche" (p.369). Once 

again an image for the robust rather than the squeamish, Giono's 

appeal is directed at primordial man, illustrating his natural instincts and 

subsequent satisfaction. The more refined taste would balk at this 

image, because the attempted simi le exceeds the limits of 'accepted' 

compari son, and renders it unpa 1 atab 1 e. But, whether it succeeds or 

not, as a narrative technique, it has the effect of prolonging 

reader's attention as he ponders over its function. 

Il a pendu 1 e renard sur son seui 1 pour l' ecorcher. 
11 a du sang jusqu'au poignet; il y en a meme un filet 
qui coule, se seche, puis coule le long de son bras, dans 
les poils. Il y a aussi du sang sur 1 'escalier de la 
porte. (p.369) 

the 
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Immediately reminiscent of Arsule's gaze -- " ... elle a vu sur 

seuil blanc de la porte une flaque de sang epaisse comme une pivoine" 

(p.364) the narrator alerts the reader to a possible assoc iation 

between Panturle and the woman. 

be regarded as a blood sacrifice. 

Viewed symbolically, the fox could 

"As all creation i mpl ies sacrifice 

it is the death-life, birth and rebirth cyle, so that sacrifice is 

equated with creation, and identifies man with aspects of the cosmos." 2 

As with Arsule, the fox's blood could also conceivably signify the final 

stage of Panturle's purification, uniting him with the sacrifice, and 

thus creation. 

Seen in another perspective, this passage highlights Giono's 

deliberate intention to arrest the flow of time. Chrono l ogically, 

Panturle would have appeared first, spilling the disembowelled fox's 

blood as he carried it over the threshold. Only afterwards, having 

arrived at the scene, would Arsule have noticed it. The di sp 1 acement 

of time enab 1 es the author to trace the independent development of the 

two characters within the same time span, establishing an effect-cause 

relationship, which in turn provides the latter with a significance 

that it would not have had, if the sequence had flowed uninterrupted. 

With the same incision that Panturle plunges the knife into the 

fox's ski n, the narrator penetrates hi s thoughts. Not surprisingly, 

fertil ity predomi nates. "~a aurait pu etre une feme 11 e" (p. 369) i s the 

fi rst thought re 1 ated. En 1 argi ng the idea "avec des pet its comme des 

noix blanches. Un chapelet de petits!"(p.369) leaves no do ubt in the 

reader's mind that literally and symbolically walnuts represent 

fertility and they were also the nut served at Greek and Roman weddings 

2 Cooper, p.143. 
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-- the themes are fertility and rebirth. Still magnifying the already 

explicit image, "r;:a aurait pu etre mere blaireau avec son ventre l ourd 

qui flottait dans la fontaine de la lune"(p.369), the narrator adds 

another symbolic dimension with "la fontaine and "la lune", perceiving 

a sense of harmony between the movi ng waters of 1 ife and the rhythmi c 

force of cyclic time. Finally reinforcing the fertility concept, before 

he brings Panturle back to earth with a thud, the narrator comments 

that "le vent est dans sa [Panturle's] chemise, contre sa peau, tout 

freti 11 ant comme une coul euvre" (p. 369), and that the i nsi de of the fox 

"sent 1 'amer, r;:a sent 1 'aubepine"(p.369), reminding the reader of their 

past connotative associations. 

On entend marcher sur le chemin du village. 11 
ecoute, et c'est bien un pas qui bouge sur les 
pierres. 

La Mameche? 

Non, une voix d'homme, et puis une autre voix en 
reponse qui lui fait tressaillir tout le coeur 
et lui jette a la figure toute la chaude honte 
d'avoir patouille avec les mains dans le sang. 

11 dec roche la bete. 11 entre dans la maison. 
11 ferme doucement la porte. 11 pousse le gros 
verrou. (p.370) 

This passage is framed by an introductory sentence informing 

Panturle that he is no longer alone, and concluded by four laconic 

sentences depicting the sequence of his actions in concealing himself, 

and evidence of his activities. Within the frame, the narrator dispels 

Panturl e' s thought of Mameche with the sound of two voices, but 

cunningly does not disclose the gender of the responding voice. The 

reader is not told of Arsule' s presence, the information being witheld 

until the fateful moment in the story when it becomes immediately 

relevant. However, judging from Panturle's reaction to the second 
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voice, the reader is alert to the possibility that it might belong 

to a woman. Giono takes the liberty of slowing down the rhythm of this 

narration in much the same way that he would, if he interrupted the 

text with direct speech. But limiting it to the narrator, he bridges 

the gap between first and third person, permitting him the freedom to 

make and confirm assertions without the disturbance of another's words. 

The narrator reports Panturle's imagined thought in the first person, 

"La Mameche?", making it seem as if Panturle is talking, yet in response 

to the question, he tersely refutes the idea with a "Non", completing 

the sentence in his usual vein, by observing Panturle ir. the ' third person. 

Giono ' s attempt to efface the speech-act achieves its purpose, 

facilitating a flow to the passage that quotation marks would otherwise 

have impeded. At the same time, th i s narrative device also has the 

effect of dividing our attention between the authoritative narrator 

and Panturle. Encountering Panturle's supposed interior monologue in 

the form of indirect speech allows it to remain a thought wh i ch the 

narrator contro l s so that it does not take precedence over the event 

being related. 

At this juncture, Panturle removes himself from view. In four 

short sentences, progressively ensuring his privacy, the narrator 

observes Panturle unhooking the fox, entering the house, and closing 

the door before finally locking it. t·1arking the end of Panturle's 

hunting, it suggests that he is on the point of completing his 

purification ritual. The withdrawal into his house s i gnifi es what 

Campbell might term, a "dying to the world.,,3 

3 The Hero with a Thousand Faces,p.35 . 



Everywhere, no matter what the sphere of interest 
(whether religious, political or personal), the really 
creative acts are represented as those deriving from 
some sort of dying to the world; and what happens in 
the interval of the hero's non-entity, so that he comes 
back as one reborn, made great and filled with 
creative power .... 4 
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Panturle's retreat into obscurity implies just such a transitory 

stage, gi vi ng the narrator a chance to quicken the tempo. The scene 

is characteri zed by Panturl e' s impati ence which the narrator conveys 

in short, bri sk sentences as he follows the protagon i st to the loft, 

"pour les voir? ... "(p.370). 

Illes voit, Il la voit. 
11 est dans l' ombre. Eux au so 1 eil . 
C' est la chasse. Elle est jeune!(p.370) 

Giono rigorously economizes on the narrator's words in this excerpt, 

express ing much through little. The fi rst sentence confirms the 

question, "pour les voir? ", answering it in a general manner. However 

the second confirms the reader's suspicions, defining the sex, and 

accounting for Panturle's reaction . The thi rd and fourth sentences 

neatly balance each other, contrasting the aspects of dark and light, 

while explaining their respective positions . The fifth indicates a hunt 

of a different kind. Remi ni scent of the para 11 e 1 hunt i ng scene when 

Panturle was literally out hunting, and figuratively hunted Mameche , 

it seems to be a synthesis of both, suggesting Panturle's intention 

to 'hunt' this woman. Finally, "elle est jeune!" contrasts with 

Mameche's old age. Recalling Panturle's reported interior monologue, 

"pui s i 1 a D~nse avec ardeur a 1 a Mameche _ ell e-mefl1 p.. ' S i 

4 Campbell, pp.35-36. 
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elle avait He plus jeune .,. "(p.367), suggests by comparison that the 

young woman is ideal. 

The author quickens the pace of the action, using a string of verbs 

to convey Panturle's excitement on seeing Arsule's bare breasts. 

Il . bute (p.370) ,"il roule"(p.370), "il se releve, cogne de la tete" 

(p.370), "il trebuche"(p.370), "saute, glisse"(p.370), "deux sauts, 

et il renverse son chaudron"(p.370). The narrator portrays Panturl e 

grappling with his emotions, while the reader, encountering this dense 

concentration of verbs, focuses on the intensity and rapidity of the 

protagonist's actions in this moment of urgency. The narrator's comment: 

"On dirait que sa bouche est pleine de cette fleur de 1 'aubepine"(p.370) 

conjures up already familiar images of fertility, but "il bute dans 

un petrin"(p.370) might be dismissed as simp ly bumping into a 

characteristic feature of rural life. At this stage the kneading

trough reveals nothing else, it is only later when Panturle and Arsule 

restore order to Aubignane, that its significance is . discovered. Giono 

inserts this realistic motif into the structure of the narrative as 

a foreshadowing device, but its introduction is so bound up with 

Panturle's movements that even an alert reader might fail to perceive 

the inner meaning that informs his actions. 

Recall ing the incident when Panturle opens the door to greet the 

night, the narrator now observes him as "il arrache la porte qui hurle ... 

Personne !"(p.370). However, no knock precedes thi s attempt on ly a 

breathlessness created by "le grand elan de toute sa chair"(p.370). 

Mais, la, dans l'herbe, une tache ronde, un nid ... 
La femme etait lao Ce n'est plus la nourriture 
de vent comme cette nuit, <;:a. (p. 371) 

In a tenuous way, the narrator's observation of the grass reveal ing 
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the woman's presence, relates to the scene on the plateau where Gedemus 

recalls that, "l'herbe etait toute couchee, cOlTJ11e sous un poids"(361). 

Seemingly disconnected, the fine thread joining these two observations, 

is yet another veiled comparison between Mameche and Arsu1e. A complete 

reading discloses that the "poids" was "la Mameche, cette vieille 

Pi emontai se qui, seu1 e sur 1 a 1 ande, barrera 1 a route a Gedemus 

1 e detournant de son chemi n" (p.994), while the reader, even on 

a first reading, already suspects the woman's identity. The essence 

of the comparison lies in the word, "nid". Whereas the grass on 

the plateau "etait en train de se re1ever"(p.361), indicating transience, 

here, in spite of the woman having moved away, the grass remai ns 

f1 attened 1 i ke a nest, foreshadowi ng a kind of permanence not hi therto 

suggested. 

Closer scrutiny of implied narrative disclosure brings to light 

the subtle manner in which the author imperceptibly weaves comparison 

into the fabri c of hi s story. The characters are never involved 

in direct comparison. Instead he chooses similar, parallel or ana1agous 

events to manifest differences, or dissimilar and different incidents 

to suggest similarity. 

Considerons 1es deux formules: "seul ce qui se 
ressemble differe," "seu1es 1es differences se 
ressemblent." I1 s'agit de deux lectures du 
monde dans 1a mesure ou l'une nous convie .a 
penser 1a difference a partir d'une similitude 
ou d'une identite prealab1es, tandis que l'autre 
nous invite au contraire a penser la similitude 
et meme 1 'identite comme 1e produit d'une 
disparite de fond. La premiere, definit 1e 
monde des simu1acres. El1e pose 1e monde 1ui
meme cOlTJ11e phantasme. 5 

5 Gilles Deleuze, quoted by J. Hillis Miller, in "Fiction and 
Repetition: Tess of the d'Urbervil1es, " Forms of Modern British Fiction, 
ed. Alan Warren Friedman (Austin: Universlty of Texas Press, 1975)p.70. 
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A thematic pattern begins to develop, binding each disparate 

incident to the next until the reader becomes aware of comparisons 

that were not immedi ately apparent. Mame"che substitutes for fecund 

woman, while Arsule embodies the concept. Panturle 'hunts' Mameche, 

he pursues Arsul e. Mameche's age contrasts with Arsule's youth, 

and finally, the older woman's ephemeral nature invites comparison 

with the younger's permanence. Either directly, or covertly through 

the narrator, Panturl e emerges as the mai n narrati ve thread joi ni ng 

these comparisons together. 

Addi ng another dimensi on to the concept of compar i son, Gi ono 

all udes to the general myths of Demeter and Persephone, respecti vely 

referring to them as "crone,,6 and "maiden." 7 Suggesting not only 

the cyclic decline of winter (crone), and the revival of spring (maiden), 

but al so the dual aspect of the same goddess manifested in the form 

of mother and daughter. J.G . Frazer asks: 

And if the daughter goddess was not a personification 
of the young corn of the present year, may not the mother 
goddess be a personification of the old corn of last year 
which has given birth to the new crops? 8 

and then decides, 

... I have for the most part assumed an identity of nature 
between Demeter and Persephone, the divine mother and 
daughter personifying the corn in it s double aspect of the 
seed corn of last year and the ripe ears of this, and this 
view of the substantial unity of mother and daughter is borne 
out by their portraits in Greek art, which are often so alike 

6 Robert Graves, The Greek Myths: 1,p.14. 

7 Graves, p.14. 

8 J.G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, p.521. 
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as to be indistinguishable. 9 

Seen in this perspective, Mam§che's "dying to the world" ensures Arsule's 

creation of a new world, symbolizing the two-fold nature of the principle 

of 1 i fe. Remi ni scent also of Mameche' s 1 ament to the Madonna, with 

her constant refrain "comme l e ble"(p.338) when bewailing the latter's 

'misdeed' towards herself, she could well be . considered . "the old 

corn of last year," while Arsule,still to sow the seed of 'this year', 

foreshadows the future of the novel . 

Returning to the action of the novel, the narrator focuses his 

attention on the 'hunt'. He observes Panturle chuckling knowingly 

to himself as he determines to follow Arsule. "11 a un grand rire 

qui ne fait pas de bruit, son rire de chasseur. Il rit de savoir 

lire cette chose ecrite dans 1 'air et dans la terre"(371). Sensing 

a 'kill ', Panturle watches "la piste de la femme"(p.37l) winding its 

way around the hill "comme la longe d'un fouet" (p.371). The narrator 

imagines Panturle to be holding the whip's handle, which in turn gives 

the author the opportuni ty to allude to my tho logy. Evok i ng a Hades

Persephone image -- "Avec un bon fouet et un 1 i e sec du poi gnet on 

va cueillir une fleur a deux m§tres, dans le pre, la-bas"(p.37l) 

he suggests a similarity between Panturle's situation and that of 

the classical myth. From the reader's perspective, naming the "fouet" 

and the suggestion "on va cueillir une fleur", triggers off 

a pre-fi gurat i ve pattern that unmi stakab ly calls to mi nd the myth 

of Hades and Persephone. Choosing this point in the action for the 

allusion, Giono purposely uses the technique of prefiguration to tell 

9 Frazer, p . 523. 
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part of the tale before it is told, but in the context of the novel, 

and not in the sense of the myth proper . Unlike the real hunt, the 

reader anticipates that Panturle, like Hades, will capture his prey 

alive, and unlike the classical myth he realizes. that no symbolic 

underworld awaits them. Although the mythological element does not 

provide the same direct commentary on the novel, it still functions 

as analogous description enriching the reader's experience . 10 

The narrator provides a detailed account, telling the reader 

how Panturle uses the knowledge of the area to spy on Arsule and Gedemus. 

Short circuiting their route, "Panturle s'est arrete au debouche 

du ruisseau, juste au-dessus du saut du Gaudissart el il a pris l' affQt 

sous un pin. ... Le pi nest pendu sur l' eau" (p. 373) . Perceiving 

in Panturle only an animal-like desire to satisfy his sexual longings, 

the narrator notes that" . .. son desir a ecrase tout ce qui etait 

de l' homme. Il n'est plus reste la., dans l' herbe, que le grand ma le" 

(p.373). Confirming this assumption, he proceeds to watch Panturle 

cl imb the overhanging branch, u comme une bete"(p.373) to gain a better 

view of them. On sighting the couple, Panturle quivers excitab ly, 

but the branch, unable to bear his weight, cracks. "Il a donne un 

coup de rein dans son instinct d'animal et jete les mains vers l'autre 

branche ... mais ... il tombe"(p.374). Perhaps Giono is yet again trying 

to persuade the reader ' that when it comes down to basi cs, the boundari es 

between man and animal disappear, and their needs are the same. As 

he expresses himself: 

Je me suis veritablement senti sans frontieres. Je 
suis melange, d'arbres, de betes et d'elements; et 

10 See John White, Mythology in the Modern Novel, p.156. 



les arbres, les betes et les elements qui m'entourent 
sont faits de moi-meme autant que d'eux-memes. 11 
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Resorting once more to verb intensity to convey not only the increased 

pace of the narration, but also the single-minded purposefulness of 

the water's movements as it carries Panturle out of obscurity. Giono 

personifies the water in the shape of a powerful being from whom the 

protagonist has no escape. With "1 es longs doi gts b 1 ancs ... qui se 

ferment sur 1 ui. 1 'eau ... le ceinture, lui ecrase le nez, lui 

fait toucher les deux epaules sur les pierres plates du fond .... d'un 

coup, le ruisseau l'arrache, 1 'emporte, le lance par-dessus le rebord . ... 

1 'eau, ell e, bouge ses bras et ses j ambes avec de 1 a double force 

et de la col@re d'ecume"(374). From a symbol i c perspecti ve, regardi ng 

water at "the source of all potentialities in existence,,,12 it would 

seem appropri ate that the author chooses to immerse Panturle at this 

point in the novel. "All waters are symbolic of the Great Mother 

and associ ated with ... the waters of ferti 1 ity and refreshment and 

the fountain of life. . . they always dissolve, abolish, purify, 'wash 

away' and regenerate."l3 Seen in this light, the timeous intervention 

of the water would symbolize "death to the old life and rebirth into 

the new,,,14 as Panturle unknowingly completes his purification ritual 

In case the reader's attenti on is drawn on ly to thi s aspect of the 

water's strength and purificatory function, the author here inserts 

a grim reminder of his war recollections, illustrating the powerlessness 

of a soldier battling against an almighty enemy. 

11 Jean Giono, "Preface," Les Vraies Richesses, p.16. 

12 Cooper, p.188. 

13 
Cooper, p. 188. 

14 Cooper, p.188. 



11 a roule sans plus combattre sur la derniere 
pente. 11 a roule, melange avec de l'eau et de 
la mousse et la maison aux soldats, et la carne 
qui pourrissait a la porte comme des fleurs. Elle 
s'elargissent dans sa tete, ces fleurs de sang et 
de pus, pleine de mouches. 

Des mouches d ' or dans ses yeux. 
11 semble que l'eau lui ferme la bouche avec un pacquet 
de tripes froides. (p.374) 
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The themes of war and death -- in the sense of rotti ng corpses 

echo throughout this passage. Perhaps all that Giono wants 

to impart, is that Panturle's 'battle' is over, but the images he 

evokes do not harmoni ze with the theme of the novel. The di stasteful 

simile, "la carne qui pourrissait Ii la porte comme des fleurs", extends 

beyond acceptable limits, and the reader is left wondering, why? 

Could it be the author contradicting his own idealistic thoughts 

of "melange", recognizing to his sadness that man's senseless killing 

of man destroys his affinity with animal and nature? Alan Clayton 

suggests that, 

from ·, time to t1me we hear in his works a voice 
which denies the possibility of full communion ' with 
the natural world. It is Giono's voice and it speaks 
against his vision. As is so often the case in 
literary matters, the ~ovelist's testimony clashes 
with the essayist ' s. 15 

But viewing the passage from the perspective of death before 

rebi rth, even though the most recent i mage of death is i nappropri ate 

to the concept, the narrator keeps the swi ft movement of the narrat ion, 

speeding up the final moments of Panturle's purification until he 

is catapulted into the pool below. From that moment the rebirth 

15 Alan Clayton, "Giono 's Colline: Pantheism or Humanism?," Forum 
for Modern Language Studies , (Scottish Academic Press: Vol VII, No~ 
Apri I 197 I ), p. 118. 



starts, and tone and pace both change . 

Oepuis un moment, il a recommence a vivre, mais il a 
garde les yeux fermes. 
11 est venu un grand bruit doux et une fracheur: 
plusiers voix d'arbres qui parlaient ensemble. 
11 s'est dit : "C'est le vent." C'est de la qu ' il 
a recommence a vivre. (p . 375) 
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Frami ng thi s extract with a twi ce repeated message to the reader 

that Panturle "a recommence a vivre", conveys no action, but an inner 

condition indicating that the protagonist is about to embark on a 

'new' life. The physical detail "il a garde les yeux fermes is 

used as an anticipatory device, giving the narrator a chance to del ay 

the revel atory moment, whi 1 e commenting on the protagoni st' s conditi on 

and the time of day. Symbolizing regeneration, the trees , in unison, 

bear witness to Pantur 1 e' s new 1 i fe, but the essence of thi s excerpt 

lies in the thematic element, "C'est le vent" which the narrator 

reports as direct i nterior monologue, suggesti ng not only its 

importance, but also its role of "guerisseur" so favoured by the 

author. 

Finding himself lying face down on dry earth with his head in 

the grass, Panturle "a tout compri s, d' autant qu' a peti ts pas 

le sens lui revient"(p.375). 

Alors, il a ouvert les yeux mais il n'avait pas pense 
a la lune et la grande lune entre dans ses yeux sensibles 
comme un couteau. Il a vite .ferme 1 "s yeux ... un long 
soupir, et il entrouve un peu 1 'oeil pour voir ... il a 
vu, dans la lune toute propre, l'ombre d'un peuplier. 
(p.375) 

Underlying the narrator's seemingly straightforward account of Panturle 

opening and closing his eyes, first being blinded by the moon, and 

then observing the poplar's shadow in the moonlight, the author alerts 

the reader to the symbolism inherent in "la lune" and the "peuplier." 
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The moon is regarded as a feminine 

are controllers of destiny . .. " 16 

power, and "as all moon gooddes s es 

perhaps Gi ono i s all udi ng to 

Panturle's fate. However, the motif of the poplar adds another 

dimension, conjuring up a Persephone-like image, because one of its 

aspects evokes Hades. Using these two motifs as a veiled foreshadowing 

device, the reader is not surprised when the narrator discloses: 

11 a ouvert les yeux sans plus penser a la lune et 
il a dresse la tete; on dirait la voix de la ferrme . 

Et c'est elle. 

Elle est dans la lune .... C'est la plus belle! (p.376) 

Just prior to thi s revelat i on, the narrator notes that, "la 

lune pose son doigt blanc sur ses paupieres"(p.375), denoting a sort 

of symbolic, purificatory blessing with "blanc" representing purity, 

and the action -- a priestly benediction. It is also remini~cent 

of the gushing water which closed its "long doigts blancs"(p.374) 

around Panturle as it washed away his impurities. 

A series of dialogues ensue between Arsule and Panturle, the 

former doing most of the t alking, either explaining or asking questions. 

In the course of conversation, helped along by s ilences and narrative 

inserts, past moti fs reappear, c 1 ari fyi ng meani ngs or poi nters from 

earlier contexts, and linking them structurally into a thematic unit. 

Arsul e recalls in di rect speech how she and Gedemus dragged Panturl e' s 

body from the water, and how she came to be next to him whil e Gedemus 

was lying asleep under some willows. With minimal authorial int r usion, 

Giono uses her explanation as an informative device, affording Panturle 

the opportunity to become acquainted with his immediate past. 

In between this dialogue and the next, the reader learns that 

16 Cooper, p.107. 
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Panturle feels "malhonnete d'etre etendu tout du long devant cette 

femme" (p.377). U si ng thi s as a reason to create a break, and even 

lengthening it as Panturle's shoulder aches, the narrator watches hi@ 

ea se himself into a sitting position. Observing that "il y a beauco~p 

de lune"(p.377) shining on Arsule, he links her to the recent concepts 

of feminine power and destiny, and through association, to Panturle. 

The next dialogue shows us an astonished Arsule discovering 

that Panturle hails from Aubignane, and that he was aware that she 

and Gedemus had been in front of his house. Her questioning response, 

"Ah ! c'est celle-la du sang?"(p.377) instantly evokes recent memories 

of her staring at the blood "sur la porte"(p.377), while adding yet 

another link in the chain slowly binding her to Panturle. But it 

also reveals her fear -- "on a cra a un r.la lheur" (p.377) as she 

simultaneously recoils from Panturle and conversation. At this moment, 

"il passe sur le silence un grand coup de vent plein de 1 'odeur des 

aubepines"(p.37B), suggesting that the familiar image of the "aubepine", 

having restricted itself to Panturle, now welcomes Arsule to its 

f old. Initially, at Mameche's 'farewell', "le vent du printemps!" 

(p.346) heralded the message symbolic in its image, here again it 

is the wi nd that unites Ars ul e wi th the "aubepi ne," and thus with 

Panturle. 

Le vent a tout fait: il a mene la femme vers 1 'homme, 
apres avoir agacee, et avoir eveille chez le male le 
desarroi, avec son souffle printanier. 17 

Dialogue and third person narrative constantly intercept each other, 

breaki ng down the barri ers between Arsu 1 e and Panturl e. Exp lai ni ng 

17 Michelfelder, p . 68. 
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the blood on the threshold, Panturle attributes his flaying of the 

fox to lone 1 i ness and t he curi ous effects of the hot weather. "Quand 

on est seul.. . on est mechant... ce temps de chaud ~a m' a fait 

quelque chose. ... ce n'est pas mon naturel"(p.378). The moment 

Arsule appears to accept his expl anation, the narrator changes the 

subject, focusing on Panturle's sodden condition; "Panturle a un 

long frisson qui le secoue"(p.378). This introduces a dialogue within 

a dialogue, substantially altering the situation between the 

protagonists . in the interim, before reverti ng to the original thread 

of conversation. In a remarkably short space of time Panturle rids 

himself of his inhibitions, saying : "Je vais me mettre nu, c;a sera 

mieux" (p.378). Choosing nakedness in preference to wet clothing, 

suggests a return to the innocent state of Paradise, wh i ch the author 

encourages as it enables him to portray man in true affi nity with 

his natural surroundings. In yet another attempt to efface the 

boundaries between human and cosmic order, Giono tries to convey, 

through Panturl e' s act of undressi ng, a natural obedi ence to "un 

ordre contre lequel il est vain de lutter." 18 

The dialogue alternately features Panturle's cold skin, and 

by contrast, the warm , i nvit i ng grass, interspersed with exp 1 anatory 

pi eces of narrat i on. It culminates with Panturle taking Arsu l e's 

hand and placing it on his chest so that she can feel his real, inner 

warmth despite his cold skin. Withdrawing her hand "doucement"(p.378) 

impl ies that she does not object to touchi ng him, and the narrator 

devises a moment's silence, separating the sensuous present from 

the following retrospective comment of the main dialogue. Although 

18 See Alan Clayton, "Giono's Colline: Pantheism or Humanism?," 
p.1l7. 



the two dialogues are distinct, they are juxtaposed in such a way 

that one hovers over the other. Panturl e and hi s house feature 

prominent ly in the story just reviewed, comprising the outer body 

of the conversation, while Arsule and Panturle , the couple, embrace 

the core of the main concept building up to a "regain." 

Panturle admits that he was inside when Arsule and Gedemus knocked 

on hi s door, but that he was too ashamed to open it. Misinterpreting 

his admission, Arsule asks if he was ashamed of them. 

waiting for an answer, the narrator intervenes. 

C'est ~a qui fait asseoir Panturle, et c'est de la 
qu'il est parti a parler. 11 a pris la main de la 
ferrrne dans sa main. Il parlait fort; la fenme lui 
a dit: "Parlez doucement", en lui montrant, d'un 
geste de la tete, un coin d'ombre sous les saules 
au il semblait que quelqu'un eta i t couche: Elle 
n'a pas retire sa main. Au contraire, au bout d'un 
moment, il n'etait plus besoin de la tenir; elle 
avait ferme ses doigts sur la main de Pantur l e 
comme sur un museau de bon ch i en. (p. 379) 

Instead of 

The passage opens with the narrator concentrati ng on the hand 

movements of the pair. He observes Panturle taking Arsule's hand, 

and beginning to speak. The reader never 1 earns what P anturl e says, 

he only imagines that the protagonist tries to vindicate his former 

anti-social behaviour. It is left to the realms of the imagination. 

His thoughts are not translated into direct speech, and this brings 

forth implications of the "narrated" event, keeping it in the background 

as part of the story, instead of encroaching on the central theme. 

In contrast to the withdrawal of her hand, Arsule now holds Panturle's 

hand, reciprocating his warmth and showing her affection. This gesture 

confirms the reader's imagination, for at that moment, Panturle says, 

" . .. . je suis servic i able plus qu'un autre ... "(P.379), before 

narrat i on takes corrrnand over di a 1 ogue. Not surpri si ngly Gi ana chooses 
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their hands to do the 'talking'. Symbolic of many expressions, the 

hand" plac.ed in another's [conveys a] pledge of service, [while] 

the right hand pledges the life principle." 19 In Arsule's case we 

note that "elle porte sa ma in gauche a travers la nuit pour tater 

le beau poignet qUi attache sa droite" (p.380), corroborating the 

above. 

Repeating, "elle a ferme ses doigts sur la main de Panturle" 

(p .379), the narrator reiterates Arsule's willingness to respond, 

and keeps the reader's attention on their hands. He also rel ates 

her reaction to touching his skin. "Elle touche la peau qUi est 

comme une ecorce avec des verrues et des entailles"(p.379), which 

reminds the reader of the narrator's initial observation of Panturle. 

Le Panturle est un homme enorme. On dirait un 
morceau de bois qui marche. . .. et qu'il se 
redresse, les bras ecartes, pour regarder la 
terre, c'est un arbre. (p.329) 

Transferring his sentiments to Arsule, it would seem that her first 

acquai ntance was with a 'dead tree' Mameche -- symbolizing a past 

mode of existence, but having cast her eye over Panturle's blood-

stai ned thresho 1 d, she embarks on a new phase of 1 ife, hence by 

contrast , Panturle embodies the image of a living tree. Giono depicts 

two separate yet cyclic stages of life, through symbolic narration, 

using the metaphor of a tree to represent death and rebirth . 

Sprinkling the narration with a fresh handful of fertility 

symbols, "moissons" (p.379), "lune" (p .379), "fontaine"(p.379), 

"cuisses"(p.380), "poils"(p .380), "chevre"(p.380) and "sang"(p.380), 

19 Cooper, p .78. 
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the narrator pauses, all owi ng Panturl e to express hi s emoti ons, before 

concluding the first part of the novel. Bursting with pent-up desire, 

Panturle attempts to articulate his thoughts: "je ne sai spas 

dire tous ils ont leurs fenrnes. Cette passion qui lui a pris 

a la terre ... Cette passion! ... "(p.380) Evincing a kind of hesitancy 

with the first two half-sentences, the author meets with the reader's 

expectations of the peasant protagonist, but the next sentence and 

exclamation strike a rather odd note with the word "passion", and 

the way it is related to the earth. It woul d seem that the poet's 

voice in Panturle's guise emerges, throwing the reader a little off

balance as he finds the poetic expression inappropriate to the rustic 

character's usual manner of speaking. 

Lessening the gap between the themes of fertil ity and desire, 

the narrator observes, "il · la tire vers lui. E11e glisse dans 

l'herbe et la vOila"(p.380). Beauti fu 11y understated, yet abundantly 

cl ear, the reader witnesses Panturl e fulfill i ng hi s promi se to Mameche 

-- "si je t'en mene une, tu la prends ? ... Oui! je la prends!"(p.342). 

Freed from the constrai nts of soci ety their consummation flows 

natura 11 y. Nature ' s trumpets solemnize the union. The wi nd, the 

sky, a hooting owl and a cooing turtle-dove harmonize sonorously, 

announcing the 'marriage'. Without a word spoken by either protagonist, 

Giono evokes sensuous impressions through the symbolically rich texture 

of the narrative, causing the reader to react spontaneously to his 

sense of the 1 i vi ng forces in nature. As de Pomerai remarks: 

may not share his implied 'animism' but we can surrender to the strength 

and variety of his imaginative vitality.,,20 

Umberto Eco, reflecting on his book, 11 Nome Della Rose (trans. The 

Name of the Rose) writes; 

20 "Introduction", Regain, p.35. 



In narrative, the breathing is derived not from the 
sentence but from the broader units, from the scansion 
of events .... Harmony lies not in the length of the 
breadth but in its regularity. And if, at a certain 
point ... the breathing breaks off and a chapter (or 
a sequence) ends before the breath is completely 
drawn, this irregularity can play an important 
role in the economy of the story; it can mark a 
turning point, a surprise development. 21. 
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Applying this observation to Regain, the reader can see how 

Gi ono succeeds in regul ati ng the breathi ng, breaking it off before 

it is drawn, to initiate a change. The narrator invokes the aid 

of natural forces to herald the union of Arsule and Panturle, 

simultaneously ending the 'death' cycle, and commencing the 'rebirth', 

which marks a turning point in the novel. Looki ng at the scene from 

a mytho logical perspective, could not the union between the protagonists 

be likened to the union of the sky-god, Zeus with the corn-goddess, 

Demeter, bearing in mind an earlier observation that Demeter and 

Persephone are one? The role of the elemental forces in 'the sacred 

marriage' tends to suggest that reminiscent of the Eleusinian mysteries, 

there seems to exist, 

like a distant landscape through a sunlit haze, 
a simple rustic festival ·designed to cover the 
wide Eleusinian plain with a plenteous harvest 
by wedding the goddess of the corn to the sky
god, who fertilised the bare earth with genial 
showers. 22 

Also, in line with classical thought, and the author's belief in 

"melange", "the marriage of tress and plants could not be fertile 

21 . 
Umberto Eco, Reflections on The Name of the Rose, trans. Harcourt 

Brace Jovanovich, 1984 (London: Martln seker and Warburg Ltd., 1985) 
p.42. 

22 Frazer, p.179. 
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without the real uni on of the human sexes," 23 so it mi ght just 

be. considered that Giono consciously employs the protagonists' 

consummation to ensure the future growth of vegetation. 

"Voila l'aube." 

Ils disent ~a l'un aprls 1 'autre sans se regarder: 
ils on maintenant de grands corps calmes, des 
coeurs simples comme des coquelicots.(p.380) 

This passage opens with Panturle and Arsule reiterating in verbatim 

fashion, the start of a new day . However, 

il s emble qu'il y ait dans ces dialogues une 
conversation sous les phrases, et qui se continue 
dans les silences, chaque mot eveillant une 
reaction profonde . 24 

"Voila 1 'aube" are the first spoken words since Panturle's passionate 

outburst, and would seem to indicate more than j ust a fresh start 

to a new .day . Authori ali ntenti on suggests its uni versa 1 meani ng, 

that of a new beginning, and to stress its importance, since both 

male and female are chosen to utter it, in rapid s uccession 1 ' un 

apr es l ' autre . -- Giono isol ates its st r ategically amidst solid 

narrat i ve, drawi ng the reader' s attenti on to the pronouncement . 

Following this, the pass age ends with the simile, "des coeurs simples 

comme des coque 1 i cots", evok i ng in the poppy's image the idea of 

a united beginning. The poppy symbo l izes "the Great Mother as the 

One and the Many [representi ng] ferti 1 ity [and] fecundity , ,,25 while 

in Graeco-Roman symbolism it is the emblem of Demeter/ Ceres and 

23 Frazer, p.188 . 

24 J. Pugnet, quoted by Odile de Pomerai in " Introduction," Regain, 
p.30. 

25 Cooper, p. 134. 
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Persephone, representing "the period of the sleep and death 

of vegetation" .26 L inking these symbols to the novel's context, 

it would seem that the "coquelicots" embrace the dual concepts of 

past and future, simultaneously ensuring a rebirth after death. 

Seen in Christian perspective, perhaps Panturle's twice repeated, 

"cette passion"(p . 380), evocative of a suffering Christ, ties up 

with the image of the poppy which "depicts the paSSion of Christ 

and the sleep of death." 27 It denotes the end of sufferi ng for man 

and earth, which in itself promises the fulfilment of desire. 

The first part of the novel ends, anticipating a new beginning. 

Arsule watches Panturle as he picks up his wet clothes, while the 

narrator notes, "Elle sait ce qui va arriver: c'est tout simple." 

(p.38l). With no more prompting than an i mal instinct, "Arsule knows 

at once that, whereas Gedemus was only expl oiting her, Pantur l e i s 

her mate, and she does not hesitate to fol l ow him." 28 Once more 

the author uses his favoured device, that of foreshadowing, to predict 

the young couple's future. 

26 

27 

28 

" Viens, d i t Panturle, on va a la maison . " 
Et e ll e a marc he derri~re IUi : daos ~ le sentier. 
(p.381) 

Cooper, p. 134. 

Cooper, p.134. 

de Pomerai, p.20 . 



CONCLUSION 

Accordi ng to Mark Schorer, "Modern cri ti ci sm, through its exact i ng 

scruti ny of 1 i terary texts, has demonstrated with fi na 1 ity that in 

art beauty and truth are indivisible and one." 1 He equates beauty 

with form, and truth with content, then narrows down the concepts 

sti 11 further, substituting technique for form, and subject matter 

for content. In the light of Schorer's postulations, this study 

has attempted to i nvesti gate Gi ono' s techni que and subject matter 

simultaneously, in order to define the themes as they are presented 

in the novel, without losing sight of the devices 

development. 

used in their 

The dissertation has been confined to Part One of Regain, for 

it is felt that the many techni ques emp 1 oyed in thi s secti on of the 

work, adequately demonstrate the author's artistry. The limits imposed 

by this restriction permit closer investigation of his techniques, 

l essening the risk of repetition that Part Two might reveal were 

it to be scrutinized as well . The novel's title, encompassing the 

subject matter, covers the passage of 1 ife from death to rebirth. 

Embracing the myths of Demeter and Pan -- "Les mythes nous donnent 

exactement nos limites, chaque fois que nous avons voulu en sortir, 

1 "Technique as Discovery", The Theory of the Novel, p.65. 
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~a a ~t~ de grandes catastrophes,,2 Giono observes the sequence 

of changing seasons, and the cyclic decay and growth of vegetation. 

He simultaneously explores the reconstruction of a ruined world, 

rendering a density to the content, and imparting its meaning without 

a sense of loss to the book as a whole. 

Having discovered the vast nature of his subject matter, the 

author realized that he would have to keep his story simple if he 

were to succeed. So, choosing a rural setting, he selects what he 

considers the best tools to sh ape the content. The first instrument 

to emerge from the artist's bag, is language. Well aware of its 

importance, as his admission to Michelfelder reveals (see "Introduction" 

p. 7 of this study), Giono carefully creates the novel's texture 

and tone. Deci di ng who wi 11 tell the story, to what effect, and 

when, the author determines the narrative angle. 

An anonymous, omniscient and reliable narrator is Giono's main 

choice for 'point of view'. This 'character' is responsi ble f or 

setting the tone of dialogue.s, . offering the reader illuminating 

pieces of information. His function is two-fold; to anticipate 

conversations, and to comment retrospectively on events. However, 

if the author dictates that the reader's attention be drawn to a 

specific character or event, he changes narrators, employing one 

of the characters to take over that role. Right at the beginning 

of the story, gaining the reader's sympathy, the narrator yields 

to 1 'Oncle Joseph when Giono singles Mameche out for special attention. 

2 Jean Giono, quoted by Michelfe lder, p.184. 
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Recalling the death of her husband, 1 'Oncle Joseph pauses, then exclaims 

"Ell e etai t marquee cette femme!" (p . 327) , before descri bi ng the 

ci rcumstances of her chil d's death. Thi s dramati c statement becomes 

firmly imprinted on the reader's mind, drawing his attention to both 

narrator and character . I n another instance, related in Chapter 

Two of the present study, the author creates an unconventional betrothal 

scene, using Mameche to narrate the parable of the charcoal burner, 

which hints at the novel's main theme. 

As the story traces the path from death to rebi rth, ita 1 so 

progresses from past to future. Hence the most prominent narrative 

device at the author's disposal, is that of foreshadowing. From 

the preceding chapters it can be seen that Giono uses every available 

means to exploit this technique thematically. Adhering to his subject 

matter he chooses as motifs ordinary objects of rural 1 ife, such 

as "charrues"(p.331), "1'enclume"(p.331) and "petrin"(p.370) pointing 

to future themes. Words like "lait"(p.333), "chevre"(p.333), "fontaine" 

(p.336), "lune"(p.379), "sang"(p.380), and a host of others symbolize 

fertility, while specific objects such. as "1'aubepine"(p.346) and 

the statue of the "Sainte Vierge"(p.336) also embody this concept, 

enriching the reader 's anticipation of things to come. Elemental 

forces, especially the wind, have an important anticipatory role. 

Seemingly innocent verbs like "geler"(p.336), "partir"(p.327) and 

"venir"(p.346) alert the reader to their latent significance. Metaphors 

foretell happenings such as: "Tous les reseaux de son sang se sont 

mis a chanter comme la resille des ruisseaux et des rivieres"(p.380), 

which forecasts Arsule's future happiness after her consummation 

with Panturle. 
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Another prominent narrative device throughout the novel, and 

commented on frequently in the course of this study, is that of 

repetition . Words, motifs, phrases, images, actions and ideas are 

repeated as separate entities or in structured series to reinforce 

one another, becoming "a focus of development in the narrative"~ 

Its function varies to provide dramatic effects, resonances, emphases, 

musci a 1 rhythms and crescendos of tens ion whi ch enri ch the texture 

of both form and content. 

If antithetical balance can be seen as a structural device, 

Giono uses it to good effect. Mameche's faith in religion is destroyed 

then restored; Aubignane dies and revives; fertility is balanced 

by sterility, departure by arrival and finally death by rebirth. 

Myth forms an integral part of the author's technique, enriching 

the novel's characters with its prefigurative aspect, while narrowing 

the gap between the tweotieth century and classical antiquity. From 

the beginning Mameche is compared to Demeter. Her black clothes 

resemble those of the archetypal figure in her state of mourning. 

Mameche's search for Arsul e parall e 1 s Demeter's search for Persephone, 

and ends when she 'guides' Arsule to Panturle, as Demeter's ends 

the moment she finds Persephone. Presenting the reader with a realistic 

theme like "regain", Giono enhances the understanding of the reading 

through his chosen analogy. However, its success as a foreshadowing 

device depends upon the exact moment chosen for the analogy . Early 

in the novel a comparison between Mameche and Demeter is invited 

but it remains veiled, for unlike her ancient counterpart Giono's 

3 Alter, p. 94. 
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character does not set out on her search immediately. But the instant 

Mamikhe is seen standing on the rampart holding the flaming torch 

aloft, the reader associates her with the myth, realizing that her 

search has begun. Knowing Demeter found Persephone, the reader predicts 

that Mameche will find a woman for Panturle. In thi sway, as already 

mentioned i n t he body of this study, myth creates expectations, telling 

the story before it is told. 

The myth of Pan is not dealt with in the same manner. The deity's 

presence, primari ly sensed through the force of the wi nd, i nfl uences 

the protagonists' moods and feelings . Giono uses Pan to play with 

the characters' emotions and sexual desires, inspiring fear or longings 

as the seasons alter his attitudes. 

In his exploration of a ruined world reconstructed, the author 

features a situation in which two pawns, Panturle and Arsule, are 

mani pul ated by a dynami c fi gure in the person of Mameche. She too 

was a stati c fi gure unti 1 Gaubert's departure makes her real i ze that 

action is needed to save Aubignane. From that moment she undertakes 

the revival of this village, eventually leaving to find Panturle 

a wife. The whimsical author establishes an analogy between the 

old woman and a dead tree, which brings a sense of fantasy and fun 

to the narrative. Only through her efforts are Panturle and Arsule 

brought together, and Aubignane restored. 

Perti nent to the study of Gi ono' s narrati ve techni ques is the 

extent to which the author's personal views impinge on the novel . 

His zest for life and hatred of war, his hostility to urbanism and 

love of the countryside are not without influence on his writing. They 

appear as themes or metaphors, but are not so instrusive as to interfere 
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with the story. However, Giono's idea of "melange" pervades the 

story. Panturle and Mameche are part tree, part human; animals 

are compared to plants and vice versa; elements of nature have human 

attri butes, wh i 1 e the el ementa 1 forces are personifi ed more often 

than not. The dissolution of boundaries between these various realms, 

results in metaphorical density mentioned in the "Introduction" to 

this study. Ullman observes that 

the peculiar structure of his imagery is the stylistic 
counterpart of this pantheistic communion with nature; 
the dense and homogenous network of metaphors overlies 
and supersedes all borderlines and interknits the spheres 
which are normally kept distinct. 4 

Taki ng a syntheti c vi ew of the narrat i ve techni ques used by Gi ono 

in Regain, it is fitting to claim "that certain techniques are sharper 

too 1 s than others, and wi 11 discover more; that the writer capable 

of the most exacting technical scrutiny of his subject matter will 

produce works with the most satisfying conte nt, works with thickness 

and resonance, works which reverberate, works with maximum meaning.,,5 

p.66. 

Alors, la voix de Pan 1 'immense, 
sonore, souffle encore dans les aiguilles vertes 
et la vie recommence . 6 

4 Style in the French Novel, pp . 225-226. 

5 Mark Schorer, "Technique as Discovery", The Theory of the Novel, 

6 Jean Gi ono, "He 1 i os: Sous 1 e pi ed chaud du solei 1 ", quoted by 
Michelfelder, p . 2ll. This was first printed in October 1921, nine 
years before Regain. 
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